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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, April 25, 1922.
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DE BACA COUNTY FORMER'
TO BOOST JONES
USERS
FOR U. 5. SENATE
(Special lori'FSpondenre to TH Jn'i oa.

TO

JOUBNA

ALBUQUEK

CITY

LIVING

CDST

WALLACE CLAIMS
These Forms of Entertainment Encourage the Use
of More Expensive Cuts
of Meat, Secretary Says.
MARKETING SYSTEM
IS UNSATISFACTORY

Formation of
Selling Associations
Should Be Encouraged,
Senator Capper Asserts,

Fort Sumner.

24.

A.

N.

M.,

Jones-for-Senat-

B-BO-

LADY

AT

ASTOR, M. P., JUST PLAIN NANCY
LANGHORNE ON HER ARRIVAL

Hi

I

LAD! ASTOR
U. S.

:

April
club

Customs

secretary-t-

reasurer.

O. B. Karickson, local mer-

for governor.
E. Herbert Herlihy, chairman of the De Baca county
democratic central committee,
stated that Mrs. Francis E.
Nixon of Fort Sumner, vice
chairman of the democratic
state central committee, al
ready has the endorsement of
four eastern counties if she
will announce herself as a
candidate for state superintendent of schools.
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BASEBALL IS A REINCARNATION

OF THE OLD EGYPTIAN GAME OF

ROUNDERS, SAYS COHAN DOYLE

Creator of Sherlock Holmes and General
thority on Spiritualism Sees Big Leaguers
Perform at the Polo Grounds and Gives His
,
Impressions of the Game.
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dress Annual Luncheon of,
the Associated Press.
(By The Ammvlttted rre.)
24. Fa-- ;

1

Baltimore, Md., April
tiuued by her Incessant activity
since reaching America last Wednesday, Lady Nancy Astor remained
away from convention headquarters
of the National League o women
Voters today and spent tho hours in
rest.
In the afternoon Lady Astor
worked on an address siie is to deLater she called
liver tomorrow.
on some of her friends of bygone
was
Nancy Langdays, when she
Tonight she
horne, of Virginia.
and Lord Astor dined quietly.
Tomorrow Lady Astor will go to
New York in a private car to
the annual luncheon ot the
Associated Press. Immediately the
to
speech Is over, she will return me
Baltimore, going direct irom
the
train to a dinner given by
Maryland League of Women Voters.
Her amazing vitality noiuing uui,
lady Astor intends to plunge into
the deliberations of the convention
Some of the lead
on Wednesday.
ers fear that as soon as Lady Astor
enters the convention a good many
of the delegates will quit working
over world problems, and begin star
gazing. That was wnat nappeneu
when she burst in upon the serious
conference
minded
of women, day before yesterday.
the
delegates wanted
Immediately
nothing but to hear her. Mrs. Car-tet
rie Chapman Catt, who presided,
them have their way, and, with a
the
laugh told Lady Astor to leave her
room when she had concluded
remarks.
night is the "bifi
Wednesday
Ealtimor-niw" in ijidv Astor's
visit. She will be tho principal
mass
a
at
pieeting, her
speaker
topic to bo "Political F.xperlence."
From every state today come revisits
quests that Lady Astor make
and addresses, but she will bo unintends
able to grant them, as she
to seo "the folks in Virginity," go
to Chicago for a short stay, and
make a trip to Canada, all within
her in
the short time remaining to said
it
Ihis country.
Today she
'would soon be necessary tor ner
nouse
tne
in
to get back on the job
and in her home,
of commons
where six children await the return
of their busy parents.
"Outlawing Wars."
A resolution in favor of "outlawinternaing wars" by creating anmake
war
tional law which would
at the
was
today
a crime,
adopted
of
meeting of the National League
reWomen Voters' committee onresoThe
armaments.
of
duction,
lution will be presented to the third
annual convention of tho National
League of Women Voters on recomfrom tho emergency
mendation
committee to bo passed on by the
redelegates, together with other
commendations from standing comdown the future
mittees setting
policy of tho league.

rresM
,
I
r'net tr d
ficials announced today that
were working , to smash.
which
y
ring
bootlegging
id
(Br The Amwclnlril Preaa.)
charged had mobilized a
feet
to
former submarine chasers
Baltimore, Mtl., April 24 The
creation of America's "dry navy."
UNION
question ot reducing the cost of
The federal agents are working
from the
living was presented
on the theory that tho swift craft
farmers,
nation's
the
of
once pursued German U boats
that
viewpoint
and were sold after the war, now
in addresses tonight before the
ALLOWED
TO
are posing as naval vessels and,
National League of Women Voters
commanded by officers in the uniby Secretary Wallace, of the agriform of the Lnilod States, already
culture department and Senator
have succeeded in running $3,01)0,-OUthe
of
leader
worth of rum into the United
Capper of Kansas,
Slates from Bermuda and Havana.
senate agricultural bloc.
The announcement of the discov'
"If we accept our present sysery of the alleged smuggling scheme Lord and Lady Astor, photographed on shipboard while steaming Into
tem of distribution ot meats and
was
made after former submarine
New York harbor.
His
Withdraws
. other food products
as being a Hamrock
chaser 101, rechristened the Fidtis,
With
familiar
the
harsatisfactory system," said Secredraw; eight years, Lady Astor Is to speak
Virginia
in
Order Forbiddinq U. M. had been nabbed New York
tary Wallace, "then any marked
bor by a police boat and customs supplanting, temporarily at leust, .it tbe confetence of iha Nationa1
reduction In cost must come first
W. of A. Officials to Make launch after she had passed quar- her English "clip," Lady Astor once l.engue 'if Women Voters in Baltithrough reduction in wages beantine and was darting toward a more became just riain Nancy more. "Nancy" was th3 first woin Colorado.
cause wages are altogether the
Speeches
pier. Customs men claimed that Langhorne,on of tho "Virginia In the man to have a seat in tho British
disand
house of commens. "My husband
her arrival
largest Item In marketing
they had found aboard her numer-o- united
considwe
Associated
Tbe
cost
whether
(By
Tree)
tjtates after an ubsonco of drove ma to it," she said.
tributing
charts with marked landings
er the wholesaling or retailing. I
Denver, Colo., April 24. Col. P. along the .tlantic coast and Hudam not arguing that there should J. Hamrock of the Colorado Rang- son river. No liuuor was found
be large reductions In wages. I ers, doing strike duty in various aboard her and the crew told a hair- parts of the state has rescinded a raising tale of having had then
simply point out that the huge inofficials cargo plundered by pirutes off the
creases in wages are mainly re- former order forbidding
sponsible for the large increase in of district No. 15, United Mine Long Island coast yesterday.
to
address
cost to the consumer."
Workeisof America,
Hold on Technical Charge.
to
said to bear BritThe
Economics Cnn Be Made.
meetings of miners, according
howFelix
was tied up at the Batstatement
a
ish
The
S
tonight
F
secretary,
by
registry,
agriculture
"
ber.
Cancelsecretary-treasurenot
ever, added that he did
tery, where she tonight was held on
Berfolof
she
left
he
technical
that
a
of
lation
said,
the
believe that tho present system
order,
charge
clearance papers.
marketing and distribution should lowed a recent conference between muda without
Her capain, who gave his name as
be accepted as satisfactory, saying Colonel Hamrock and A. J.
his crew of
and
and
"John Kelly,"
district president,
"economics can be made all along
Three Men Tried in Connecthe line and the department of ag- refers particularly to meetings that seves, were taken to the customs
riculture is now making a sys- may bo held in Las Animas and house for a severe grilling. After
tion With Killing Sid Hat-fiewus
which
attend
tho
examination,
tematic study with this end in Huerfano counties.
of
Will
from
Men
the
a
ed
comFormer
Service
by
representative
Iron
and
Try
Last August Are
Colorado Fuel
view."
British consul general,
Mr. Wallace expressed the opinpany officials reported today that fice of the United
on
an
Not Guilty.
3,500
Found
States Attorney
Experiment
ion that "modern day habits of the number of men working In Assistant
lk said:
Which
Land
of
Acres
living in large consuming centers their various mines was 2,773 com- Fa
"Kelly wore tho uniform of a
(H, The Attlnclilled 1'rc.l )
inevitably increase living costs," pared with 2,913 Saturday. Iwns United
We
naval officer.
to Purchase. Welch, W. Va., April 24. The
Hope
and to support his belief, declared pointed out that 140 men did not have notStates
They
as
made
final
charges
any
yet
chapter In ono of Mingo's
"regular attendance at afternoon work at the Kebler mine because
and th?
numerous industrial tragedies was
Captain Kelly
Tbe Araoclated fori.)
movies and bridge parties encour- the recent destruction of a bridge against
(Bj
crew.
when a jury In
.
written hero
,
age the use of more expensive cuts by fire cut off the railroad to the
McQrath, Minn., April 24. This circuit court today
a verdict of
"It is understood that the Fidus
returned
iif meat which can be prepared for mine. Tho company's output for carried
cases of choice Scotch thriving town Is virtually assured not guilty against O. K. Lively, Busthe table In a few minutes and Saturday was reported as 9,731 whisky 2,100
Is
trom Bermuda and that
one of tho most unique fai'mlng ter Pence and William Salters, inmore expensively processed food tons.
une projects In the United States as the dicted in connection with the killwe want to find out.
what
said
that
Mi.
kinds."
all
of
Pogllano
tonight
products
n her mani
of Hid Hatfield. A similar vermar- several hundred union miners who vessel failed to show
result of a recent visit here of ing
Formation for
fest
dict was returned when the sumo
cargo and after questionhad 'been employed by the Victor ing anycustoms
the
students
soldiers
former
deat
keting associations encouraged
was
it
defendants were tried on charges
agents,
d
American Fuel company at Dela-gu- cidedby to take her
der the
into port and government
vocational
training of having killed Ed Chambers.
recomwas
and
Ravenwood
Hastings,
marketing law,
,
On August 1, last, Hatfield and
question the crew."
school at Minneapolis, who promended by Senator Capper as a have been ordered to vacate comChambers came to Welch to anFederal agents who said they
the name "John Kelly" ficti- pose to purchase a tract of 3,500 swer for the part they were alleged
remedy for cost of living condl, pany houses by May 1. Plans to
care for them, he said, have not tious and that the captain's real acres of land near here to develop to have played in shooting up of
tions.
.
been made.
Our Wasteful System.
name was M. Stanley Clarke, of farms tor themselves.
the little mining town ot Mohawk.
Colonel Hamrock said that In Brooklyn, Intimated that there was
"The spread, between the
The former servicemen, 46 in As they were walking up the court
and the consumer will average event of a coal shortage at the a possibility that there might be number, are more or less disabled house steps near where the three
about 70 cents of the consumer's state penitentiary at Canon City, brought againrt
her captain a as a result of army service, and defendants were standing, a shot
dollar," the senator said. "Tills the Insane asylum at Pueblo or charge cf wearing an ensign's uni- have been studying agriculture at rang out, and when the smoke of
convicts form Illegally.
who the
"Kelly,"
shooting cleared away, the
large margin, so much larger than other state institutions,
training school. As the course general
the entire cost ot the product. Is will be put to work in the mines claimed at one time to. have served stipulates
of Hatfield and Chambers
that they must devoto a bodies
This
district.
Canon
denied
in
and
wasteful
in
tho
United
States
the
to
elaborate
City
our
due
navy,
certain period to practical appli- lay at the bottom of the steps. They
The best was done, ho said, during a strike he was wearing a naval uniform.
system of marketing.
cation of their schooling, It was were accompanied by their wives
re"All I had was a cap that
shooting occurred.
way to mend the present situation in 1913.
suggested to the men by Prof. B. when the was
he
an
sembled
head
the chief witness
and provide" for tho future, it
piece,"
ensign's
Lively
D. Maine of the training
school
told reporters.
and the other men
Hatfield
seems to me, is to increase the 189 GAMES HAVE BEEN
against
to
that
farm
title
they
acquire
in connection with
Pirates Stole Cargo?
producers' profit by shortening the
sal- who were tried
lands
wiPt
for
it
and
the
pay
tak
BY
tho killing ot seven private detectMILLERS
Kelly claimed to have been
PLAYED
road to market. The way to acand expense moneys to which ives
at Matewan. In that light, ten
liquor to Montreal for a Ber ary
ing
complish thiH is through
are
under
entitled
the
they
provi- men met death, including Mayor
WITHOUT A SHUT OUT muda wine merchant who owned sions of the vocational
marketing which eliminates
training
C. C. Testerman.
the craft, when pirates on another law.
Shortly after
and speculative
the unessential
chaser stole her cargo and me
this affray. Hatfield married Test- (By Tbe Associated PrcM.)
middleman and which gives the proVarious parts of the state were erman's
24.
The
soon after Sid
manifest.
and
April
Toledo,
Ohio,
widow,
consumer
due."
their
ducer and tho
The Btory of the piratical raid off visited In quest of a desirable loca- went down at Welch, his widow
Minneapolis club of the American
none
was
Finalsuitable.
but
tion,
was
Is
tho
Montauk
Point
established
what
greatest
has
married a stale troiper.
association
COXDITIONAIj PAIIIMJV.
believed to be a world's record for thriller that had been brought Into ly they visited McGTath. ImmediWhen port in many a day but customs ately they were interested by ErnSanta I'"e. April 24. Conditional consecutive game scoring.
O. Buehler, president of the 100 FAMILIES MADE
pardon has been granted by Gov. the club finished Sunday's game officials claimed to have detected est
win over the local points at which the tule, as related McGrath State bank who has made
M. C. Mechem to Rafael Barreras. with a
HOMELESS BY FLOOD
who was sentenced from Valencia association club, they had played by different members of the crew, it possible for the men to purchase
of
tract
of
a
acres
seven
one
NEED IMMEDIATE AID
did not Jibe. Incidentally
3,600
county In March, 1921, to serve 189 games without a shut out. The
five to seven years for an offense Millers began their string of vic- the crew, Ray Palmer, was al- miles north of here.
According to the plan proposed
not given In the pardon. The ex- tories about twenty days before tho leged to be carrying I. W. W.
(II j The Aanocliitril I're.)
by Professor Maync, the students
111., April 24 (by the
Bcardstown;
ecutive order shows that tho case close of the 1920 season. They
will
withseason
in
1921
one
land
the
tract
Associated Press.) Coasting down
the
purchase
against Barrerasi was very weak, went through
and
scored
out
Bhut
then
out
,
have
and
it
each
flooded
Illinois
river in searchout
the
doubt
serious
exists
apportion
being
and that there
TO ERECT A BUILDING
farm being separate. Should the ing of flood refugees needing as
in every game played this spring.
of his guilt.
local
bo
tract
chosen it is planned sistance, Captain Malloy and his
AT WASHINGTON FOR
to house the men in three sets Of Chicago coast guards reported back
A HOME FOR SCIENCE farm buildings now on the tract.
to Captain F. 11. Brewer, directing
When the tract is finally set- Salvation Army relief here, that
tled
24.
and
Plans
Washington, April
prepared for cultivation 100 homeless families, tented near
for the erection in Washington of it is planned to build a set of com- the town of Pearl, in Pike county,
a $1,300,000 building as the home munity buildings at a central lo- have almost exhausted their food
of the National
of cation and' establish a new town. supply and are in immediate need.
Academy
Captain Brewer communicated
Sciences and the National Research The land lies in a rich cutover secCouncil and a center for American tion and is said to be adapted for the information to Grant Burgner,
field
officer of the Red Cross, now
science in all its fields were an general farming, especially dairy- In
Beardstown, and announced that
nounced today by Dr. C. I. Wal ing and poultry raising.
M. J. Thompson of Duluth, su- relief would reach the Pike county
cott, president of the National
sufferers as soon as possible.
Academy, at the opening session pervisor of the northeast experi- flood
Both the Red Cross and the SalvaAu- of its meeting here. The building, ment station and head of the land tion
Army are working in
which is expected to be completed clearing department of the Uniattempting to avoid duplicaby a year from next fall, Dr. Wal versity of Minnesota, will
tion
cf effort.
with the agricultural school
cott said, is a gift of the Carnegie
in
Foundation of New York. Fac
assisting the, men to arrange a
ing the Lincoln Memorial in Poto- rotation of crops for the new farm ORAL ARGUMENTS TO
mac park, from the north, the center.
.
CL0SE0N APRIL 28
structure it was said, will be on
simple classical style, rising three CONVICTS MAY BE PUT
24. Chief
Washington,
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
stories from a broad terrace and
April
Justice Taft announced today Hint
Xew York, April 24. Sir Arthur not satisfied without the spiritual having a frontage of 200 feet.
TO
WORK
COAL
DIGGING
Ruth.
The
Babo
of
game
oral argument of rases for the presConan Doyle, creator of Sherlock presence
lacks excitement unless tho
ent term would close on April 28
Holmes and general authority on of swat Is in there in person. king
(By The Ainnclitted
and that the court would meet on
the supernatural, saw the big
24.
Denver,
Convicts
2
Colo.,
Baseball
April
didn't
"Number
LUNCHEON GIVEN nt the stao
,
Monday, May 2, for tho delivery of
leaguers in action at the Polo originate in America. It Is simply
penitentiary at Canon opinions and from date would take
City, will be put to work as miners a recess to
grounds last week.
of
the
old
a
reincarnation
Egyptian
May 15 when it would
in the coal fields in Fremont coun- Today after due consideration of
ot rounders, considerably
meet for opinion only.
the psychic phenomena of the dia- game
ty district if th' supply of fuel again
and
elevated
glorified.
BY runs low at tn state prison, asylum
FOR
mond he announced he had made
"Number 3. Sir Arthur Will
or other institutions in Colorado,
the following deductions concern- henceforth be a baseball fan, inAmerican
to ' information
pastime.
from CHARLEY LEDOU
according
ing the greatest
of a cricket enthusiast.
"Number 1 The average fan Is stead
prison authorities given out today
"Number 4 The way the Giants
by
HamGeneral
J.
Pat
wonAdjutant
followed tho ground balls was
rock, hoad of the sfnte rangers.
derful. Tho way they Judged the
"There IS on hand at least a
Outfielders
flics was remarkable.
BANTAM
month's supply of coal at the penare more impressive than infield-ers.- "
itentiary and little or no likelihood
Paris, April 24. Jack Dempsey of
a shortage," declared Hamrock.
Continuing his deductions. Sir was the guest today of French
"However, if the emergency arises
Arthur said there really vrts noth- sporting writers, who gave a and
.
FORECAST.
fuel supply runs low, convicts
ofhim
to
from
spiritualiz- luncheon in his honor in tho
ing
in the penitentiary will be detailed
Denver, April 24. New Mexico: ing in prevent
went as
professional baseball, as lie fices of Auto.
Dempsey
local
coal
and
miners around Canon City
Wednesday,
Tuesday
had been taught the game years sightseeing
the afternoon
showers; cooler northeast portion ago by his American author friend, and planned during
to attend tbe Bnlaao-Pruni- just as they were in 19irs."
Tuesday.
Hamlin Garland. Anyone who could
Wins the Championship of
fight for the middleweight
Arizona: Tuesday and Wednes-- ' star at cricket could star at base- championship
this evening.
BOMBARDIER WELLS
ball, he declared, and since he enday, unsettled, possibly local showBy
suitable
England
He
to
Defeating
is
a
find
hoping
ers Tuesday; little change in tem- joyed somewhat ot a reputation as gymnasium in Paris in which to do
IS VICTOR OVER LLOYD
a cricketer, in his youth, equal some training while he is visiting
Opponents on Points in a
perature.
fame as a "baseballer" should be the French capital. He was able
Contest.
' IjOCATj REPOItT.
London,' April 24 (by the Assoeasily'attained with a little prac- Inst night to revert to regular hab- ciated
'. Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
Press). Bombardier Wells,
tice, ho thought.
9 o'clock after nri
to
bed
at
its,
gone
having
The
18
Amoclnled
6
m.
more
than
(Ily
of
aDsenco
Amernt
p.
The principal merits of the
hours ended
yesterday,
rrr.)
Liverpool, April 24 (by tho Assoican game, ns seen by Sir Arthur, and got up nt 8 this morning. This months from tho ring, tonight derecorded by the university:
75 aro that It is livelier anil quicker example wns not followed by all feated Alfred Lloyd, an Australian ciated Press).
Charley
Idoux,
Highest tompornturo
50 than cricket and does not require the members of his party.
heavyweight pugilist, In the tenth the French bantamweight pugilist,
Lowest
bo the guest of round of a bout
will
Dempsey
woo
the
to
was
have
such
an
outfit.
bantamweight
that
tonight
expensive
Range
toOn the demerit side he places the French newspaper men again
,., 63
gone 20 rounds.
The seconds of championship of England by' de
Mean
52 tendency of- - baseball to become a morrow.
They have arranged for the Australian tossed a towel into feating Thomas Harrison on points
U Humidity at 6 a, m.
ff
to
him
govmeet
some
m.
10
6
prominent
,
at
the
bout.. The Englishto
p.
save
sport for specialized professionals,
their man further In a
Humidity
ring
officials in the afternoon. punishment.,
0 played almost
X
count man was floored twice, in both tho
by the ernment
Precipitation
entirely
Lloyd took
Will
is
Polncare
t
Premier
hoped
is young, whilo In England most men
Wind velocity
first and second rounds and also
until bo Included among them If be ic-- f wJc0 wa, downCll (llP coul,u Pr was'knocked down several times in
thrlr cricketing
Direction of wind. . . . . . . ;Soutb continue
turns In time from
'i0ven and eight in this tenth round. tutor rounds,
Character ot day. . , Partly-cloudthey are well past middle ago,
Copper-Volstea-

IS

SPEECH IN

a Private Car to

OBJECTED TO
IN FLIVVER;
DENIED DIVORCE

Carrier or

8ic a Month
Single Cfiplcn fto

Blnll,

WRANGLING

RIDING

IKE

in

one craftIsTnabbed
and crew questioned

chant and pioneer resident of
this section, started a boom
for John W. Poe of Hoswell,

WOMAN

10

Will Travel From Baltimore'

Officials in New
York Announce They Are
Working to Smash a Rich
Bootlegging Ring.

by

t

has been organized here, the
first of fifteen that will be

organized in this, De Baca,
county. This club is believed
to be the first organization of
its Kind in tho state. Mrs. C.
A. Fishbnck was elected president and J, 13, Owens,

EDITION

Dully

'

p-

CITY

R

O

ITION

Tacoma, Wash., April 24.
Because a husband will provide nothing more expensive
than a "flivver' 'to haul his
wife around in. Is not sufficient
grounds for divorce, It was decided in superior court today
n
when .ludge William D.
refused tho divorce petition of Mrs. Johanna Stevens,
G2, against James Stevens. 71.
Mrs. Stevens on the witness
stand testified that their domestic bark hit the rocks when
her husband insisted on driving a flivver.
"I wouldn't lie seen riding In
one of those things," she said.
"Petition
denied," declared
Judge Askren.

TARIFF MEASURE

Ask-re-

IS ON

Smoot Opens Debate Which
May Last for Weeks, or
Even
Elastic
Months;
Proposals Explained,
JONES OF NEW MEXICO
TAKES FLING AT BILL'

ROADS ORDERED

General Assault on the
Whole Document is Mado
By

WAGES REDUCED

INI

SENATE

Senator King; Charac-

terizes as "Insidious,"
(lly The Auiirlntril I'rom.)

STATES

April 24. There
Washington,
was an
tariff debate
today in the senate. It marked th.i
real beginning of the weeks, and
perhaps months of battling ovev
Carriers Arbitrarily Declar- the
administration measure, which
ed Telegraphers Must Ac- the finance committee reported
two weeks ago.
an Hour The discussion
was opened Ty
cept a
Senator Smoot, republican, L'tnb,
Reduction, Claims.
with u. detailed explanation of tlu
elastic tariff proposals written tnt
By The Aoehitrd I'ronN.i
the bill at the suggestion of PresiChicago, April 24. The railroad dent Harding and it included an
managements arbitrarily declared
attack on those proposals by Sentelegraphers must accept in a four-ce- ator Jones, democrat,
New Jlexlco,
an hour reduction
wages, and tho
opening of a generol
E. J. Manion, president of the OrIt on the whole measure
der of Railroad Telegraphers said Senator King, democrat, Utah. by
before the United States railroad
Will Increase Prices.
labor boarft today in his closing
fi:l
Characterizing the measure
rethe
proposed
argument against
"more iniquitous" than the Payne-Aldriduction.
nnd Dlngley measures.
Today's hearing closed the sev- Senator
charged that It Wat
en weeks session which has been a bill "toKing
increase tho price cf
In progress before the labor hoard
the people buy" and
here on the railroads' request for everything
wns framed in tho interest of thu
i general wage reduction amount
"dye trust, tho steel trust, tho
ing to approximately 10 per cent. chemical trust, tho woolen mill
The shop crafts, involving a large trust, some of the cotton manunumber of the railroad men, took
trusts and the multitude
up the largest part of the time nf facturing
of great organizations that in thfl
folwere
and
the hearings
they
past have preyed upon tbe peopln
lowed by such organizations as tho and
tnat in the future will contindispatchers, maintenance of way, ue their policy of exploitation.
telegraphers and others of which
Senator
declared that tho
the carriers had asked a reduc- address of King
Chairman McCumber of
tion.
the senate finance committee, in
Although the hearing, ns far ns
up the measure last week.'
the employers and the employes calling
was "an appeal to the predatory
are concerned, is closed, the labor interests
of the United Stales to
board has granted traffic organi- be merciful to the
consumer,"
zation the right to come before the nnd said that whenpoor
the nation was
board and present figures on the at war and the very fate of civili
cost of living. This testimony will zation seemed to be at stake, sonia
be taken Friday afternoon.
ot tlie same vultures that dictated
schedules in this bill were robbing
American people and the
COURT WILL CHOOSE AN the
American government."
UNLESS
ADMINISTRATION
Agricultural IHoc.
In the tiourse ot his remarks
AGREE
HILL
THE
HEIRS
Senator King took a fling at the
agricultural tariff bloc, the manu(II j The Amut'liitrd Pri'.)
facturers' bloc and what he de
scribed ns other blocs and group.
St. Paul. Minn., April 24. Pctl
tlons of contending heirs of Mrs. Ho declared that the death knell
political Parties was sounded
James J. Hill for appointment ot of
when there was a division lntn
y
either the Northwestern Trust
"farmers'
workman's
groups,
or Louis W. Hill as adminisgroups and manufacturing groups.''
trator of her $12,000,000 estate
an
announcement
Heading from
were denied by Probate Judge of the. Southern Tariff association
Howard Wheeler in a decision filed that It laid its appeal for higher
rates than contained in the senato
today.
Judge Wheeler held that the con- bill, before the "tariff bloc," Senu-ttroversy among the nine children
King demanded to know what
had disqualified both applicant, and hod become of the "able senators
held that unless they agreed on an who constitute the finance comadministrator or administrators by mittee and who are supposed to
May 5 the court would make its own' write tariff bills."
selection.
American Valuation.
The controversy resulted In a
Referring to American valuation.
long hearing in probate court here, Senator King warned that the senone contending group of seven
would be In session", "many
U. S. Steel Corporation Has with
beirn nf tho liLte emniro builder. ato
weeks If not months before an
by James N. Hill, ot New American valuation
Built Up a Reserve Vflf headed
1.
plan is written
.!.!,
l.lt.. c..
awn, nnu nit"
inu ciucat
ifirh, ,1...
1)111."
W. lull, cliairman ot tne into this
125,000 Tons of Coal at Louis
infamous
"It's
without
enough
Great Northern
railway, joined
"it
provision," he asserted,
Clariton Plant.
with one sister in the opposing fac- that
would be Intolerable with that protions.
vision."
in
Mrs. Hill died
November,
(By The Amociitted Prrna.)
As to the elastic tariff provi1'ittsburgh. Pa., April 24. Steel 1921. The seven heir group first
Senator King said tbev'
interests in the Pittsburgh district filed application for appointment sions.
would operate to make the tariff
tonight took a more cheerful view of the Northwestern Trust combecommission
"a football of tho
of the fuel problem than at any pany as administrator and Just
time since the coal strike was fore the legal time limit for such predatory interests," would make,
instability and would result In
called, although It was admitted action expired, L. W. Hill pction-e- d for
the permanent presence In Washfor his own appointment.
that some Independent companies,
ington of a tariff lobby which
whose mines have been closed, still
would dangle before senators and
were uncertain as to their coal KILLED IX ALTO ACCIOEXT.
nil "the specter
supplies.
24. J. A. representatives
Arise.,
April
Bisbee,
inthe brains of the Interests
could
Of particular Interest was the
chief of
Bisbee
former
Kempton,
States
formation that the United
was killed late this after- conjure up."
police,
the
Spooler.
Germany
Steel corporation, through
when his automobile left a
Germany and the threat of Geror shipping plans, had noon
mountain grade one mile from this man
invasion had been the specter
built up a reserve of 125,000 tons city and plunged
to the bottom of a
coke ravine 100 feet below.
of coal at Its
'Continued on Page Two.)
plant at Clalrton, Pa., the most
gluttonous consumer of coal In the
entire district, and that about
tons were afloat on the Monon-gahel- a
river. Also it was stated
that a steady flow ot about 13,000
tons a ay tiad been started, and
this would be continued, if necessary, as long as the Fayette county-regiowas affected by the strike.
While there was no announcement of increased steel production
It was accepted in well informed
quarters that furnaces and mill
C.
units, listed for resumption about
April 1, but postponed when the
coal strike began, will now be
placed in operation if demands of
the market warrant such action.
Amernt

j

il

ch

corn-pun-

RFUL
mm.
mm TAKEN OF
FUEL

or

PROBLEM
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PERSONAL FRIENDS WILL TRY

INDUCE MINISTER TO GIVE

--

UP ATTEMPT TO REFORM TOWN

INDICTMENT AGAINST
SHEARMAN AND 2 SONS
DISMISSED BY COURT
(By The Aaux'lnled

rrtii.)

El Paso, Texas, April 24. United
States Judge Duval West today dismissed the indictment against C. P.
Shearman and his two sons, Nell
and John, charged with resisting a
federal officer, on tho ground that
it failed to state on what authority
S. E. Beckett invaded tho Shearman
ranch the night that he and Arch
Wood, another prohibition agent,
were killed.

REDISCOUNT RATES
ARE BACK. TO NORMAL
(By The Auoclnted Presi.)

Washington, April 24. Federal
reserve rediscount rates are back to
normal, it was said today at the
treasury. High officials discussing
the possibility of further reductions
from trfo general level of four and a
half per cent now In effect In all
but three of the reserve districts,
wheYe the rate is five per cent, declared that there were no indications of further rate reductions in
the immediate future.
The view was expressed that unless there should be some change In
business conditions,
further
of rediscount rates was not,
to be looked for.

Richmond Has Started in
The Rev. George
to Clean Up Evanston, Wyo., Which He Has
Termed "the Most Wicked City in
ica;" Bitter Feeling Prevails.

(BY THE ASSOCIATE!) PRESS.)
Cheyenne, Wyo., April 24. A that it was advisable that he should
only tlmo he took refof
committee
nearly forty personal leave.at The
Judge Arnold's home was
friends of the Rev. George Chal- uge
when ho went there asking for food
mers Richmond, unfrocked min- and representing that there was a
t
ister at Evanston,
Wyo., today mob after him,"
The reformer minister formerly
agreed to wait upon him and try served
In pastorates in Syracuse,
to induce him to give tip his at- NT.
Philadelphia, Rochester N.
tempt to reform Evanston, which Y., T.,
and other eastern cities. wherev
ho has termed "tho most wicked
is
it
understood, ho also ' had i '
city in America."
Intest reports from Evanston spectacular career.
Indicate Uiat the former minister
does tiotMntend to leave. "My
FREE INFORMATION
father fought four years in tho
civil war, and I do not proposo
SERVICE FOR ALL
his service," he said in a
formal statement received here.
READERS.
Messages received here today by
the Wyoming State Tribune state
The Journal maintains an Inthat tho report that Rev. Richformation bureau in Washingmond was in danger of mob vioton, I). C, for the free use of
lence, nnd that ho had been forced
Its subscribers.
to seek protection nt tho homo of agency the direct Throughot this
the
help
District Judge J. R. Arnold did
Federal Government,
and all
not correctly reflect tho situation
other great educational Instithere.
tutions, may be secured by any
"There was no suggestion of mob
render who asks for it.
action against Richmond," one
There is no charge for servdispatch declared. "But there was ice except two cents In tmr
of
held a meeting
representative
for return postage.
Address
business and professional men with
The) Albuquerque. Journal
j
the city council at which It was
formation nnrenn,
decided
that his vituperation
J. Ilnskln. ltirtv(r
lis
and
people
against tbe town
HshiiiRlnn, 0. C.
had resulted In fevlinu so bitter
'

'

'
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iPROBE ID START
1

RAID

IN

TODAY

BY MASKED MEN

i

FIRST LADY OF
LAND BOASTS A
GARDEN OF OWN
lty i iu;ii:iuc J.

r- -

VvnO

(By The Akeocluted

I'ress.)

Calif.. April 24.
VT....ratliritlnn of thn mill bV mUSk- n suburb,
Icd men nt Tntflewood,
Hate Saturday ni'lit, In which thne
will
take
snaps
imen were shot,
morning Ht an Inquest
lover the body of M. B. Moaher,
conatablu and one of the
braiders, who died from wounds received when Frank 'Woerner, nlRht
party.
jmnr.shnl, opened fire on theKlan
in
JOfficers of the Ku Klux
be
queswill
Los Angeles county
tioned.
This program was announced
Jtite todav bv W. C. Doran, chief
deputv district altorney, lonowirm
Li conference with District Attor-..ne- y
Thomas I.ee Woohvlne. Mr.
to represent
?i)oran was
Shat office at the Inquest.
Propose to lKilve Furtlior.
I Mr. Doran said that while the
purpose of the Inquest Is simply to
Establish the can so of death, he
proposed to go further Into the
case.
"We shall endeavor to ascertain
mob which
pthO composed the
home
talded Mathias Klduayen's memfcrid compelled Elduayen and
bers of his family to leave the
depplace after the shooting," the "Furuty district attorney said.
learn
to
we
shall
try
thermore,
what was the Inspiration for the
raid and who Inspired It."
As far as responsibility for the
death of Mosher was concerned.
Doran said there was no do doubt
Woerner mot the constable, and
was justified In doing so.
V. E. Mosher. son of the slain
man, and Leonard Ruegg, a deputy
sheriff, who were wounded by
Woerner, have been subpoenaed as
witnesses at the Inquest, Doran
said. Young Mosher, according to
authorities, made a statenent today in which he admitted the raid
was made by an organization,
made up of picked men," but declined to say what name the organization bore. He said his father, Kuegs
and himself were members of the
party and that "a couple of the
bootleggers" were the objectives
of the raid.
Wn; In the Pnrty.
Ruegg air admitted he was in
the party, but said he went at the
request of the elder Mosher as a
peace officer.
W. S. Coburn, grand goblin, and
W. O. Price, king kloagle of the
Ku Klux Klan in this county, also
will bo questioned, it was stated.
Elduayen will be a witness tomorrow, but Doran said it was not
planned to call any other members of his family.
Says Klan Not Responsible.
Coburn, in a statement today,
declared the Ku Klux Klan was
pot responsible for the raid and
as far as he knew, none of the
raiders were members of the klan.
He said he went to Inglewood
within half an hour after the
fchooting because Price had told
jim that the klan might be blamed
Spr: the demonstration under way
there.
T.n

Anunlos

Helps
digestion

grounds, but these two gardens
have been the especial care of the
wives of presidents ever since Mrs.
Roosevelt had them laid out. It is
becoming a custom for each president wife to give full expression to
her taste in fluwers and landscape
gardening in these plots.
The guldens are the more person-a- l
to the mistress of the White
House becauBO the public is not allowed to enter them. The grounds
back of the executive mansion are
thrown open to the public every
afternoon
during the
Saturday
summer, when tho Marine band
gives a concert. People wander
lreely anout tile president's broad
lawn and park and sit on the grass
under the trees.
On
Easter Monday, too, the
grounds are open, this time to the
children lor the annual egg roiling.
Forty men are put to work after
this celebration is over, to clean
the grass of egg shells, papers,
mangled toy rabbits, remnants of
lunch and other souvenirs of an
exciting day.
From these occasions the public
Is pretty well acquainted with the
White House lawn. But tho gardens,
close to the house and bound by
high hedges, are not open. They
would scarcely survive the Inspection cf a few thousand people in
an afternoon.
The gardens now are as Mrs.
Wilson left them. Mrs. Harding
has found time to put bird houses
around the Whito House grounds
and to plant a number of trees
only a short time ago she planted
But she has ordered
a magnolia.
no important changes in the private gardens as yot.
Just now, the gardens are beginning to show signs of life. White
narcissuses, pansies, and pale tinted
flags are out, and a profusion of
buds promises a wonderful array
of color In a few weks.
Originally, Mrs. Roosevelt plan
ned the two plots as colonial gardens, and thev were laid out wltlf
curving walks and variously shaped
flower beds filled wltn roses ana
hardy perennials.
The first Mrs. Wilwon is remem
bered as one of the most ardent
flower lovera who ever lived in the
White House. When she was con
sulted as to changes in the gardens
she expressed a desire to have the
two plots different in character.
She had always taken a great interest in the grounds of her home.
she had skilled landscape gardeners work on the plans for the gardens as she wished them to be.
Mrs. Wilson did not live to see
the remodeled gardens completed.
However, up to a short time before
her death she liked to sit among
the flowers.
The gardens now are' as Mrs.
Wilson planned them. Both are
narrow plots of
long, rather
ground, small only in comparison
to the spaciousness of the White
House lawns. The east garden is
laid out with a wide ltorder of
flowers around the edge inside
the tall hedge and a large plot
of grass In the center, also bordered with nowers. A pool in the
center of the grassy plot is the
feature of this picturesque retreat. In the summer, goldfish
swim In the pool and pink
and white water lilies bloom on
the surface of the water.
Formal Kffecta Secured.
The walk between the center
plot and the margin of flowers is
cut in straight lines, with rather
formal erlect. Old stone benches
and quaint chairs to match, that
have stood around the grounds
for years, are conveniently placed

lor quiet

and cleans a
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tin-fo-
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Your Floors?

long-wearin-
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&MAUGER

(By The Assoclnlecl

ut

Press.)

San Francisco, Calif., April 84.
Harry lirolaski, broker, reformed
gambler, once mayor of Redondo
Heach, Calilf., and chairman of the
Los Angeies county republican
committee, started today for the
federal penitentiary at McNeil is- to serve two
land, Washington,
I
I I
a
year sentence for conspiracy to vio-- i
e
late the prohibition law. The
included a $10,000 fine.
r'iiA
As company on the trip he had a
4"'
fojj. A
deputy United States marshal and
n postoffice robber, the latter to be
vvh
taken from Sacramento .to the
prison. Brolaskl, who once directed a state-wid- e
ring that dealt In
lots secured
liquor In wholesale
from government
warehouses by
forged withdrawal permits, appar-- I
ently was as cheerful as ever. He
was convicted
nearly eighteen
months ago, but his last hope for
freedom was lost only recently
when tne unuea states supreme,
court declined to review his case.
Douglas Newton, owner of a taxi-ca- b
Senator James A. Heed.
business in San Francisco, consenA.
James
Reed, democratic
victed with Brolaski and sentenced
ator from Missouri, is the latest to serve two years and pay a 15,000
to feel the wrath of former fine, recently began an appeal to
President Woodrow Wilson. But the United States supreme court.
this doesn't seem to bother Reed,
and he's handing back as much as
he Is receiving. Roed was elected
to the senate In 3 911, and re- CITY
OF
elected in 1017. His term ex1923.
in
pires

til.

u

sent-lenc-

yot

'

J
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EDITOR

THE FALL OF BABYLON
IS SHOWN IN MOVIES
BY HAGEMIAN MASONS
Correspondence to The Journal.
Dexter, N. M., April 24. A Ma-

(Spoclnl

sonic gathering of more than usual note occurred Friday evening
when two hundred Pecos valley
wearers of the square and compass, their wives and other members of their families and the
members of the Order of the Eastern Star witnessed the D. W. Griffith's stupendous motion picture
prolwuctlon, "The Fall of Babylon," given under the auspices of
Felix Lodge No. 29 in the auditorium at Hagermnn.
This unusual picture Is a seven-ree
depicting as
truthfully a possible the destruction of the ancient city once thi
of Belshnzzar,
nnd
stronghold
some of the sets used In filming
the picture are tremendous, rivaling in their Immensity the "Birth
of a Nation."
Following the picture a light
plate lunch sandwiches,
pickles,
cake and coffoe was served to the
assembled guests, among which
were many from outside lodges, especially Lake Arthur.
The committee who arranged
and carried out the entertainment
was composed of W. H, Miles, R.
N. Miller and E. E. Lane, and the
event under their guidance developed as one which will be long remembered in the. fraternal annals
of the southeastern slope.
el

super-featur-

BODY FOUND IN RAY.
Seattle, Wash., Feb. 24. Tho
body of Bert Hobson, former
church singer of Seattle and well
known on the Pacific coast, was
found in Elliott Bay here today.
Friends said he had been despondent because he had lost his voice
through a slight attack of

A

sweet-willia-

WITNESSES TELL'

CONSPIRACY

s.

number of golf balls are
sometimes seen on these chairs
and it is said that the president
coated tongue
occasionally practices golf shots
a bit In the privacy of the garden enclosure.
Thousands of men and women
There are no shade trees in
have found relief from various
The only trees
the east garden.
digestive disturbances by eating
small evergreens artistically
are
Fleischmann's YaasL
placed. The landscape architect
It is human nature to want to
who designed the plot for Mrs.
find out "why." So far as science
Wilson planned to have tall Vircan tell as this is tbe reason:
ginia cedars used, but the ex-- !
penue of obtaining them was too
Fleischmann's Yeast is a food
great and smaller trees were sub- abundant in certain elements
stituted 'without serious change
which are necessary to health and
In the desired effect.
life itself. It promotes the flow of
The tiowers of this garden are
blooms
bile and of pancreatic juice. It has
such delicately colored
as
the Darwin tulip, a large, pink
a remarkably beneficial effect on
and
white
the whole digestive process. It
pale purple
variety;
iris; and later, peonies, larkspur,
cleans a coated tongue.
pinks, candytufts,
and lavender. The
Try Fleischmann's fresh yeast
in orange juice or in milk. Men
color scheme Is soft. No gay red
like it in milk shakes and malted
or yellow blossoms are admitted to
milks. Women like it spread on
this pastel group of flowers.
The west garden is laid out
bread or crackers.
along lines similar to those of
Keep your digestion in the pink
the east plot. Here, however,
of condition and your tongue clean
roses are tiie only flowers feaand healthy by eating 2 or 3 cakes
tured. Spring bulbs are put in to
of Fleischmann's Yeast fresh
brighten the enclosure before the
roses bloom. At present, there is
every day before or between meals.
a thickly blooming border of
Be sure it's Fleischmann's Yeaat
white poet's eye narcissuses, but
il
the familiar
package with
by the middle of May the bulbs
the yellow label Place a standing
will be gone and red, pink and
order with your grocer today.
roses will begin to
pae yellow
bloom. A few or the varieties
which adorn the White House
rose garden are pink Klllarney,
pink radiants, yellow sunburst.
The attraction in this garden,
tf""Stv the surface and JJW- - , ,
aside from the roses, is an arch at
the far end. formed by the privet
of the hedge. English ivy on the
lattice beneath this arch forms a
soft background for a small
statue.
Here again economy is
noticeable in White House manThe plan called for a
agement.
marble statue, but plaster of Paris
had to be submitted to fit the fund
available.
The statue, a graceful
flute boy, Is now undergoing a
before it is set
renovation
spring
out for the garden season.
Between the garden hedge and
the house runs a beautifully lald-owalk that is really a continuaSuppose baby's playthings
tion of the rose garden. Eight
are thrown about' Xou don't
rose trees line the grass on either
side of the walk and a privet arch
have to worry, if the floor surthe gateway at either end.
forms
face is protected by durable,
This is called the President's walk,
g
because it is a short outdoor route
from the executive offices to the
White House. In fine wather it
Is commonly used by the president
It "saves the surface" from
in preference to the corridors.
The gardens are only budding,
hard knocks of every kind,
but the atmosphere of spring Is
and when you keep decay and
strong about the White House. The
deteriorationfrom the surface
grounds are in trim order. The
magnolia and flowering
you save the floor altogether. . Canton trees
are at the height of
quince
Made in eight attractive colon.
their blooming. About the founLet u show them to you.
tains and in the large flower beds,
tulips, jonquils and pansies are In
full bloom. The trees all over the
grounds are sending out pale green
Awnings are being put up
"if irs HARDWARE WE HAVE IT" shoots.
over the south portico, where the
Harding family likes to have tea
First and Copper
on a warm afternoon.
And surest
Phone
sign of spring at t" a White House,
the tramp of endless tourist parties, is heard in its halls.
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haskix.

wife.
lady or the tana is ai
Of TWO ways consulted a to the Burden ms
OU80
PlnnB for iho emirs White
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Washington, April 24. Two formal little gardens close to the
south portico of tho White House
are known as tho gardens of the

Coroner's Jury to Hold In president's
The first
GUeSt OVer BOdieS

OUR NATIONAL
1EGI-TLATO-

April 25, 1922.

Youth Craft may not give

back the hair to bald heads, bat
the dealer will give back your
money if it fails to remove and
relieve the most common causes
of baldness dandrufiand itching
scalp. It's a real REMEDY and
not a toilet tonic that's why.
At all Dreg Stores and Toilet
Counters,

For sale by Butt's Drug Store,
AlhiKinrrqne, N. M., nnd Banner
Drug Store, Gallup, N. M.

Don't Spoil Your Child's
Hair By Washing It J
When you wash your child's hair
be careful what you use. Most
soaps and prepared shampoos contain too much alkali, which Is
very Injurious, as It dries the
Bcalp and makes the hair brittle.
The best thing to use is Mulsi-fle- d
cocoanut oil shampoo, for
this Is pure and entirely grease-les- s.
It's very cheap and beats
anything else all to pieces.
Two or three teaspoonfuls of
Mulsified in a cup or glass with a
little warm water Is all that Is
required. Simply moisten the hair
with water, and rub It in. It
makes an abundance
of rich,
creamy lather, cleanses thoroughly, and rinses out easily. The hair
dries quickly and evenly, and Is
soft, fresh looking, bright, fluffy,
wavy and easy to handle. Besides,
it loosens and takes out every
particle of dust, dirt and dandruff. You can get Mulsified at
any drug store, and a few ounces'
will last everyone in the family
for months. Be sure your druggist
gives you Mulsified.

Get a $60 Torrington
Electric vacuum cleaner absolutely FREE.
Guessing contest. Get
details and guessing
blank from Star Furniture Company, 113
W. Gold or call

409--

W

for full information.
Your guess must be
at the Star Furniture
Company before 6 p.
m. Saturday, April 29.
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DEATH

Trouble Over Editorial Articles Leads Rod S. Day
to Kill William L. Wood

Street.

(Br The Associated Pmn l
Durango, Colo., April 24. William L. Wood, 35 years old, city

editor of the Durango Herald, was
shot and killed here today by Rod
S. Day. 47, editor of the Durango
Democrat. The snooting occurred
on Main street in the business dis
trict. Day gave himself up and Is
being held at the sheriff's offices.
No witnesses to the shooting have
been round.
Thn trouble between the two
men Is said to have grown out of
editorial articles printed In the two
papers. It is said to have begun
when the Herald printed a clipping
rrom another Colorado newspaper
which declared the Democrat was
one of tho few newspapers in the
country fighting the eighteenth
to the constitution.
amendment
The exchange of editorial comment had been going on about a
week. It finally grew personal.
When Day and Wood met today,
an argument was started. Wood Is
alleged to have struck Day with
some unknown weapon, breaking
Day's nose and Inflicting other injuries. Day then is alleged to have
drawn a revolver and to have fired
two shots. Wood died in a hospital
an hour later.
Day declined to make a statement. Wood was married and came
here from Montrose, Colo,
PAUL APPOINTED.
Santa Fe, April 24. Dr. George
P. Paul of the International Health
board has ceen appointed chief of
the division of county health work,
on the staff of the state bureau of
publio health, with headquarters In
Santa Fe. Dr. Paul has. been with
the International board for ten
years, a great part of the time in
foreign service. He will take up
his new work in Santa Fe about
May 15.

IS PQRTATION

IN BURGH TRIAL
Describe How Accused Man
Watched J. Belton Kennedy for Several Days
Prior to Latter's Death.
(Ilj Ihi Amueiated l'rni.)
Los Angeles, April 24. Witness

in the trlul
of Arthur C. Burch, for the murder of 3. Belton Kennedy last August told today how Burch kept
as a
What tne staie uesiBnui.es
"death watch" on Kennedy for
several days prior, to his death.
This testimony came out late this
afternoon after Deputy District
Attorney Asa Keyes had finished
reading the many letters by Airs.
Madnlvnne Obenchaln,
ant, now awaiting her second trial,
the jury having disagreed in the
first.
Telephoned for a Room.
According to Thomas Haley.
proprietor of a hotel on Broadway
opposite Kenneay s ornce, uurcnu
telephoned July 24, 1821, for
afterward
and
room
shortly
called to see It. He requested a
room
of the
at
front
the
particular
house, Haley said. Haley told the
saw
Burch and Mrs.
Jury that he
Obenchaln who Burch said was
his cousin, In the room together
on several occasions.
of August 6, Burch
On
left the hotel hurriedly about 7:45,
according to Haley. He carried a
package under his arm which
looked very much like a broken
down shot gun, Haley said. Cross
examination of Haley commenced
shortly before court adjobrned for
tho day.
The reading of letters and telegrams to the jury occupied most
of the time today. Once again the
love story surrounding Mrs. Obenchaln and Kennedy, and which the
Drosecution claims supplied the
motive for the crime was made a
matter of court record.
On March 4, 1918,
Kennedy
wrote Mrs. Obenchain, who was In
San Francisco:
"You are in the city of darkness
sufto me, where I have often
fered, but yet I love It, and some
day I shall conquer It then I shall
laugh at rt. Pathos! Shall laugh
at it. Pathos! Much love to it."
Mndnlynnc Wrr:o Kennedy.
In answer to this leter Mrs.
Obenchaln wrote Kennedy:
"I've been thinking too, and perhaps unduly. What a mess wo
sometimes make of life. How we
waste the years in a vain search,
for the 'blue bird.' Tell me why,
Belton, it must take a whole lifetime to learn how to live. I didn't
give your love to the city of darkness please forgive me but I
hid it in a onely corner of my
heart."
es for tho prosecution

the-nig-
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OF DEATH

WRANGLING OVER
MEASURE IS
TARIFF
SENATE
ON
IN
(Continued from Fag

One.)

held up In the committee room
when the bill was drawn, ho continued, adding that there never
was "a more hypocritical demand
for legislation" than that for protection against a nation that was
bankrupt; unable to meet Its reparations and saddled with taxes
such as no other nation had ever
known. In his prepared address
explaining the elastic tariff proSmoot declared
posal. Senator
they not only offered a solution of
tariff
the particular
problem now
before congress but also suggested
a practical basis for a continuing
adjustment of the tariff In the future.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF
O'DOWD BESTS EPPSTEIN.
Columbus, Ohio, April 24. Phil
CHURCH BROADCASTED
O'Dowd, Columbus bantamweight,
won a technical knockout over Solly
(Br l'h Aunrluted I'rem.)
Eppstein, of Indianapolis, in the
24.
Calif., April
Oakland,
first round of a scheduled twelve- - Rockridge
radio station yesterday
round bout here tonight.
a complete church
broadcasted
service sermon, choir musto and
an
audience estimatto
offertory,
ed at 50,000 persons. It Is believed
e
that this is the first complete
EL GOOD
the air has carried. The sermusic
in
the
was
conducted
vice
room of the radio station by the
Rev. Lloyd C. Sweetman, pastor of
NEXT DOS E the St. Andrews Methodfst church
of San Francisco and a male choir
of three voices.
. It was received at St. Andrews
church in San Francisco and
SALIVATE to the congregation by a given
loud
speaking receiving device and was
also heard by fraternal homes,
hospitals, fire and police stations
with radio receiving sets
It is Mercury, Quicksilver, equipped
as well as many private amateur
Liv.er
Shocks
and Attacks stations. Although the collection
was taken only at the church,
Your Bones
while the ether carried a piano ofsolo, after the service teleCalomel salivation is horrible. It fertory calls
to the sending stations
swells the tongue, loosens the teeth phone
g
stated that members of the
and starts rheumatism. There's no
were mailing
reason why a person should take their congregation
offerings to St. Andrews,
sickening, salivating calomel when
a few cents buys a large bottle of
Dodson's Liver Tone a perfect BIRD SANCTUARY TO BE
suDstitute ror caiomei. it is a pleasBY B0K
ESTABLISHED
ant vegetable liquid which will start
your liver Just as surely as calomel,
The
Anoclated
It
doesn't
but
make you sick and
Prem.)
(By
Lake Wales, Fla., April 24.
can not salivate.
Calomel Is a dangerous drug, be- Fourteen acres of land at the peak
sides it may make you feel weak, of the hill near here known as
sick and nauseated tomorrow. Don't Iron mountain, the highest point
lose a day's work. Take a spoonful In Florida, has been purchased by
of Dj1 sin's Liver Tone Instead and Edward W. Bok, of Philadelphia,
you will wake up feeling great. No for many years editor of the, Lasalts necessary. Tour druggist says dles' Home Journal, with the Inir you don't find Dodson'
Liver tention of establishing on the site
Mr.
Tone acts better than treacherous a park and bird sanctuary.
calomel your money is waiting for Bok, It is said, has told friends he
expects to give W. H. Olmstead,
you.
well known landscape architect,
now In Europe, carte blanche in
laying out and beautifying the
property.
Iron mountain, Included In the
Is
Mountain Lakes corporation.
824.9 feet high and, according to
the United States geological survey. Is the highest point yet measured In Florida.
It also Is said
to be the highest land within sixty miles of the Atlantic ocean or
Gulf of Mexico between Orange
mountain, N. J and the Rio
Grande river.
5oothinq ejid Healinq
From the top of Iron mountain
Wherever the itching
can be seen one of the remnants
the occupation of this section
of
and whatever the cause
of the state by the Seminole Indians. It la a huge seedling orange
this gentle ointment
tree in Hickory Hammock, in the
Peace river valley marsh, the sole
usually stops it at once
survivor of a grove set out by the
Semlnoles on the then almost InEasv and .
accessible island.
ser-lc-
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BY WATER URGED

RESItlOL

economical

to use. Keep
ajar on hand.
Sold by all druggists

. states
twenty-eig( Wood front
was used In making the penholder
which
with
Secretary
Hughes
signed the first of the treaties resulting from the conference on the
limitation of armament
ht

KG

CONSPIRACY

CRARCE BEGINS

(By The Aasoclnled Pre.)
St. Louis, Mo., April 24.

The One Juror Is Tentatively Ac
need for the Increased transporta
cepted By Both State and
tion facilities "that our waterways
uefense at the Close of
of the
would furnish the

people
Mississippi valley has become ap
parent and the demand for the de
velopment of water transportation
is daily growing
stronger and
to
more
Insistent,"
according
E.
James
Smim, vce president In
division
of
the
waterways
charge
of the Mississippi Valley asnocla
elation, which meets in Kansas
City, April 26 ana 28.
The improvement and use of our
valley's waterways will be the ma1
Jor feature of the program as the
transportation problem has become the most vitally Important
problem which now confronts the
mer
farmers,
manufacturers,
chants, and In fact, the valley pro
ducers of every class, Mr. Smith
said.
"The great victory that was won
In congress a few
weeks ago,
through which an appropriation of
$42,815,000 was obtained for river
and harbor Improvement for the
ensuing year, has given the people
of the Mississippi 'valley great encouragement.
"The appropriation provides for
$5,000,000 to bo exponded on the
Ohio river, $2,000,000 on the upper Mississippi river between St.
Louis and the twin cities, and for
other numerous projects throughout the Mississippi valley.
"In fact, about 40 per cent of
the total appropriation will be expended on different waterway projects between the Allegheny and
Rocky mountains and the Great
Lakes and the Clulf of Mexico.
"The bill has not yot reached the
senate, but the strong sentiment
that Is behind tho bill will, no
doubt, secure Its passage when It
comes before that body."
"The people of tho Mississippi
valley are now determined that the
grent Mississippi, Ohio, and Missouri river projects that were approved and adopted by congress
as
in 1913 shall be completed
These pro
quickly as possible.
jects were begun In 1912 with the
declared Intention of completing
them within a period of ten years.
Those ten years have elapsed and
the work Is only from SO to 60 per
cent completed, nnd such inexcusable delay will no longer be

SOLID GCLD KETTLE
IS SMUGGLED OUT OF
RUSSIA TO LITHUANIA

BAKING POWDER

SAME PRICE
for over 30 years

the First Pay.

(Br The Aaroclnttd rmi.)
Waukegan, III., April 24 (by the
Associated Press). Governor Len
Small of Illinois went on trial here
today charged with conspiracy to
embezzle state funds. - At the close
of the first day s work one juror
Had been tentatively accepted by
both state end defense, one tenta
tively passed by the defense and
22 dismissed for causes that ranged
from Inability to understand English to the opinion as to the gov
ernor's guilt or innocence.
Cheered by what they consid
ered a successful opening day, both
sides tonight were predicting that
a jury can be obtained within a
week or ten days instead of the
earlier estimates of throe or four
weeks.
Governor Small, his son Leslie.
and a number of personal friends
attended the opening day's session.
Judge Clair C. Edwards announced
today it will not be necessary for
the governor to remain in court
throughout the trial.
.

57 SUFFERERS
Of?rf

Ounces for

(By The Amnchiled Trna.)
Kovno, Lithuania, April 24.

A

solid gold kettle, hanging from a
stick over the shoulder of a ragged refugee who recently pnssed
Into Lithuania, has caused sever- customs inspectors to receive
sharp reprimands from their superiors In Moscow. The kettle was
dented and covered with tin and
Its owner was seemingly so Impoverished that the Inspectors allowed
It to cross the border without be
stowing more than a casual glance
upon it.
Many clever schemes to smuggle
valuables from Russia are revealed
after the. authors find themselves
safe In Kovno. One traveler suc
ceeded In pausing the Inspectors
with dllamonds and other precious
stones valued at thousands of dol
lars concealed in sandwiches.
When he reached here he threw
the dried bread and meat which
had screened his jewels to some
i.ogs. A few hours later he dis
covered thot one of his most val
uable stones was missing.
Ten
hogs were killed before the diamond Was recovered.

gg

Uss less than of higher
priced brands.
You save in using KG
Millions of pounds bought
by tbe government

LUMBER
PAINT
PLASTER

GLASS

CEMENT

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

from

will find quick relief
from a few doses of Dr.
Caldwell's Svrun Pensin.
It elves vnu artificially the

423 North First Street

you of and the lack of
will find It much mora eltective
than chewing tablets and flavored
candies.

"WE'LL RAISE! lOl'B BALARV"
the.
That la
ex- welcome
that our itudenta art
preselon
E hearing frura their tmplnytra.
"Knuw ledge,
la
Power." The
H
knowledge yun gain (rum our
business courses places you right
T
In line for promotion.
As you
letirn mors .ou can earn mor
Our Instruction la practical and
easy. If rrni are Interested In
R
malting money, then let us tall
you how we may help you. Day,
N
Evening and Special Sessions.
SCHOOL
FOR PRIVATE SECRETARIES.
Eighth Street end TIJeriis Avenus.

DR. CALDWELL'S

IV

SYRUP PEPSIN
THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup'Pepsra contains ingredients effective in dyspepsia and constipation. It ii a combin-

ation of Egyptian Senna and other
simple laxative herbs with pepsin.
The formula Is on the package. It has
been successfully used for 80 years.
Try it I One bottle will prove itt worth.
BOTTLE FREE
constipation, la even if you ia
not require a laxative at thfj moment let me
send you a
e
Trial Bottle of my
Syrup Pepsin FREE OF CHAKQE so that
you will have it handy when needed. Simply
send your name anddadress to Dr. V. B.
CaldWI, 514 Washington St., MonticeUo,
ill. Write me today.
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New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
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SPLIT RED CEDAR
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Aztec Fuel Co.

C. H. CARNES

Phone 251

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 8. Vnrth.
I'hone I05J--

L.

JOE MILLER, Pres.

EL PASO MINISTERIAL
.
ALLIANCE BACKS HAYS
(By The Ancinlrd Hreu.)
El Paso Tex.. April 24. El
Paso Ministerial
alliance, composed of all protestant pastors in
the city, unanimously voted 'today
to support Will Hnys, director of
the motion picture Industry of
America, In his stand against
showing Roscoe Arbuckle films. It
was decided to write a letter to
Hays congratulating him on his
efforts to "save the morals of the
coming generation by forever bar
ing Arbuckle productions."

PAINS ACROSS
j

SMALL OF BACK
b

Housework.
Husband Helped
Lydia L Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound Made Her Strong

far-flun-

There's relief
in every jar of

01

Foster, Oregon.

"I used

Lydia E.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for
pains across the
small of my back.

1111

iifl

paper
what

telling

INFLUENZA
-

As a preventive, melt and
bale night and rjiorninir- --

In- -I

yOw VapoRub
UhJ
MtUionan

Ksorfj

Stone-Line- d

Belding-Ha- ll

They bothered me
so badly that I
could do my work
only with the help
of my husband.
One day be eaw
the 'ad.' m our

Lydia E.
Pinkham a Vegetable Compound
is doincr for wo
to
take it It has
men, so I began
me
wonderfully. 1 am feelhelped
ing fine, do all my housework and
washine for seven in the family. I
have been irregular too, and now am
all right. 1 am tenuis my inenda
what it has done for me and am sure
it will do good for others. You can
use this letter as a testimonial, i win
stand up for Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound any time."
Mrs. Wjj. Juhnke, Foster, Oregon.
Doing the housework for a family
of seven is some task.
If you. as a
housewife, are troubled with backache, irregularities, are easily tired
out and irritable, or have other disagreeable ailments caused by some
weakness, give Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound a trial, Lot it
help you.

I

Received the Other Day a Car of
REFRIGERATORS
QUALITY GUARANTEED.
We are perfectly willing to let you be the judge at
to Our Low Prices. See this Large, New Assort
ment at once.

J.KORBER&CO.
"Albuquerque's Large Hardware Store"
220 North Second Street.
Just Across Street From City Hall.

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

Taos'

DAILY STAGE
To

Wo.

(Rend D .wn)
" ,1 J"a-m-"

.m
Arrlv. .
Leav. . 18:30p.m
Arrlv. , I2p,m
:00p.m

Fare

-

To Albuquerque
Albuquerqu.
.Arrive
Santa Ft
Banta Fa
Arrlv.

Uv.

B"Pnola
Taog

Arrlv.
Leav.

.
.
.

.

Rco1 Up)

T:00p.m.'

4:00 p.m.
13:45p.m.
11:18a.m.

T:0..m.

to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos. $11.50.

Albuquerque Headquarters, RinglingK Brothers
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
'
Phone 222.

April 25, 1922.

FOREST FIREMEN FIGHT BATTLE
WITH FLAMES YITHOUT THE AID

EASTERN FLOODS PARTLY SUBMERGE
FAST TRAIN CLOTHES MAKERS
NEW
YORK-MONTREA-

sura

Back-firin-

back-firin-

-

wire anu
rmergt'iicy iriepnone
Theaters Today j
complete camn outfits.
and passenger carrying cars.
more
or
of
less
all
pack trains,
'B" Tlicntcr The Famous Play,
complexity, depending on the councorporation
try, are kept in readiness.
presents
Fighting forest fires takes men. "Boomerang Bill," with Lionel
In the case of a big fire that has Barrymore
heading an
also presenting
the Burton
spread before a high wind in a bad cast;
and the
season, men by the hundreds may Hclmes "Travelogue"
"Current
Events"
pictures.
be needed for control. The small
Schul-ber- g
B.
The
P.
Theater
Iyr1o
in
forested
areas
force
the
regular
company presents Katherlnt
MacDonald as the star in "The
phones,

y
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BOWLING IN SUMMER
TO BE AS POPULAR
HERE AS IN WINTER
J. Green, acting secretary of
the Y. M. C. A., says that the Y
bowling alloys. will be as popular
this summer as they have been all
winter, when 32 men have bowled
in tournaments and more than 400
men have been regular nttendantB
of the alleys. The Y. M. C. A.
bowlers are divided into teams of
tour and five who use the alleys
three nights a week.
It. K. Marsh of the U. S. forest
service has established the alley
record of 682 pins in three games,
or an average of 227 pins a game,
which Mr. Green says is very close
to records established at national
tournaments.
"Bowling," says Mr. Green, "is
an
sport in Albuquerque
where summer evenings are cool
look
men
forward to an hour
The
or two at the alleys almost as
much us they do to tha plunge or
shower afterward.
It is splendid
exercise, and arouses enough comto
rest
the nerves
spirit
petitive
of tired business men. It is interesting to note that regular bowlers are almost never attacked by
appendicitis, and are never bothered with poor circulation or digestion."
The men enrolled in Y tournament bowling are: Charles Kver.5,
Harry Lathrop N. (.1. Mcfroden,
... B. Martin, R. E. Kelly, George
Fred
Bollmun, Jolin Ilcquadt,
Hen. HarFlint, John Meyers,
ris, James Strange, Paul Roberts,
Mr.
R. K. Marsh, W. H. Talbot,
Busch, Charles Boatright, Toney
George
Morelli, Oeorgo
Arnot,
Kelly, W. II. Smith, W. M. FrankSimon
lin, f J. Baser,
Deschlcr,
Harold Lovitt, W. R, Johnson,
John Wagner, K. C. Kartchner,
John Boyce, Hussey,
Lindscy,
Charles Spalir, James Campbell,
H. E. Graves, L. B. Scott, Tom
Hiram
Cudabac, Clarence
Thorn, J. A. Thornton, E. O.
J." R. Barton, William
Howard Ricketls and Arthur Smith.
C.

all-ye-
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PLASTER

OfiTs&MSsiil

ur

TjbTrd has aiualui. prnnf thai tu
berculoma can b. healed In all atlra-iteIleeuUe
br THE INHALANT METHOD.

For farther particular,
J ildreaa THE INHALANT METHOD
CO.,
0S Cnlnn Lcagu
Still
Bids, Key No.
Califc.
Ancclts,
12, tcs
re

natlon-wld-

As a'

result of raids made Friday and Saturday in ' Gallup by

federal prohibition
the
agents,
following arrests. were made:
Jesus Galindro
Meyer
were taken into custody and were
said to have a still aiid 150 gallons of mash and a quantity of
corn whisky. Their bonds were
$.100 and J1.000 respectively.
unable to furnish bond
and was placed in Jail.
Sebastian Pedraza was arrested and was reported to have two
stills and a quantity of corn
whisky. He was sent to Jail in
default of 5500 bond.
Nick Kezele when arrested, was
alleged to have 125 quarts of
grape wine in his possession. lie
was released on $500 bond.
George Harris, was charged
with having a still and corn
whisky when he was apprehended.
He furnished $500 bond.
Carlos Piedro was arrested and
a Btill and corn whisky, said to be
his, seized. He was unable to give
$500 bond.
Gonzales Devora, charged with
their possession, was arrested Willi
a still and whisky. In default of
$500 bond he was placed in jail.
Isabel Rueies was arrested at
Gibson and was said to have a
still and corn whisky in his possession. He was unable to furnish $500 bond.
and-Jac-

.

She
Recommends
r Cardui.'

down-N- ow

."I began Cardui. A. half bottle
helped mo."
'Mrs. Rothwcll said she then de
cided to take Cardui regularly,
and did so until she recovered

lf

1

developed.

;

,

,.

v

.

Price

$1.00 Each.

Cists,

CALL IN TODAY

trouble began with
little red spots on her arms, body
and legs. After a tuns
the eruptions got bigger
end itched terribly caus
ing her to scratch and
irritate the affected parts,
and I had to change her
clothing quite often to
relieve her. She was
cross and fretful and would toss
about in her bed and keep me awake

for hours.
." I sent for free sample of Cuticura Soap and Ointment and after
using them about four days she got
relief. I bought more and in three
weeks she was healed." (Signed)
Mrs. A. Elklns, 8M W. So. Temple
St., Salt Lake City, Utah.
For every purpose of the toilet and
H.h, Cuticura Soap, Ointment and
Talcum are wonderfully good.
dtajhluliTiwtalka. AMrmt'CiMnnUk.
ortUrtei.Dtpt.a.lUlilaa
tl. Mt." Kold.j-wb(r- .
Saap2Sc Ointment Sand Me. Talcum ffe.
fiWCaticara Soap aham without mu(.

Hardware

Whitney

Co.

IT'S

SOCIETY BRAND STYLE

IS BORH OF FINE

Sl.-00-

TAILORING

.

YOUR clothes have style most
likely they have everything else
you want. It doesn't pay to put
good style into poor fabrics. And
good style always means careful
tailoring.
The good style of Society Brand
clothes is at once apparent. It is born
of good fabrics,
tailored. It's
the style that lasts as long as the suit
and that's a good long while.
You'll like Society Brand better than
ever at the 1922 prices:
$35.00 to $60.00
And Others For Less.

IF

Five-Wa-

Five-Wa-

fi-e-

ly

HATbEN &KELEHER.
218 West Central.

Phone 335.

"

-- noVi

iirnptti'PH.

out that
court
pointed
marks which deceive the
are denied protection and
a
that the commission
Its conclusion that the
justified inconstituted
an unfair
practice
method of competition, and that
it was authorized to order that
the practice be discontinued.
TAYI OR COMPANY TO
BE HERE NEXT WEEK
The
trado
public
found

"My baby's

ver

700,

By popular request, the Ferris
Taylor Stock company, which has
been playing to pleased audiences
the past week, has been prevailed
upon not to change plays every
night, as had been announced, instead the company will have a new
offering every other night as herelast
tofore. Tha bill presented
nlirht. ".lohnnv on the Spot," a
re- -'
be
will
roaring comedy drama, Those who
peated again tonight.
have laughed at to Dy ana ianeu m
love vmh this homely rural character, and wondered what henotlooked
miss
like in real life, should
this bill tonight, as he appears in
or rather that ot
Juvenile make-ua handsome young man. Quite a
change for him, but he gets the
laughs Just the same. Tomorrow
the Taylor
night and Thursday
platers will present "The Mountain
in four
drama
Girl," a comedy
acts. As usual the vaudeville between the acts will be given.

owners

Dodge Brothers
MOTOR.

CAR

p,

HARDING DISAPPROVES
OF THE KU KLUX KLAN

CORNS
Lift1

Off with. Fingers

Medford, Ore., April 24. Following a recent declaration here
by a speaiter describing himself as
a representative of the Ku Klux
Klan, "that President Harding was
friendly to the organisation," Mrs.
Frank I Applegate, of Medford,
recently wrote to the president
asking concerning the truth of this
statement.
Today she received a reply from
George R. Christian, secretary to
the president, she said, stating the
president "heartily disapproved ofthe
organizationf and. has repeated1.1
"
...HHnAl iiiiiiodi
kiln. AffAnf
iu ihta
ly eAiiiconeu
V,

Or f1 M

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
"Freezone" on an aching corn, Instantly that corn stops hurting,
then shortly you lift it right off
with Xingera. Truly!
Tour druggist sells a tiny bottle
Mr. and Mrs. Harry 'A. Baldwin, her strength,
c. "Freestqne" for a few cents, suf"I , certainly suffered before I ficient
snapped on arrival in Washington.
to remove every hard corn,
took this treatment," she adds,
soft corn, or corn between the toes,
The Hawaiian Islands have sent "and was very discouraged."
and the calluses, without soreness
Writing further of her experi- or Irritation.
Harry A. Baldwin to Washington
as their congressional' representa- ence, this Ohio lady says:
tive. He succeeds the late Princi
too
it
"I can't praise
(Cardui)
'
J. K. Kalanianable.
highly for It has helped me when
other things failed. I think mere
CATARRH
As a result of the Increase In 1b no medicine like Cardui, forre-It
sure has been helpful, and I
tit thm
compiracy, Chinese shipping
friends."
to
commend
all
it
my
BLADDER
panies are arming their ships and
i.i
hi
women
have
Thousands
of
other
placing details ot guards on board.
.sSamaM
learned of the value of Cardui in
Mch Canatifa AjmCi
One-haof the area of the Unit- the treatment of their troubles.
ed States
Take Cardui! For sale by drug- unused and waiting to

U

We have arranged with factory to present you with
a voucher worth $1.00, to apply on purchase price
of a set of Fyrac Plugs for your car.

paiyTiiJAJ.

Cuticura Healed
Eruptions On Baby's
Arms Body and Legs

;

Manchester, t Ohio In describshe
ing the troubles with which tellinwas formerly afflicted, and
g-how
she obtained relief, Mrs.
Ida B. Eothweli, of this place,
said:
"For some time I had a terrible
It was a
hurting, in my 'side.
I could
most miserable feeling.
hardly turn' myself in. bed.
"I was weak, nervous, and run,
. ' .
down. ,
.
"I' did not have an appetite, and
I was
was In a. bad condition.
. '. . and suffering; at . . . time
n
bearing-dowhad
hard
I
pains

Musterole drives pain away and
brings in its place delicious, soothing
comfort. Just rub it in gently.
It is clean, white ointment, made
with oil of mustard. It will not blister
like the
mustard plaster.
Get Musterole today at youl drug
store. 35 and 65c in jars and tubes;
hospital size, $3.00.

i

PROHIBITION AGENTS
MAKE NINE ARRESTS
IN RAIDS AT GALLUP

.

Fine for Lumbago

THAN A MUSTARD

.

,

Scores of passengers' lives were threatened when the Rutland flyer,
between New York and Montreal, was wrecked by floods hear Danby.
Vermont. The train left the rails while traveling at a high' rate of speed
and was brought to a stop in several feet of water; Passengers were
taken from the train In boats. The floods have caused losses mounting
into thousands of dollars.

Ohio lady Was Suffering,
In Bad Condition, Weak,
Run- Nervous., and

j a quick, easy, sure and pain-Jes- s
end. Never ts;aln can It pain you.
Soon you are holding In your fingers Its
entire remains a single piece of dead,
shriveled sltln that you throw away
forever. Hard corns, soft corns, any
corn.
Coste but a trifle and guaranteed.
Try it. E. Lawrence & Co., Mfr., Chicago.
Sold In Albuquerque by Alvarado Pharmacy and Briggi' pharmacy.

BETTER

i

anna

Is doomed

SPECIAL NOTICE

iBciitnic

Ml

Half submerged cars of the Rutland express after wreck near Danby,

SURE CAROUI

1 CORNS

Firing Surface

One-Inc- h

eight-roun-

V7ASHELPFUL
J

FYRAC SPARK PLUG

Johnson
an errort to break up
Labels lawlessness which culminated last
Washington, April
in
week
the ambushing of county
or brands under which articles
who went Into the district
aro sold, when operated to con- officers
to arrest moonshiners.
Two hunstruction in the mind in the pur- dred
warrants were issued by
chasing public that they describe
were
Johnson
and
orders
Judge
the component iimredicnts or m.terials used in the manufacture given to confiscate all high powof the articles, must clearly and ered rifles and large culibered
definitely describe thein, tho supremo court held today in an
BOX TO A Dlt AW.
opinion delivered by Justice Bran-dei- s
St. Louis. April 24,
Harry
in a case brought by the federal trade commission against the Shuster of Milwaukee and Frankie
to a
of
Los
boxed
Martin
Angeles
Wlnsted Hosiery company of Cond
bout here
necticut.
Justice McReynolds draw in an
tonight. They aro mlddleweights.
dissented.
The opinion of the court, while
Five Is the sacred number of tho
confined to the particular issues
presented, will, it is stated, havo Moors.
material effect in broadening the
Jurisdiction of the federal trade
commission in such practices.
Chairman llasklll of the commission described the decision as a
great victory."
None of It Is All Wool.
Kxplaining that the Winsted
company for many years had manufactured underwear for the retail
trade bearing the brands "Natural
Merino," "Gray Wool," "Natural
or
"Natural- Worsted,"
Wool,"
ALLEN BRUCE
"Australian Wool," Justice Bran-dei- s
declared "none of this underfiin to read about the
wear is all wool," but "much of it
of the 18th
contains only a small percentage
und pleasing to nolo
of wool, somo as little as 10 per
cent."
tho progress niiido since that
In this ' connection, while the
time.
Winsted company labels, particuIn those days n man Insured for one year only. Inlarly the word "merino", have long
been used in tho trade, the court
surance men were gamblers.
0
did not accept the contention that
They hot a healthy' man
or $100
they aro generally understood as
against his
cotton.
a
year.
thnt he would llvo
indicating goods partly of
ii,i ii,.,.inro,i it "unsnnnil." assert.
That was all thcio was to It.
Tho insrtrcd had to die to
lug that the labels in question "are
Villi.
literally false," and except those
which bear the word "merino" are
Insurance progress Is vtoll
calculated
are
All
so."
iiliietruH'd by the famous Pa"palpably
y
to "deceive," Justico Drandeis add-o- .i
cific Mutual
policy.
bey
'n,i.i ,i,, in fnet iloepivft n. sub
It Is called tho
the
cause It pays five ways.
stantial portion of
purchasing
A $5,00(1 policy pays $100 a
puhlir.
month for n year while you
Defining the words used upon
the labels of tho company, Justice
nro ill and $r0 a month for
Brandeis said "a substantial part
six months while you arc getof the consuming public and also
ting well.
somo
It pays $100 a month for n
buyers for retailers and
the
understand
sales
people,
year If you are disabled hy
underto
X
as
X
X
acvident and $.'() a month for
words
applied
wear to mean that the underwear
six months If partially disabled. It pays $3,000 for the
is all wool." By moans of the
of
the
loss of sight or two limbs.
labels and brands, "part
or
into
misled
is
selling
It pays $50 a month for the
public
into buying as all wool, underlife of tho Insured for perwear which in fact is in large
manent total disability (cither
declaring
accident or sickness:)
part cotton," he added,
aid
"to
tended
tho
Or $.11.60 a month for life
that
practice
and encourage tho representacommencing at the ago of
retailers
tions of unscrupulous
85, to tho Insured:
Or $5,000 to the beneficiary
and their salesmen who knowas
customers
to
their
tho denth of tho Insured
at
ingly pell
$5,000 ADDITIONAL IF
all wool, underwear which Is
AM)
TI1K DEATH SHOULD RElargely composed of cotton."
of
Misbranding.
SULT FKOM ACC1DFAT.
Kesults
In addition, this policy has
"When misbranded goods at- Of
rmutm-nortlV means
the
a rush value, after tho third
trade
fraud which they perpetrate,
year, which renders available
is diverted trom tno producer
a big per cent of tho premthe
marked
goods,"
iums
paid.
truthfully
Mm
f:iet that
l.,.iln .Inful nnrl
Contrast this to the 18th
"honest manufacturers might pro
century insurance.
tect their trade uy oiso
to deceptive labels," is no defense

Pc-gu- e,

-

Come in and Get a Dollar

24.

Ev-er- s,

Removes
Corns Quick

QFAGE ORDERED

IE COURT

(lly The AHcliiled I'rcm.)
Labels or Brands on GarManchester, Ky., April 24. The
ments Must Clearly and arrest of every person over twelve
years of age in the Mill Creek
Definitely Describe Them neighborhood of Clay county has
been ordered by Circuit Judge H. J
Tribunal Decides.
In

Side;" also showing a
comedy, entitled "Self Derense."
Crystal Opera House "Johnny
on the Spot" was the big attraction
at the Crystal, with "Toby" in the
limelight, and the quartette singing
time of their best songs. This play
will be repeated tonight.
l'astiin Theater The manage MEMBER METROPOLITAN
ment is repeating the Ralph Inco
OPERA COMPANY HURT
production, "A Man's Home." with
the usual- sido attractions.
Tomor
(By Tlie AatHirlnlrd Hre.)
row, "Thunderclap,"
featuring
24. Miss
New York, April
May Carr.
of the MetropolPeterson,
May
itan Opera company, was struck
It may have been, the corn or callus that HAWAIIANS
SEND
by an automobile today and susli touched with a few drops of "Gets-it- "
tained a broken1 shoulder blade
DELEGATES
(EW
and a scalp wound. It was anTO WASHINGTON nounced that her concert tour
covering the United States had
been cancelled because of her
Injuries.
Woman's

Goldwyn-Graplii- o

ford Owners

12 YEARS

LOSE BATTLE IN

Speed Is the Main Factor in Stopping the Dangerous Forest Fires, 60 Per Cent of Which
Are Caused By the Carelessness of Man;
Property Loss is Appalling.
I must
be reinforced by men from
(By J. C. KIRCIIFTt, District
Forest Service.)
ranches, saw mills, railroads, even
big cities miles from the
Extinguishing forest fires differs from of
the fire. Often road and
materially from handling fires in scene
crews
trail
are put to work in the
forcities and towns in that the
mer frequently occur in inaccess- danger areas opening up new
ible places far removed from hu- routes into Inaccessible regions,
man habitations and often where the primary object of assembling
there is no water. Many times the crews being to have them availthere are no roads leading to able to fight fires that may occur
theso fires and handling them re- nearby.
The principle involved In fightsolves itself largely into a question of transportation.
ing a forest fire is simple, namely:
Kires in citits are ordinarily re- Depriving the advancing fire of Its
the
ported by citizens soon after they fuel. Dead twigs and wood on and
start.
Forest fires on the other ground, dry gras3, pine needles
hand start in remote places whtre dry leaves, and the general forest
people usually do not see them decaying litter known as humus,
Therefore all burn readily. Mineral soil will
until they are large.
the forest fire organization dif- not burn, so a narrow trail, often
fers greatly fmm the city fire de- not more than a foot or two wide is
former must cleared in advance of the fire with
partment in that the
both detect and - extinguish Us rakes, shovels and hoes, exposing
When the fire
the
while
latter need only the soil beneath.
fires,
put out fires after they are re- burns o this line its further progress IS temporarily stopped.
ported.
In practice, this simple princiForest fires are detected in
mountain country by lookout men ple is complicated by many things,
who are stationed on high peaks such as high winds, steep slopes
overlooking large areas of forest. dense impenetrable brush or matThese men live on these high ted, fallen trees, or excessively dry
Once entirely surpoints during the dry season and conditions.
spend all day keeping a Bharp rounded, however, by a cleared
watch for the first puff of smoko. space, the work, of fire fighting
which betrays the starting of a resolves itself into a matter of
fire. With instruments and moos felling blazing dead tree?, covering
they locate the fire and telephoie burning logs with earth, widening
its location to the man whose the fire line and strict patrol to
business it is to put out the fira. prevent the fire , breaking across
the line. Sometimes a fire must
Toners Erected.
In flat country
or even in be watched for many days before
mountainous.
timbered it is finally out.
heavily
country, it is o.ften necessary to
using fire against
place lookouts on towers so that fire, burning a wide space insido
can
they
get above the timber. the fire line, is even resorted to
In the southwest, the Forest Serv- on occasions. This method is used
ice maintains more than DO of only as a last resort, since it Inthere towers, the highest of which volves considerable risk of the
is 120 feet.
g
getting beyond conthese lookouts trol.
Supplementing
are patrolmen,
who ride along
Cost Aimallinjr.
The cost of forest fires is appallridges where they can view a
large amount of country.
The ing. Fires in 1919 in Montana and
fundamental
difference
betweei Idaho, in tho space of a month,
the work of the lookoutmen and took over a million dollars from
patrolmen, however, is that the the United States treasury. Someformer ordinarily
never go to times, also, there is loss of life.
fires, while tho latter generally Tho property loss homes, villages,
travel to all fires which
Bit railroads and so on Is huge. And
within the definite area they
assigned tho damage' to the forest Itself in
to them.
timber lost, grazing lands tempoActual fire suppression Is under
often
denuded, watersheds
the direction of the forest rangers, rarily
damaged and Irrigation
who are notified by telephone of irreparably
is vast.
projects harmed
location of fires by lookoutmen. If In addition to the thereby
present-damagthe fire- is small, a ranger may go tho cumulative total over the years
to it alone, but if large he takes a is beyond computation, since a fornumber of men with him. The big ested area devastated by fire is
thing of course is to get to the fire lost as a producing unit for many
wnen it is small; get there quickly years.
and with the proper tools to handle
China, today, in her great famine districts with thirty millions
of people in deepest misery
Forset Fire Stations.
and
Just as fire departments and tens of thousands dying dally, is
water plugs are located at points paying tho penalty for deforestaof danger throughout a city, so tion and denudation of her mounthrough the forest are ranger and tain forests started 3,000 years
guard stations with pack outfits, ago.
Continuation of America's antools, food and similar equipment;
ready, also, at various points on nual loss of forests means that we
trails are located fire tool boxes are traveling the same road.
supplied with the tools of the

T OF ALL

L

OF WATER OR EVEN CHEMICALS
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FRANCIS .1. FIX" NO T)EAI.
San Francisco, April 24. Francis J. Fluno, said at ono time to
have been head of the Christian
Science Mother Church in Boston. Mass., and a personal friend
of Mary Baker Eddy, the church's
founder, died here today at the
age of 78. Mr. Fluno was born
in Oswego county, New York.

Get a $60 Torrington
Electric vacuum cleaner absolutely FREE.
Guessing contest. Get

details and guessing
blank from Star Furniture Company. 113
W. Gold or call 409-for full information.
Your guess must be
at the Star Furniture
Comoany before 6 p.
m. Saturday, April 29.
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Sedan, $1,630; Coupe, l,4fl0; Touring Car $1,040;
Iloudstcr, $995; Panel Business Car, $1,139; Screen
Business Cur, II, OHO.

W

J.

-

214-21- 6

KORBER

North Second.

&

CO.,

Phone 783
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IE STEMS

LD

WINNING STREAK
OF

III

24 14

6

2

30

0

Chicago.
AB. R. II. PO. A. E

State, cf
ss..
Hollochcr,
Kelleher, 3b . .
Grimes, lb ...
Miller, If

4
4
4
4
3

1

1
0
2
1

2b

4

0

0

2

2

2
2

....3
...
...
...

c

p

Aldrldge,

0
0
0
0

Totals

0

4

By innings:

3

4 12

32

3
0
0

1

1

16
1
2
3

0
1

27 10

y,

Two-bas-

er

4.

New York, 8; Philadelphia, 2.
Pa., April 24.
Bunching five hits in the third Inning today enabled New York to
score three runs which were sufficient for a three to two victory over
Philadelphia. Groh's double followed by singles by Young, Meusel,
Shlnners and E. Smith did ,the
damage. Score:
Now York.'
AB. K. H. PO. A. E.
Bancroft, ss.,.. 6 0 0 6 3 0
Bawllngs, 2b... 4 0 1 3 1 0
1
1
5
0
Groh, 3b
i1 00
1
4
0
2
Young, rf
4
1
1
3
0
0
Meusel, If
4
0
0
5
1
1
Kelly, lb
Shlnners, cf.... 3 0 1 6 1 0
1
3 0
1
0
5
K. Smith,
1
2 0
1
0
0
Douglas, p
2 0
0
0 1 1
Causey,
36
3
8 27 11
Totals
Philadelphia.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
I.eBourveau, If . 4 0 1 0 0 1
5 0
0
0
2
0
Rapp, 3b
1
4
2
1
3
0
Walker, rf
2
1
0
4
0
0
Williams, cf....

' Philadelphia,

If
l

'

i

c...

p......

r.

lb

iWrightstone ..
Lee, lb
Fletcher, ss....
Parkinson, 2b..

Henllne, c
Hubbell, p

izPeters

3
1
0
4

0
0
0

0

4

1

4
2
1

0
0
0

9
0
3
4

1

0
0
0
2
1
1
0

1

3

0
0
0
6
4
1

1

3

0

0

0
0
1

0
3
0
0
0

10 27 17
Totals .......34
z Batted for Leslie In seventh.
7.z
Batted for Hubbell In ninth.
By Innings:
003 000 000 3
New York

6

2

Philadelphia

0002

011 000

e
hits Groh,
Summary:
Stolen base Young.
Bawllngs.
Sacrifice Hubbell. Double rlays
Walker. Leslie; Rawlings, Bancroft, Kelly. Base on balls Off
Hubbell, 4: Douglas, 1; Causey.
Struck out By Douglas, 1; Cau-ne2.
Hits Off
2;
Hubbell,
Douglas 4 In 3 Innings: off Causey. 6 In 6. Hit by pitcher By
Hubbell (Shlnners). Wild pitch
Hubbell. Winning pitcher Douglas.
Two-bas-

y,

Boojon, 8: Brooklyn, f.
Boston, April 24. Boston took
fin erratic game from Brooklyn today by a score of 8 to 7. The heavy
hitting of Powell, Boeckell, O'Neil.
T. Griffith and Wheat featured.
Bofrton pitchers were trlven excellent support, Kopf being especially

brilliant.

Score:
Brooklyn
Boston

....000

Batteries:

R. H. E.

040

013 101

1027

llx

Mitchell,

10
10

2

0

Mamaux

Jack Coombs as he is today, and Infielder Fraeman In action.
once star pitcher with Connie Mack's great White
Elephants and now baseball coach at Williams college, believes he has a
coming big league wonder in Freeman, an infiolder on the Williams
team. Freeman, who of course will be dubbed "Buck" if he ever do?s
climb Into the big show, handles himself well about the infield and is a
heady batter and baserunner, Coombs says.

semi-annu-

City Ball Hop

n,

CHECKS TO FRXIT GROWERS.
Fresno, Calif., April 24. One
million dollars had been paid to
members of the California Peach
and Fig Growers' association toThe checks represented the
day1.
second payment on dried figs and
peaches for the 1921 crop.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Louisville. 3: Kansas City, 2.
St. Paul, S; Toledo, 2.
Columbus, 11; Minneapolis, 6.
Indianapolis, C; Milwaukee, 1.

10

Yesterday's Results.
Boston, 8; Brooklyn, 7.'
New York, 3; Philadelphia, 2.
Chicago, 4; Pittsburgh, 2.4.
St. Louis, 6; Cincinnati,
Where They Play.
at Cincinnati,
Chicago.
Pittsburgh atBoBton.
Brooklyn at
New York at Philadelphia.
St. Louis

pitcher By Malls (Schalk, Mosul). Winning pitcher Morton.

...

....3
c
...0

41

....

:

05
16

Two-bas-

Headquarters

Our stock was never more complete.
Every article we show is new and was purchased at the new low prices.
Our buying power enables us to offer you
merchandise at the lowest possible prices.
i

-

114 WEST CENTRAL

004
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i

ax

and Gharnty.

Cut out the picture
sides. Then carefully
line 1 Its ntire length.
ted line 2, and so on.
section
underneath
When completed turn
you'll find a surprising

the pictures.

on all four

St. Louis, 6; Detroit, 2.

fold dotted
Then dotFold each
accurately
over an.i
result. Save

Urban
Shocker pitched the Browns to a
6 to 2 victory over Detroit in the
first game of the season between
the two teams today. Kenneth
Williams hit a homer with Sever-ei- d
on in Bccond for his fifth circuit
smash in three days. Jacobson hit
St. Louts, Mo., April 24.

al

a;

Have Regained All
My Old Time Strength
And 20 Pounds In
Weight by Taking

tayt

Get a $60 Torrington

Electric vacuum
er absolutely FREE.
Guessing contest. Get
details and guessing
blank from Star Furniture Company, 113
W. Gold or ca!1 409-for full information.
Your guess must be
at the Star Furniture
Company before 6 p.
m. Saturday, April 29.
clean-

(By The Anoelatcd Fren.)
Dublin, April 24 (by the Associated Press). The
strike
Yesterday's Results,
Cleveland, 6; Chicago, 6.
terminated at 9 o'clock tonight
St. Louis, 6; Detroit, 2.
,
with three glgantio demonstrations
New York, 6; Philadelphia, 4.
held to mark approval ot labor's
Washington, 11; Boston, 3.
protest against militarism. There
were no disorders in conneetlon
Where They Play.
with the striKe. tut a mild sensaDetroit at St. Louis.
tion was created by placards postChicago at Cleveland.
ed throughout the city proclaimBoston at Washington.
ing an Irish workers' republic An
Philadelphia at New York.
investigation proved that the proclamation was bogus.
The object of the proclamation
another homer against Oldham apparently
was to detract from the
with two on in the third.
success
of labor's protest and
3
Scor;
Detroit .....000 000 0202' jj9 2 alienate the sympathy of the emSt. Lout
023 010 OOx 6 11 0 ployers by suggesting that the lathe
Batteries: Oldham, Johnson and bor party had engineered
strike with the purpose ot estabBassler, Manlon; Shocker and
lishing a soviet.
Men and women of all classes,
however, assembled In thousands
In Sackville street this evening and
llstoned to prominent laborltes.
who in speeches explained, and
in strong language, that the people did not intend to submit to the
rule of the gun. The speakers
pleaded for unity in the command
of the army.

Slip
IN THE SPRINGTIME

OF LIFE

prepare yourself to work
in the summer of your
life that the autumn and
winter of it may be spent

in comfort. Our courses
of business training will
fit you' to compete for
your place. Our graduates are favored by business houses.
Keep on Heading Sir.
Educator's Talks.

Journal Want Ads Bring Results.

A Can 'of Genuine

for 6 cents
Tear out and fill in ttie coupon fcelow and
present it at our store. It entitles you to a can
c
for the astonishing price of 6 cents.
of
Jap-a-la-

But You Must Act Quickly

SOUTHJEKN ASSOCIATION.
Birmingham, 2; New OrleatiB,
Mobile, 4; Atlanta, 0.
Nashville, 6; Memphis, 2,
Chattanooga, 10; Little Kock,

ac

,

Jap-a-la-

A Coupon Worth Mono?

WHITNEY

IIARDWAnE

of can c m
IWHh the purchaie
:
.in or color)
. n will gin the(my
holder of thi. cou
Jmm-Uk-

I

pon quarter pint can 01 Jrp a
(any color) for 6 ecota,

I

COMPANY

I
I

SALE ALL THIS WEEK

PALM BEACH
SUITS
Our advance showing' of Tropical
,Worsteds and Palm Beach Suits is
.very complete.

Many shades in Palm Beach material, the cool weather suits at pleasing
prices

S.

$14.50, $16.50 up to $20.00

.

Get a $60 Torrington

Tropical Worsteds in gray and
brown combinations very comfortable and durable

Electric vacuum cleaner absolutely FREE.
Guessing contest. Get
details and guessing
blank from Star Furniture Company, 113
W. Gold or call 409-for full information.
Your guess must be
at the Star Furniture
Company before 6 p.
m. Saturday, April 29.

$25.00 to $42.50

W

E. L.

Washburn Company

"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers"
jaaULaiJaaaatoBM

'

.,Ky-!t.-

-J

The merchants and mak'ers of everything you want or
need, here 'display before you their most attractive
wares. It is truly "the greatest show on earth."
TJie wliole purpose of any advertisement is to excite
your curiosity, gain your interest, arouse your desire; to
tell you something you 'don't know; to remind you of
something you have forgotten; to convince you of some-thin- g
';L?-v- :

Jap-a-la-

Jap-a-l-

and

six-da-

of this paper.

Better come In today or tomorrowJ This offer is for a
limited time only. Merely purchase a can of genuine
c
(any kind or color) at the regular price, and
you will get another can (H Pint ee) ft only 6 cents.
With
you can refinish floors, furniture, wood
c
work, etc Japalac with genuine

TROPICAL
WORSTEDS

BY NORMAN E. BROWN.
Makes 'era step,
Docs Dan O'Leary.
This veteran walker swings a
mean heel and toe despite the fact
that he is now pest eighty.
O'Lcary's three great walking
matches with Edward
Payson
Weston made both Dan and Edward famous.
The two men met three times In
endurance contests.
They were
go as you please affairs.
met
the
first
time in 1875
They
beyond the memory of most folk
now interested in any branch of
athletics Including checkers.
O'Leary won. He strolled 603
miles, leaving Weston 61 2 miles
behind.
Weston challenged Dan and they
met two years later in London.
O'Leary showed his heels again,
walking B10 miles, while Weston
fell ten miles short of that mark.
Their last contest resulted in a
third victory for O'Leary. That
was staged In San Francisco
in
1880. O'Leary covered 620 miles
and Weston 499.
O'Leary still engages in long
walks between important cities.
They are mostly exhibition affairs,
but Dan sets a pace that outdistances scores of younger walkers
who volunteer to keep up with the
veteran.

YOU remember how you used to be on the job'
and early to see the circus parade? Remember how you thrilled as the lions, tigers, and the big,
lumbering elephants passed in review? How the horses,
the blare of the bands, the anticsof the clowns, and the
glitter of it all inspired you with a fervid determination
to see the real show the big performance in the tent?,
lYou didn't realize it then, but you were getting a lot out"
of an attractive advertisement.
...j
Perhaps you 'don't realize it now, but other advertisement, just as attractive, just as interesting nnrl far more
.valuable to you, parade daily before you :.:
columns

It helpe you digest your

BETSSSB

IDE

DO

day.

food; builde up your strength
and reserve power. Ask
your neighbor. For tale at
all good druggists.

Y IS

"Here Come the Elephants"

k,

Way, Fairfield, Ala.
If you are weak, rundown and under
weight, get Tanlac to-

fll

.....4
...4

13

...

r,

Mtm. A. M. Bla-loc4912 Carneg'19

,......7

c...
.....

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Wichita. 4; Sioux City, J.
postponed; rain,
Oklahoma City-De- s
Moines; rain.
St. Joseph-Omahrain.
Tulsa-Denve-

II COMMAND OF

W. L. Pet.
2 .818
9
4 .636
7
4 .636
5 .444
5 .444
6 .400
-- .4
7 .300
3
8
8 .273

....

W

'it'

............

.3

New York, ; Phlledelplda, 4.
New York, April 24. The New
York Yankees won their sixth
straight game today, defeating
Philadelphia in eleven innings by
6 to 4. Mays was hit hard but given great support
Pipp's home
run, scoring Devormer ahead of
him in the eleventh, accounted for
the winning tallies. Score:
I'lUludt'lplila,
AB. R. H. PO.A. E.
0
0
8 3
6
6
2b
Young,
Johnaton, lb .. 6 0 0 16 1 0
1
0
6
0
0 1
Totals ......38 6 1128 14 1 Walker, cf
4
1 1
0
1
1
One out when winning run Welch, rf
1
2 0
5
0 1
scored,
Miller, If
Cleveland,
'41 00 12 61 30 00
Perkins, c
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Fuhrman,
2
0
5
0
1
1
Jamieson, If , . 5 0 2 5 0 0 Dykes, 3b
Stephenson, 2b. 4 3 3 0 4 0 Galloway, ss .. 6 1 8 2 2 0
0
1
0 Harris, p
Speaker, cf . . . 4
,21 00 00 00 20 00
3
0 0 13
0
0 xxBrazill
Mclnnls, lb
.
1
0
.
0
0
0
4
2
0
.
0
ss
3
...
2
0
Sewell,
Rommel, p
Gardner, 3b . 6 0 1 3 2 0 xxxMcUowan .. 1 0 0 0 0 0
1
2
0
0
0 0
0
6
0
0
0
0 zScheer
Wood, rf
0 0
0
0
0 0
0
0 Heimach, p . . . 0
O'Neill, o
1
1
0
2
0
0
Nunamaker,
1
4 12x31 19
2
1
2
. .43
0
2
0
Mails, p
Totals
0 0
0
1
0
New York.
Morton, p .
1
0
0
0
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
0 0
Graney
0
1 0
0 0
3
0
0
2
0
zEvans
0 0 Witt, rf
1
0 0
0
4 1 1 2 0 0
xGulsto
0 0 Fewster, If
4 0 1 2 3 0
Baker, 3b
38 8 14 80 13 0 zzDevormer ... 0 1 0 0 0 0
Totals
4
0
1
0
2
0
...
Batted for Malls in eighth.
cf
McMillan,
z
0
2
2 14
1
0
Ran for O'Noill in eightth. Pipp, lb
1
x Batted for Morton in tenth. Ward, 2b
4
2
0
4
0
4
0
1
0
6
6
By innings:
Scott, ss
1
4
010
0
2
800
0
010
c
6
Chicago
Schang,
4
0
0
0
0
000 030 101
Cleveland
4
p
Mays,
Two - base hits
Summary:
Three-base
86 6 9 33 20 0
Totals
Hooper, Malls, Stephenson.
x One out when winning run
hits Sheely, Speaker. Stolen
bases Johnson, 2:.Schalk, Mos- scored.
xx Batted for Harris in sevtil, Evans. Sacrifices McClellan
and Jamieson, Mclnnls, 2. Double enth.
Gardxxx Batted
for Rommel in
plays Schalk, McClellan;
ner. Mclnnls;
Collins, Johnson, ninth.
z
Ran for Perkins In ninth.
Sheely. Base on balls Off Faber,
zz Batted for Baker in elev5; Malls, 8; Morton, 1. Struck out
By Faber, 3; Malls, 3; Morton, enth.
2.
Hits Oft Malls, 9 in 8 inBy Innings:
nings; Morton, 2 in 2. Hit by Philadelphia ... .001 000 201
201 001 000
New York
e
hit MilSummary:
ler. Home run Pipp. Stolen bases Witt (2). Sacrifices
Fewster,
Moving Picture Funnies
McMillan. Double pluy Young,
on balls
Base
Johnston, Galloway.
Off Harris,
1; Heimach,
2;
Mays, 1, struck out By Mays, 4;
Harris, 5; Rommel, 1. Hits Off
Harris, 7 in 6; Rommel, none in 2;
Heimach, 2 in 3. Losing pitcher
Heimach.
LOOK. At
A .'A I
!,
Washington, 11; Boston, 3.
) flower.
Washington, April 24. By defeating Boston today, 11 to 3,
Washington ended a losing streak
ot five games. The locals knocked
s- i
Qutnn from the box in the second,
and pounded a trio of his successors. Mogrtdge was hit hard, but
tightened up In the pinches. Brow-e- r
hit a home run off Myers with
two on base in the sixth.
R. H. E.
Score:
3 12
1
101 000 100
Boston
OOx
11
14 2
013
340
Washington
'Batteries: Quinn, Fullerton, Myers, Dodge and Walters; Mogrldge

TANLAC

Come in and look through, it's a pleasure
to show our goods.

hi-

Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati

3
4
5
4
6
7

4

Philadelphia

Dol-ling-

.

1

IHU

CONN

To come in and see the splendid assortments of new woolens, new ready-mad- e
suits,
new shirts, ties, hats and capes.

1

HELD BY

FARM

We want you men to know and appreciate quality.

ifl

mm

Louis, 6. Cinclnnntl. 4.
24. Poor
Cincinnati,
April
fielding back of Donohue was the
main factor in giving St. Mollis n
IN
to6 to 4 victory over Cincinnati
was
was
nnU
wild
Pertica
day.
hit hard and Barfoot also was
pounded.
Score:
R. H. E.
St. Louis ....001 003 0106 7 0
Cincinnati ...000 002 1014 12 4
Batteries: Pertica, Barfoot and (Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Alnsworth;
Donohue,
Merkle,
Dexter, N. M., April 24. MeetSchnell and W'ingo.
picing in their fifth
nic here last week the Chaves
county farm bureau heartily enjoyed a full day devoted to meeting
i heir neighbors and discussing farm
problems as met in this and other
.similar sections.
Fully three hundred persons were
in attendance when President Reid
Kiwanls, 8; Central, G.
called tho assembly together in the
The Kiwanis won a game from big new auditorium
now available
a mixed Central school team yes- on
the grounds of the Outing club
8
6.
score
a
to
Richof
by
terday
at Lake Van, a half mile east of
ardson, cf the Kiwanis, banged out town and they gave ringing retwo home runs and stole a dozen
sponse to the forceful speech upon
bases.
the matter of "Taxation and Retrenchment in New Mexico," given
Nationals, 5: Tigers. 3.
Herbert J. Hager-maIn the game between the Duke by
Mr. Hagerman
of Roswcll.
City Nationals and the Albu'iuercim) went to considerable length in the
Tigers Sunday, the score was 5 to discussion of his subject and be6 in favor of the Nationals instead cause of his intimate connection
of the Tigers as was reported in with those matters in the state was
the dope sheet yesterday.
able to send home blow after blow
with telling effect aimed at the
wasteful and extravagant manner
DEMPSEY AND WILLS
in which public funds are handled
MAY MEET IN LONDON In this state. He expressed himself as unalterably opposed to further bonding
of the state and
(By The Awmrlntrd Prent.)
unless it can be
New York. April 24. The possl- - county resources
definitely shown that the public
blllty of Jack Dempsey and Harry will
receive one hundred cents
Wills, negro heavyweight contend value for each
dollar
er, meeting in a championship This sentiment seemed toexpended.
strike a
contest In London this summer
popular chord with his audience as
loomed today on the strength of a tho
was
both
spontaneous
cablegram from George McDonald, and applause
powerful.
English promoter.
Mr. Hagerman the
. Following
According to Dia Dolllngs, Eng- Chairman introduced
Dr. H. L.
lish fight manager now in New Kent, president of the agricultural
York, he received tho following and mechanical college, who spoke
message last night from McDon- on the same subject with particular
ald:
regard as to their effect upon the
"Can you get Wills to come to state's educational Institutions more
to
London
box Dempsey?"
especially that one of which he is
Wills, when informed of the ca- the head. Incidentally numerous
blegram, announced he would be other matters as production and
"ready to depart on the first boat," marketing of farm crops and the
but his manager offered no com- real business side of farming crept
ment except to say he "could see into Mr. Kent's
talk as he pros
no reason for leaving yet."
ceeded and ' were covered In as
did not indicate whether he thorough a manner as the time and
had sought a definite answer to circumstances permitted.
A picnic dinner was served by
McDonald's cablegram.
Dempsey, so far as Is known the ladies present to all visitors and
ice cream and coffee was furfree
here, has not signed articles for
any match In connection with .his nished by the bureau organization
present tour to Europe although throughout the day. All sections of
he has announced his willingness the county were well represented In
to meet Carpentier In a return en- the assembly as well as there being
from other
gagement, or any other European a score of visitors
places.
contenders.

Style
'A

H

Jack Coombs,

fj'
ii

M4

New Tork
Chicago
St. Louis
Pittsburgh

.800 New York
.727 Cleveland
.036 St. Loul
.645 Philadelphia
.BOO Boston
.375 Chicago
.300 Detroit
.091 Washington

...

St..

Chicago
.
hits Tier-lieSummary: Three-bas- ee
hits MilStatz.
ler, Aldrlago. Stolen base Statz.
Miller.
2:
Sacrifices
Carey.
Double plays Tierney to Maranvllle to Grimm, 2; Maranvllle to
Tierney to Grimm. Base on balls
Off .Aldrldge, 2; Cooper, 4.
Struck out Aldrldge, 3; Coop-

It

TENJNNINGS

a

8
8
7

American League.

Pet.

W. L.

rf...5

and Hungling; Watson, McQuillan,
Marquard and O Neill.

2

200 000 0002
100 000 12x 4

Pittsburgh

IfIsJ

r'--

National League.

G- -S

(By The Associated Freu.)
Cleveland. O.. April 24. Clevn
land broke its losing streak today
when it defeated Chicago I to t
In ten innings. The White Box
acquired an early lead as the 'result of timely batting but Cleveland tied thn HpnrA ...
In ttiA
n..
. U
enth. Chicago again went into the
ieaa in me eigntn ana was passed by the Indians In the tenth on
singles by Wood, Nunamaker and
Jamieson. Score.
Chicago.
AB. R. H. PO. A, E.
Johnson, ss . . 3 A 1 2 1 0
McClellan, 3b.. 4 0 1 3 8 0
6
0 1
2
6
Collins, 2b
i0
2
3
2
0
Hooper,
4
2 2
1
Mostil, If
0 0
Strunk, cf ...... 4 1 1 2 0 0
4 0 1 12 0 0
Sheeley, lb
4 A 1 A o n
Schnlk. n
0 0
6
0
8
0
Faber, p

O'Farrel,

5

SOX

(Br Tbs Afwoclatrd rrcas.)
Chicago, April 24. Vic Aldrldge broke Pittsburgh's winning
streak, after they had won six
consecutive
games, by holding
the visitors to five hits, while he
himself delivered a triple after
two men had walked In the
eighth inning, giving Chicago a
4 to 2 victory over the Pirates.
Score:
Pittsburgh.
A B, Jt. H. PO. A. E.
Maranvllle. ss. . 3 1 1 3 4 0
0
0
0
2
0 0
Carey cf
0
0
0
1
0
3
Bigbee, If
0
6
1
0
3
4
Tiernev, 2b ...
Travnor, 3b ... 4 0 1 0 0 00
Rohrwer. rf . . 4 (I 0 3 0
Urimm, lb ... 4 0 11 10 00 00
6
3
0
Gooch, c
0
4
0
0
3 0
Coorer, p

Friberg, rf

it,

WHITE

PLEA FOB UNITY

THE DOPE COLUMN

Chicago Takes the Lead
Early, But Cleveland Ties
It Up in the Seventh and
Finally Wins.

Krug.

'

S DEFEAT

Holds Pittsburgh to 5 Hits,
Garners a Triple With 2
On, and the Cubs Win,
4 to 2.

f '

I

COACH JACK COOMBS HAS PROTEGE

THLfiRATES

,' Totals

April 25, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Ian

over which you have been hesitating.
In short, the purpose of an advertisement is, in one
or another,
to make you happier.
.

"way7

."

-

a'a

READ THE AnvFRTJSF.MF nts AND SEE
IF THAT ISN'T SO?

" ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL s

April 25, 1922.
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Woman s Daily m agazine Page
Bf LAURA

BY JANE PHEXrS.
Tuesday

club

will

Mrs. George Valllant
1). A. R. benefit

at

meet

HAS A VERY GAY
EVENING.

disi-olin-

'

.

i

"""

fx

'

'HI H

ANSWERED

A. KIRRMAN.

LETTERS.

of Y'our Taper:
Reader
"Would you please print In your
column whether pink or blue is
now considered the color for boy
babies? I am in doubt as to how
to dress my baby boy."
Arcnrdlne to the larg
est manufacturer of infants' cloth
ing in New York, blue is now .no
correct color for a boy.
"Can vou give me
M..a t w
any information regarding an in
door calla lily."
Answer: A calla lily requires a
rich soil and plenty of water, with
the roots confined in as small a
space as possible. If too jarge a
pot is used, the growth of the
(niiiva nil nftnn ba large at the
expense of tho flowers. By using
a smaller pot ana uquia manure,
the flowers may be produced
freely. A six inch pot is right
for all except an unusually large
tuber. Or, if you prefer, you can
grow a number of tubers in fi-a
large pot. The soil should be of
d
of a potful
brous.
d
manure is not too
much to mix with the fibrous
loam, and some sand. Plant the
tubers firmly and set the pots in
a cool place to take root. After
the root partly fills the pot, the
plant may be brought into heat
and sun and given plenty of water. Sponge the leaves occasionto
ally, when they have appeared, No
keep them free from dust beother treatment 11s necessary
fore tho flowers appear when liquid manure may be given to th3a
plant. Also now set the pot in
saucer of water until it is thriving. Callus grow well through
But a calla
the entire year.
vhlch has bloomed all winter wid
A

Aii"

I

One-thir-

well-rotte-

AT

(Djr The Associated Treat.)

prove more satisfactory, both in
leaf and flower, If you give it a
rest through the summer, whicn
you can do by laying the pot on
its side In a dry, shady place under shrubbery, or in the open but
covered slightly with straw. The l,
in September or October, shake
tho plant out of Its pot, clean off
all the old earth, and
the
plant. The offsets may be taken
off and set in small pots and given a year's growth, resottlng them
the second year and having the n
in flower that winter.
Mrs. C. E. G.: "Please tell me
how to remove perfume
stains
from some of my pieces ot ivory.
Answer: Ivory is cleaned by being rubbed with denatured alco
hol.
But this may not remove
the perfume stains. I believe the
nly thing you can do now is to
bleach it by placing it in the sun
with lemon Juice upon It. This
though may not be successful in
removing the stains.
Miss Or.: "The pattern on my
kitchen oilcloth floor covering s
wearing off in places. I should
like to know if paint or varnish
would heln to 'preserve it?"
Answer: Apply white shellac
with a brush. This brings out a
faded color and preserves the sur
face of oilcloth or linoleum.
Mrs. I).: "The graining on a
dnor has been scratched; and another door has been blistered by
an oil heater which was left too
near it. What can be done?
Answer: There is nothing to be
done for the blistered door except
to sandpaper it down and do It
over. i!ut you could touch up the
grntnliig on the other door cleverly by buying a tube of artists'oil paint the right color, and puttine a few daubs or this on wnere
needed.
re-p- ot

Horlick's
Mill?
mmmM

Nogales, Ariz., April 24.
Joseph L. Anderson, of company I, Twenty-fift- h
Infantry, who
was shot Saturday
Private
by
William 8. Dykes, of the same company, died today In Camp Stephen
D. Little hospital.
Dykes, who camp officers said
admitted tho shooting and accused
Anderson of intimacy with Mrs. Forlnranti. Invalid, and Growing
Dykes, is alleged to have crept upon The Original Food Drink For
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DIE BLOUSE
BABY'S

DIES

ten-den-

sim-path-

Get a

Torrington

Electric vacuum
er absolutely FREE.

Guessing contest. Get
details and guessing

blank from Star furniture Company,
W. Gold or call
for full information.
Your guess must be
at the Star Furniture

end
Children
All Ages

I

Rich milk, malted Falnextriet In Powder
DiftrtiUe
NourtAIng
No Cooking

-

Parker House Rolls?

XiP$

t

The Treat of the Evening
Here

to follow:

is a recipe easy

Just take

2 flips Milk
2 tablespoons Mazola

U cup Kara (Crystal White)

About 2? cups Flour
2 Yeast Calces

H cup lukewarm Watar
H eup Kingsford's Corn Starch

1

n

THE KILLJOYS.

i

teaspoons Salt

Scald the milk. Pour into the mixing bowl, add Karo (Crystal
White), salt and Mazola. When lukewarm add the yeast dissolved
in the warm water, and enough flour sifted with corn starch to
make a thin batter. Beat thoroughly, cover, and rise till about
double in bulk. Add enough flour to make a dough as soft as can
be handled. Turn onto floured board,knead until spongy and elastic.
Let it rise till triple in bulk. Turn onto a
board and
roll out lightly about half an inch thick. Cut with a biscuit cutter
previously dipped in flour. Dip handle of a case knife In flour and
with it make a crease through the middle of each piece. Brush
over half of the top of each piece with Mazola and press the edges
together lightly. Place in a greased pan one inch apart Cover,
and let rise till light. Bake in a hot oven twelve to fifteen minutes.

By WALT MASON.

MRS. STROM IS
AGAIN HEAD OF
BUSINESS CLUB

Substitutes

Did you ever try to make the famous

lr

and makes a brave display: but
Kingcrbread and paint and brass
make a worthy van; your car
new
don't
brand
a
Jim Jackson has
ki.o ihnt I'littem in the sun. and will never cut much grass the
he's' a proud and happy cuss, make's an also ran. They say its
whene cr ho maKes it run. amu pistons are of wood, its springs
we might make him. gladder if we won't bear Its weight, its generaii Kut ha blml ami liand him tor is no good, its frame is out of
out the sort of spiel that soothes date. You might have bought, at
better,
the voter s mind. Alas, we are not smaller price, a boat that's our
adHtltlfiTV With far; had you but asked for
l.nt wuV n'ra
'
frf
UUll, Hit.
,irK tnlk nml when we SCO a vice, you'd have a better car." And
we
are
way
neighbor gay, our impulse is tog so, in our poor foolish
to spoil
knock. Ana so, on Slow ana uias-gin- but human guys we try turn
his
limbs which wearily we ply, our neighbor's day, and
nnah nniselvps to Neighbor grins to sighs. We're always doing
low
down
Jim's, and try to make him cry. tricks like these, and
We view his car and snae our tricks they are; and JackBon shudheads, and look depressed, and say, ders when he sees the bunch ap"It's all done up in blacks and reds, proach his car.

Original

Avoid Imitations

33

RIPPLIHG RHYMES

,"

BEAUTY CHATS

th

well-flour-

A

pFt3

ur

UWAivt INFANTS and INVALIDS
ASK FOR

M
3

the corporal and fired four shot football player, was one of the best
into Anderson's body, while the lat- athletes In the camp.
Dykes Is expected to be turned
ter was sitting on the edge of his
over to civil authorities for trial.
bunk. Mrs. Dykes at present is
believed to be visiting in Louisi
Chile has fifty-foana.
seaports
Corporal Anderson, a long dis- along her coast line, all easily actance runner and a basketball and cessible and safe.

OGLES

with

2:30 p. m.

dered supper, everything I liked,
at
bridge-te- a
and then we danced again. He Masonic temple at 2:30 p. m.
dances as well as you do, Jack,
of Women Voters will
League
and that's saying a lot. Oh, I meet at Chamber of Commerce at
CHAPTER 25.
hope they will ask me again!" 8 p. m.
Jack found his mind
a happy sigh.
Country club dance at 9 p. m.
to stay fixed on his work, with
"I don't! Not that I do not want
so necessary if he were to keep you to have a good time, dear,
his bills paid. His thoughts con- but I can't afford to return such TWILL CORD MAKES"
He rackets, and so long as I can't I
to Helen.
stantly
strayed
NEW SPRING WRAP
idea of being und?r
rather hated the Idea of her su- don't like the
said
obligations to anyone. Come, it's
ing without him. She had
late, and I have to get away early
her friends thought him selfish so
that I can return this work."
because he did not take her out
"I consider people I am with
more. He was sorry she discussed
are
under obligations to me behim, her husband, with the peoplo
she knew. There was something cause of my company, instead cfo
it that my being under obligations
in him that resented
saw such queer
wouli not have allowed him to them. asI neverseem
to have. You
you
discuss her or anyone near to pride
let people know you neglect mo
him with strangers.
mean
I
never
taking me out
by
"I guess it is the different bringbeing under obliing up," he muttered, comparing then talkto about
someone who does. Mr.
the two mothers, Helen's and his gations
Barnes said he hadn't enjoyed
own. "I wish she were more
so
himself
much In a long time,
;.
tim-he went on after a
me effusively for
"I am afraid she will have to and thanked
commence to look after things being so good as to go with him,"
stuff."
"The
usual
better and give me my time if I
"Now don't spoil my evening
am to succeed in making money
like that! I never saw such
enough to satisfy her." He nibbled talking
the slightest
his pencil, his brows drawn to- a man, begrudge me
And "
time.
Helen was, in a way, good
gether.
"Helen," Jack interrupted, "1
proving a problem. And not yet
did even he realize how puzzling want you to get something in this
house to eat. I haven't time to
a one.
(l ' V
earn the money and run the
Finally he gave a determined house
:
too. I was hungry when I
shrug and resumed his work, th'r
time holding his thoughts fast finished my extra work, and there
You
upon it until it was quite finished. wasn't a bite ofin the house,
.1? I
course, because
Then he gave a start as his eyes didn't care,
you weren't hungry you 'were
I
rested upon the clock.
It was
a delicious
nearly one. Surely Helen had n- -t having, asButyouI said,
cannot work on
supper.
Intended to stay so late.
Feeling hungry he went Into an empty stomach; neither will J
the kitchen, but remembered be- go out to my meals. I will ro
fore ho opened the ice box that for rolls in the morning ,out after
I shall expect you to see tlvit
there was nothing in the house to this
eat. He had finished the rolls for 1 have good nourishing food."
"That's right, spoil everything
his dinner. He lighted his pipe,
That would have by scolding niI I told you I hal"
' smiling grimly.
ed housework!
If you want to
to do, he'd go hungry to bed.
f
The clock struck one, then two. keep house you must earn enough
Still Jack smoked, and waited for to pay a maid. Nell Layton never
Helen. At half past two she came goes near her kitchen."
"It's nothing to me what Mrs.
in, her checks flushed, her eyas
Layton or anyone else docs. If I
bright.
"You stayed awfully late, Hei-fn- am to earn the money, you must
make it possible for me to do it.
"Nil
Jack said reproachfully.
nd a good No man can do good work and
use asking if you
time, you show very plainly that live as I have been living the last
two days. Come! Talking won't
you did."
"I couldn't come until the help things. It is 3 o'clock. We
others did, could 1? I did have must have breakfast by 7. You
a good time, and a lovely supper.'' can make the coffee while I go for
the rolls."
"Where did you go?"
Helen opened her mouth to
"After the picture It was lovi-ly- !
You must see it we went to speak, but after a quick glance
By ELOISE.
that new place on One Hundredth at Jack's determined face, she
street to dance. We danced un- closed it, and quietly hurried to
With the advancing spring days
til about 12, then Mr. Barnes or bed.
the lighter weight wraps are gaincolors are also
ing favor. Lir-imore popular than they were
earlier in the season. Very light
tans are the vogue Just now. This
drespy wrap shown here is made
of light tan twill cord trimmed
a simple motif embroidered
with
By Edna Gent Forbes.
in silk in tan and navy blue shades.
The back of this model is bloused
the throw collar may be worn
Greece. The really beautiful eye and
FASHIONS IN EYES.
In
any one of several ways. The
then was serious and rather round,
emDoesn't it sdund ridiculous to with a- soft and steady gleam in- throw endsandare finished with ends.
long fringed
of the flash and twinkle that broidery
say that there are fashions in eyes? stead twentieth
wide
are
Tho
and
sleeves
which
century novelists
early
Strango as it may seem,, there are. have made popular. "Sloe eyes" bell shaped are covered with the
When I was in London I went out
embroidery. They are faced with
navy blue crepe as is the whole
to the historic place of Hampton
The narrow tie belt is fincoat.
Court where in the lovely long parished wilh a little wood and metal
alleled galleries hung the portaits
ornament.
This kind of coat may
f
of famous men ana women who
be worn throughout the summer
once walked and flirted, and possithe
into
and
fall.
what their fate at" y
bly wondered
would be as they passed up and
down before the leaded windows.
A group of ladies In waiting at
the court of Charles II. hung there.
Do you remembor how charming
Pepys thought them when he
spoke of them in his diary and
how pleased he was to be sent to
mm
have lunch with them when ha
went out on business to see the
king? There they all hang and
no wonder Pepys was pleased to
1MB
dine with them!
1
f
They are all very beautiful, but
all Just as much alike as so many
in
those
twin sisters. Eyes
days
were supposed to be very large
and very vapid. The eye, in fact,
was usually as large as the mouth.
If it wasn't the artist made It so.
Yestldday pop had a little pack-idg- e
wen he came home, saying
To bring out the eyes the ladies
to ma. After all theres nuthing
drew their hair back from their
like a old fashion strate razor
faces and then powdered them
white bo the color of the eye was
that you can strop in the good
old fashion way.
much more noticeable.
You dont meen to say youve
There was another period when
I
small eyes were fashionable.
gone and got a reguler razer tht.t
must
the
queen
think
reigning
you can cut yourself with? sed
ma, and pop sed, You can cut
have had them though I cannot
think what the- court ladles did to
yourself with a carving set, but
look
smaller.
make their eyes
you dont. A customer of mine
They
gave me this razer, he brawt it
certainly couldn't be treated like
over from (iermlnny.
a large waist! Blue eyes were
'
But
Jest because
fashionable in tho great days of
Willyum,
somebody gave it to you thats no
reason you halff to lndanger your
Are your eyes a fashionable shape? life with it, sed ma, and pop sed.
My 4 fathers dident have their
whatever they are have recently razers made safe for them and I
OR
come into literary favor.
never herd of eny of them killing
t) emselves in the mist of a shave.
Hazel: If you Bend me a stampBut my goodniss Willyum 'they
ed
addressed
I
shall
be
of practice, sed ma, and
envelope
had
COAT III glad to mail you a diet chart, pop yeers
sed,' So will I, Im going to
which will give all necessary in- begin tonite after supplr.
formation
for regulating
Wich ho did, locking himself
your
weight.
In tho bath room and wen ho
Grey Eyes: Since you have no camo out agen he had one long
DIAMOND
superfluous
hair, although you scratch on each side of his faco
have used lanolins on your face and 2 short ones on his chin and
for four years, It merely confirms a middle size one on one ear, ma
"'Diamond Dyes" add years of tho fact that you do not have any saying. Now, there, wat did I tell
wear to worn, faded skirts, waists, tendency to this growth. Your ex- you. there.
Ware? sed pop, and ma sed,
coats, stockings, sweaters, cover- perience could not be repeated by
ings, hangings, draperies, every- many others, without encouraging The ideor of cutting yourself all
contains
this
trouble.
Every package
thing.
up Jest because somebody ga 'e
Lanoline does not cause hair to you a strate razer, if somebody
directions so simple any woman
can put new, rich, fadeless colors grow unless there is a natural
gave you a quart of poison wou'd
to do it and even then it you drink It Jest so as not to
worn garments or drapInto, her
never
she
has
even
if
would
so
do
eries
dyed
if used constant- waist it?
only
before. Just buy Diamond Dyes ly. It is the finest flesh builder
It depends on wat label was on
no other kind then your ma- that can be Incorporated into a It, sed pop, and ma sed, I never
out
come
because
cream.
herd of sutoh a thing, if someterial will
right,
Diamond dyes are guaranteed not
body gave you a stick of dynato streak, spot, fade or run. Tell
mite would you put a match tc
USED
AUTO
OIL
MAY
maIt?
your druggist whether the
Wats this slpposed to be,
terial you wish to dye is wool or
SOLVE THE MOSQUITO
sed pop, and :na sed, if
silk, or whether it is linen, cotton or mixed goods.
PROBLEM FOR CITY somebody gave you a mad dog
would you let it bite you?
Im going to the movies to
The use of oil drained from the
drownd my sorrows, sed pop.
$60
crank cases of autoa at the garWich him and me did.
exterminating the mosclean- ages for
season
is
tho
this
Journal TVanx tee bring results.
quito
plan which
Chamber of Commerce officials are
now developing.
It is estimated
that many barrels of this waste oil
accumulates each season at the 'Beauty Contented1
city 'garages.
You art shram confident
If the plan Is adopted, barrels that your beauty hat been
will be placed by the Chamber of developed to thehighett
of IM poulhllillei after
Commerce at each of the garages
Mini Coutaud'i Oriental
peri113 and the oil will be collefted
Crura.
odically. The oiling of t.he ponds,
Stnd He for Trial Sis
409-lagoons and backwaters in the viFanLT.luvlia.i9w
la
to
fww Yerk
cinity
stop the
expected
of
these
in
breeding
mosquitoes
places.
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Social Calendar

HELEN HOOTER'S HUSBAND

GQRPDRAL SHOT
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is not necessary to purchase both a bread and a pastry flour.
using quarter cup of Kingsford's Corn Starch to three-quartof any good flour the percentage of gluten is decreased and
the starch content increased so that home prepared flour will make
a lighter and finer grained cake.

IT

Mt'sVLVo'000'

T.Kii5o'

er

FREEt Ail your grocer or write R. P. Woodeon,
Jr., Melini Hldg., Albuquerque, N. M.,for beauliful
fouler of tho new Kjogjford Cora Starch recipea

ffiffii

EmsttTS)

J

imam

AND HAIL FALL
TREES
TUCUMCARI:
AT
FOLIAGE
OF
STRIPPED

RAIN

f.P.CtAL OI.PA1CH

TO

MORNtNS JOUNNALJ

Tucumcari, April 24. A heavy
by hail that
rain, accompanied
Mrs. E. J, Strong was unani
tripped trees of early foliage fell
president of thf here last night and this morning,
mously
Business and Professional Woman's breaking an extended
drouth in
club of Albuquerque at the annual this section. The rain is said to
business meeting at the 1. W. C A. be general over this county and
section and came in time to save
last night.
Miss Louise Lowber was electee, the'wheat and greatly aid the stock
sucman.
vice president of the 'club to
ceed Mrs. Margaret Barnes; Miss
Camille Pineau was made secretary
DECISION TO HERMAN.
and treasurer, filling the place or
Boston, April 24. Pete Herman
Mrs. Addle McAvoy and Miss Dulce
Knox was made corresponding sec of New Orleans, former bantamchampion, was awarded the
retary In the place of Miss Winifred weight
decision over . Roy Moore of St.
Shuler.
bout here
Mrs. Ella M. LaBar and Miss Paul in a
Margaret Chadwick were elected
for three and two vear terms, re
spectively, on the advisory board
of the club. Miss Ethel Hickey re
mains on the board for the coming
year. Miss Norlnne switzer ana
Miss Nelle Bryant were appointed
as nn auditing committee.
The secretary s report lor im Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets Get
year was read by Mrs. Barnes, who
stated that the club had grown in at the Cause and Remove It
to
membershln from thirty-fiv- e
sixty-eigDr. Edwards' Olive Tablets, the sub- during the nast year and
52Z ror tne Diniains 'Stitute for calomel, act gently on the
had raised
fund. She made a resume of the bowels and positively do the work.
year's programi Mrs. Alta Hawker,
People afflicted with bad breath find
chairman of the day nursery com- quick
relief through Dr. Edwards'Olive
mittee of the club, reported on the Tablets.
d
The pleasant,
work in behalf of that philanthro
py and took up a collection to sup- tablets are taken for bad breath by all
who know them.
plement the club contribution.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets act genThe attendance prize, a year's
Herto
the Evening
but firmly on the bowels and liver
subscription
ald, given by Mrs. Esther Jordan, tly
stimulating them to natural action,
was won by Dr. Margaret
clearing the blood and gently purifying
.the entire system. They do that which
dangerous calomel does without any oi
BOXER KNOCKED OUT;
.
'the bad
All the benefits of nasty, sickening
HOSPITAL
DIES
griping cathartics are derived frorr
"
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets without
(Br The Aa.orlnted Freni.)
New York, April 24. King at griping, pam or any aisagreeawe enecis
tendants were unable to revive Lew Dr. F. M. Edwards discovered the
Brody, boxer, after he had been formula after seventeen years of prac
knocked out in the ninth round of tice among patients afflicted with bowe
a contest in Brooklyn tonight, and and liver complaint, with the attendan
he was taken to a hospital, where bad breath.
his condition was reported as
Olive Tablets are purely a vegetabli
compound mixed with olive ou; yot
Brody fell backward striking his will know them by their olive color
head on the floor, after a right to Take one or two
every night for a weel
the Jaw from his opponent, Frankie
and note the effect. 15c and 30c
Pitcher.
ten-rou-

ht

sugar-coate-

after-effects-

t
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"Tour Floors iAre Beautiful!
Do You Have Them
Varnished Often ?"
Often?

No indeed! The proud owner of these much admired floon acted wi'selfl
when she engaged Mr.
to varnish them for her.
He recommended, McMurtry RUBBER FLOOR VARNISH because, he .aid, that
'J
possessed qualities of water and wear resistance almost beyond belief. '
So in spite of two healthy youngsters who play their boisterous games on these sam
floors the Rubber Floor Varnish shows not a scratch or a check mark and callers art
impressed that they have been "done" recently.
Have YOUR floors done with McMurtry Rubber Floor Varnish this spring and know
the satisfaction of splendid lustre that wears so long that it gives a new meaning to the
word economy.

,

it

Make Your Own Demonstration
The experienced salesman, knowing his car and having PREPARED for his demonstration, can often successfully accomplish results the average driver can not even think about.
With this thought In mind, we suggest when buying a
car, that you drive the car yourself, satisfying yourself as to
what the car will do for YOU.
Any responsible driver Is welcome at any time to visit our
alesroom. eelect a "GOOD MAXWELL" or "CHALMERS"
car and take It out themselves for a demonstration.

'

Manufactured by

(

MurtryMfgCo.

1533 Arapahoe Street

Faint and Varnish MakHj
So! J by

Denver, Colorado

Lading Dealer

See What YOU Can Do With the Car
Without the suggestions or aid of a Salesman.

W

Company before 6 p.
m. Saturday, April 29.

The most famous, and holy sanctuary In the Mohammedan world
Is the "House of Allah," in Mecca.
This house contains tho famous
"black stone," which is believed to
have been brought from heaven by
angels. i'

If

n

nil Wood Motor Co.
411 West Copper Ave.

Phone

854-- J

Albuquerque,

'

fr-

-

'

N. M.

RUBBER FLOOR VARNISH

Page Six.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
LEGAL NOTICE

Answers to Questions.
(Any reader can get the answer to any question by writing
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Frederic J. Ha9-kiDirector. Washington, D. i.
This offer applies strictly to Information.
The Bureau cannot
Rive advice on legal, medical, and
financial matters It docs not attempt to settle domestic trouble
nor to undertake exhaustive research on any subject. Write youi
question plainly and briefly. Give
full name and address and enclose
two cents in stamps for return
postage. All replies are sent direct
to the inquirer.)
Q. Please inform me how shl- tiion manage to jump up a fall or
like obstruction in a river. W.
E. P.
A. The bureau of fisheries says
that at the bottom of a fall there
is usually a verfy deep well.. The
salmon swim 10 the extremo bottom of this well, and if they have
sufficient depth of water to Rive
force to get me power to jump,
tney do so by swimming very
fast and rushing out. This force
causes
to
them
mechanically
Jump the falls.
Q. Can the richness of milk bo.
InercaKcd by giving cows richer
feed? K. 11.
A. The department of agrlcul
ture says that generally speaking
the richness of milk cannot be In
creased by feeding a cow on rich
feed.
Q; Why Is A. W. O. I,, the nb
brcvlation
for "Absent Without
Leave" when "Without" is only
one word.' J. K.
A. A. W. O. L. Is the abbreviation for "Absent Without Of
ficial Leave."
.
In growing hedges what
different kind of plains may be
used J . T. ll.
A. Privet, locust, osagd orange,
the buckthorn and
cockspur
thorn, the rose of Sharon, and the
Japanese barberry are among the
best of the deciduous plants used
for hedges, and among the ever
, greens, arbor vitae. Juniper, box,
hemlock and spruce are found

satisfactory.
between
Q. Is the difference
smnll swords and broadswords
merely a matter of size? J. McR

A. A small sword is one with
which the attack is delivered with
the point only, while the broadsword has a cutting edge.
?. What nro ferns good for?

J.

M. C. .
A. Aside from

their decorative
value, ferns have little utility
cabs
or carriages
Q. Why ai
sometimes called fiacres? II. A. N
A. irenci!
public cabs were
first provided by the proprietor
of the Hotel Saint Fiacre, in
Paris, in 1C40, and from this
circumstance . all public vehicles
came to bo called fiacres.
Q. What Is the oldest Latin
inscription In existence?
A. A gold brooch
found at
Praeneste in 1SSS bears an InIn
Old
Italic
scription
lettering
which is the oldest extant specimen of Latin. The inscription
reads: "Manios med Fhefhaked
Numasioi," which in later Lati.i
would tie written,
"Manius me
fecit Numasio."
is
Q. What
legal fiction? I.
IV. T.
A. A fiction

in law is an assumption made tor tho purpose
of Justice though the same fact
could not be proved and it may he
literally untrue, and it is a rule
that a fiction of law shall work
no wrong. The ficticious characters
of Jonn Doe and Richard Roe
for he purposes of various actions" are well known.
Q. Has "the great American
novel" ever been written? II. It.
A. Hawthorne's "Scarlet
Letter" has been ranked as the first
If not the only great American
novel.
Q. What Is the smallest conn-tr- y
In the world? Q.
A. Monaco, with an area of
but eight square miles, is the
smallest nation on earth.

I.

STOCK MART LEAK
BY USE OF RADIO
FOUND IN FRISCO
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fifth day of May, A. D. 1909, per
sonally came before me, Edward T.
Price, a Notary Public for the state
of Delaware, F. M. Shive, S. E
Roberson and Harry W. Davis,
parties to the foregoing certificate
of incorporation, known to me personally to be such, and severally
acknowledged the Said certificate
to be the act and deed of the sign
ers respectively and that the facts
therein stated are truly set forth.
Given under my hand and seal of
office the day and year aforesaid.
EDWARD T. PRICE,
Notary Public.
Edward T. Price, Notary Public.
Appointed May 29, 1906. Term
of Office Four Years. The State
of Delaware.
STATE OF DELAWARE.
Office of Secretary of State.
I, A. R. Benson,
Secretary - of
State of the State of Delaware, do
hereby certify that the above and
foregoing is a true and correct
copy of Certificate of Incorporation
ot "The National Cattle Loan Comas received and filed in this
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORA. pany,"
office the sixth
of May A. D.
TION OF THE NATIONAL CAT. 1909, st 9 o'clockday
a. m.
TLB LOAN COMPANY.
In Testimony Whereof, I have
First: The name of the enrnnrn. hereunto
set my hand and official
tion is Tho National Cattle Loan seal, at Dover,
this tenth day of
company.
March In the
of our Lord one
Second: The location of its prin- thousand nineyear
hundred and twen
cipal office in the state of Delaware is in the city of Wilmington (Seal)
A. R. BENSON,
county of New Castle. The name
Secretary of State.
of the agent therein and In charge
thereof is the Corporation Trust CERTIFICATE
NATION
company or America.
AL CATTLE LOAN COMPANY
Third:
The objects
and nur
OF THE VOTE
THE
OF
poses for which and for any of
STOCKHOLDERS OF SAID
which this corporation is formed
CORPORATION
UPON THE
are; to do any or all of tho things
AMENDMENTS TO ITS
nercin set iortn to the same extent
OF INCORPORAas natural persons might or could
TION MADE UNDER THE
ao, viz:
STATUTES OF THE STATE OF
To loan money to any person or
DELAWARE ON THAT BEpersons, ana particularly to the
HALF.
owner or owners
of cattle, horses
The National Cattle Loan Comsheep, hogs and other live stock, pany, a corporation organized and
upon any security, and particular- existing under the laws of the
of
ly tho security
mortgages state of Delaware, hereby certifies
pledges and other liens upon live as follows:
kiock, to negotiate, sell, endorse
directors
(1) That the board-oguarantee and otherwise dispose of of said corporation, at a special
the obligations of such person or meeting convened and held on the
persons and the security given by twenty-secon- d
of May. 1913, at
him or them, and in respect ot any 12 o'clock M.. day
proposed an amendsuch security to exercise any and ment to its certificate
of incorpoall the rights and privileges of
and at said meeting adopted
owners thereof, and in tho promo- ration,
at resolution
setting forth the
tion of its corporate business, and amend, ent proposed,
its
to the extent authorized by law to advisability and callingdeclaring
a meeting
lease, purchase, hold, sell, assign of th6 stockholders of said corpomortgage, convey or otherwise dis ration for the consideration thereof.
pose of real and personal property
(2) That thereafter on the
oi any name and iiature.
twenty-fourt- h
of June. 1913, at
To acquire the good will, rights the hour of 11day
o'clock a. m.. purand property, and to undertake the suant to such call of the board of
whole or any part of the assets and directors, and upon due notice of
liabilities, of any person, firm, as meeting being mailed to all of the
sociation or corporation, and to pay stockholders of the corporation. In
ior me same in casn, stock or accordance with the
of the
bonds of this corporation or other corporation, a special meeting of
wise.
the stockholders was held and
To enter Into, ma.';e, perform there was present at such meeting
and carry out contracts of every in person or by proxy, the holders
kind, for any lawful purpose, with of more than a majority of the
out limit as to amount, with any stock of said corporation.
person, tirm. association or corpoCI) That at said meeting a vote
ral ion.
of the stockholders by ballot in
To draw, make, accept, endorse person or by proxy was (taken for
discount, execute and issue prom and against the amendment to the
issory notes, bills o
exchange, certificate of
of said
warrants und other negotiable or company, and Incorporation
said vote was contransierable instruments.
ducted by C. T. Jones an'd W. N.
To purchase, hold and
Cullen two Judges appointed for
the shares of its capital stock.
that purpose by said meeting.
To have one or more offices, to
(4) That it appears by tho dupcarry on all or any of Its opera- - licate certificate of the said C. T.
relions and business, ami without
Jones und W. N. Cullen, the said
striction or limit a3 to amount, to Judges who were duly appointed
purchase, or otherwise acquire, to by tho meeting of the stockholders
hold, own mortgage, sell, convey, of the said company, duly called
or otherwise dispose of real and and held on the twenty-fourt- h
day
personul property of every class and of June, 1913, at 11 o'clock in the
description in any of the states, forenoon, to decide upon the qualdistricts, territories or colonies of ifications and to conduct the vote
the United States, and in any and of tho stockholders of the said
all foreign countries, subject to the company for and against the prolaws of such state, district, terri- posed amendment to the certificate
of incorporation
tory, colony or country.
of said corporaThe foregoing clauses shall be tion, that the persons or bodies
and corporate holding a majority of the
construed both as objects
powers; and It is hereby expressly stock of said company have voted
provided that the foregoing enum in favor of said amendment.
eration of specific powers shall not
(5) That attached hereto and
be held to limit or restrict in any marked "Exhibit A" is a true copy
manner the powers of this corpo of said amendment to the certifiration.
cate of incorporation of said comIn general, to carry on any other pany, as the same was adopted at
with the the Ktockholdcrs' meeting aforebusiness In connection
foregoing, whether manufacturing said.
or otherwise, and to have and to
(C)
That also attached hereto
exercise all the powers conferred and marked "Exhibit B" is one of
corof
Delaware
the
laws
upon
tho duplicate certificates made
by
formed under the act the said judges of the stockholders'by
porations
hereinafter referred to.
vote at said (stockholders' meeting
Fourth: The total authorized for and against said amendment.
is
stock
of
this
corporation
capital
(7) That the
or bodies
Dollars corporate holdingpersons
One Hundred Thousand
more than a
($100,000), divided into one thou majority of stock of said corporasand (1,000) shares of One Hun tion, towit, nine hundred seventy-fou- r
dred Dollars (100) each.
shares out of a total issue of
The amount of capital stock with one thousand
shares of stock of
which this corporation will com said company then outstanding,
mence business is the sum 'of Twen voted at said stockholders' meetHundred Dollars (J2100), ing in favor of the said amendheine twenty-on- e
(21) shares of ment.
One Hundred Dollars ($100) each
In Witness Whereof, the said The
names
and places ot National Cattle
Fifth: The
Loan Company has
residence of each of the original made under its corporate
seal and
subscribers to the capital stock and the hand of Wirt Wright, its presithe number of shares subscribed dent, and the hand of O. J. Sullifor by each are as follows:
van, its secretary, the
F. M. Shive, Wilmington, Dela- certificate, and the said foregoing
president
ware; 15 shares.
and the said secretary have hereS. E. Roberson, Wilmington, Del- unto severally set their hands and
aware; 3 shares.
caused the corporate seal of the
Harry W. Davis, Wilmington, company to be hereunto affixed
Delaware, 3 shares.
twenty-fourt- h
this
day of June,
Total number of shares, 21.
A. D. 1913.
to
is
This corporation
Sixth:
WIRT WRIGHT,
have oernetual existence.
President.
The private property
Seventh:
O. J. SULLIVAN,
of the stookholdcrs shall not be
Secretary.
subject to the payment of corpo (The National Cattle Loan
rate debts to any extent whatever. Company Corporate Seal.
Eighth: In furtherance, and not 1908. Delaware.)
In limitation of the powers con
EXHIBIT "A."
ferred by statute, the board of
The amendment to the certifidirectors are expressly authorized: cate of incorporation of The NaTo make, alter, amend and re- tional Cattle Loan Company, a
of this corpora- corporation organized and
scind the
existing
tion, to fix the amount to be re under the laws of the state of
Delaserved as working capital, to au ware, by virtue of certificate of inthorize and cause to bo executed corporation in conformity with the
mortgages and Hens upon thereal provisions of an act of the general
and personal property or tnis cor assembly of the state of Delaware,
entitled: "An Act Providing a Genporation.
This corporation may in Us by eral Corporate
Law,"
laws confer powers additiorVil to aiarcn tutn, 1899, and approved
the acts
the foregoing upon the directors, amendatory thereof and supple
in addition to the powers and au mental thereto. Said certificate of
thorities expressly conferred upon incorporation was filed in the of- them by the statute.
nce ot wie
of state of
reserves the Delaware on secretary
This corporation
the sixth day of May,
or
to
D.
A.
change
amend,
9
alter,
1909, at
right
o'clock a. m and
repeal any provision contained In recorded in the office of the re
this certificate of incorporation. In corder of the county of New Castle
tho manner now or hereafter .pre at Wilmington, in Certificate of Inscribed by statute, and all rights corporation Record D. Vol. 3 Page
conferred on stockholders herein 429, etc., the sixth day of May, A.
are granted subject to this reserva D. 1909.
tion.
That the certificate of IncorpoWe, the undersigned, being each ration of The National Cattle Loan
of the original subscribers to the Company be amended as follows:
capital stock hereinbefore named
By striking out all of tho first
for the purpose of forming a cor paragraph of that section of the
within
to
both
do
business
certificate of Incorporation desigporation
und without the state of Delaware, nated "Fourth" and inserting in
und in pursuance of an act ot the lieu thereof tho following:
legislature of the state of Dela"Fourth, The total authorized
ware entitled "An Act Providing a capital stock of this corporation is
ueneral corporation Law" Tap Two Hundred Thousand Dollars
proved March 10th, 1899) and the (1200,000). divided Into two thouacts amendatory thereof and sup sand (2,000) shares of One Hunplemental thereto, do make and file dred Dollars ($100)ach."
this certificate, hereby declaring
EXHIBIT "B." and certifying that the facts here- THE NATIONAL CATTLE LOAN
in stated are true, and do respec
COMPANY.
JUDGES'. CERTIFICATE.
tively agree to take the number of
shares of stock hereinbefore set
O. J. Sullivan.
Secretary, The
forth, and accordingly have here- National Cattle Loan Company.
unto set our hands and seals this
We, the undersigned, do hereby
fifth day of May A. D. 1909.
certify that at the meeting of the
V. M. SHIVE.
(Seal) stockholders of said The National
S. VS. ROBERSON.
(Seal) Cattle Loan Company, .held on the
HARRY W. DAVIS. (Seal) twenty-fourt- h
day pf June, 1913, at
In presence of Edward T. Price.
11 o clock in the forenoon, called
State of Delaware, County of New to consider the resolution of the
t astie, ss.
n'
board of directors of said company,
He it remembered that on this which was adopted on the twenty- State o New ilexico, State Corpo
ration Commission of New Mex
ico. Certificate of Comnnrfsnn
United Slates of America, State of
iew
juexico, eh.
It Is Hereby Certified, that tho
annexes is a full, truo and com
pleto transcript of the Certified
t opy of Certificate of Incorpora
tion and amendments thereto of
ine .National Cattle Loan Company
(No. 1135.0) with the endorsement's
thereon, as same appears on file
and of record in the office of the
state Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
corporation Commission of the
Mate of New Mexico has caused
this certificate to be signed by its
mairman ana the seal of said
Commission, to be affixed at the
ot Santa Fe on this fourteenth
iity ot
(lay
April, A. D. 1922.
(Seal)J. M. LUNA,
Attest:
Acting Chairman.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
-
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eariuj( secret
radio belt.
The wireless set was used for
n
listening In and transferring
to and from abroad conon
secret
the
stock
data
cerning
market for curb brokers who are
anxious to obtain this Information.
The apparatus consists of a belt of
high power cell batteries connected
with a muted telegraph key
sounder. V
t

infor-matio-

Mozart displayed musical talent
when he man three years old.

MyuSMtiiM

second day of May, 1918. at
meeting held at 12 o'clock M., of
that day, and declared the advisability of a proposed amendment to
the certificate of incorporation of
sam company, a true copy of which
amendment is hereto attached and
marked "Exhibit A," we were ap- pumieu Dy saia siocKnoiaers meet
ing judges for the purpose of con
ducting, counting and ascertainlnc
the vote of the said stockholders of
saia company for and against the
said proposed amendment; that at
saiu stocknoincrs meeting, a vote
ot said stockholders by ballot In
person or by proxy was duly taken
for and against the said proposed
amendment, which said vote was
conducted by the subscribers, be
ing me iwo juages appointed, as
aforesaid, for that purpose by the
said stockholders' meeting; that In
our office as said Judges, we decided upon tho qualifications of the
stockholders voting at said meet
Ing for or against the said proposed
amendment, and when said vote
was completed, we did count and
ascertain the number of qualified
shares voted respectively for and
against the said proposed amend
ment, and declared that the per
sons or bodies corporate holding
the majority of stock of Bald cor
poration nad voted ror said pro
posed amendment; mat out of the
total of one thousand shares of the
capital stock of said
company,
then Issued and outstanding, the
numoer or snares ot said capital
stock voted for said amendment
wore nine hundred
and seventy
four shares, and that no shares of
the capital stock of said corporation were voted against said
amendment.
In Witness Whereof, we have
made cut tho foregoing certificate
accordingly in duplicate, and subscribed our names thereto and de
livered tho same to the secretary of
said company.
C. T. JONES,
W. N. CULLEN,
Judges.
State of Illinois, County of St.
Clair, ks.
Bo it remembered that on this
twenty-fourt- h
day of June, A. D.
1913, I, J. F. Fawcett, a notary
in
and for tho county and
public
state aforesaid, do hereby certify
that Wirt Wright, president of The
National Cattle Loan Company,
personally known to me to be such,
duly executed the foregoing certificate with Exhibit "A" and Exhibit
"B" thereto attached before me.
and that the said Wirt Wright,
president ns aforesaid, duly acbefore me that the
knowledged
signatures of the said president and
the said secretary of said company,
to said certificate appended, are In
the handwriting of the president
and tho Recrotary of The National
Cattle Loan Company, respectively:
and that the corporate seal to said
certificate affixed is the common
and corporate seal of fn'd
pany; and that the same was duly
affixed by the authority of the
stockholders of said company.
In Witness Whereof. I t'av"
unto set my hand and the seal of
office tho day and voar aforesaid.
J. F. FAWCETT.
Notary Public.
Commission expires Nov. 26th.
1916.

(J. F. Fawcett, Notary Public. St. Clair Co., Illinois.)
STATE OF DELAWARE.
'
Office of Secretary of State.
I, A. R. Benson, "Secretory of
State of the State of Delaware, do
hereby certify that tho above and
foregoing is a true and correct
copy of Certificate of Amendment
of Certificate of Incorporation of
."The National Cattle Loan Company," as received and filed In this
h
office tho
day of
June, A. D. 1913. nt 1 o'clock p. m
I
have
In Testimony Whereof,
hereunto set my hand and official
seal, at Dover, this tenth day of
March In the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty- twenty-sevent-

(Seal)
( 10c V. S. I.

(
(

Stamp
Cancelled.

A. R. BENSON,
Secretary of State.
R. )

)
)

CERTIFICATE OF THE NATIONAL CATTLE LOAN COMPANY
THE
OF
OF THE VOTE
OF SAID
STOCKHOLDERS
UPON THE
CORPORATION
AMENDMENT TO ITS CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
.MADE UNDER TH Fx STATUTES
OF THE STATE OF DELA
WARE ON THAT BEHALF
The National Cattle Loan Com
pany a corporation organized and
existing under the laws of the state
of Delaware, hereby certifies as
follows:
(1) That the board of directors
of said corporation, at a special
meeting convened and held on the
thirteenth day of July, 1916, at 12
o'clock M., proposed an amendment to Its certificate of Incorpo
ration, and at said meeting adopt.
ed a resolution setting forth the
amendment proposed declaring Its
advisability and calling a meeting
of the stockholders of said corporation for the consideration there
of.

(2) That thereafter on the fifteenth day of August, 1916, at the
hour of 11 o'clock a. m., pursuant

to such call of the board of di
rectors, and upon due notice of
meeting being mailed to all of the
stockholders of the corporation, in
of the
accordance with the
corporation a special meeting of
the stockholders was held and
there were present at such meeting
In person or by proxy, the holders
of more than a majority of tho
stock of said corporation.
(3) That at said meeting a vote
of the stockholders by ballot In
person or by proxy was taken for
and against the amendment to me
certificate of Incorporation of said
company, and said vote was con
ducted by J. F. Fawcett and H. P.
Hanna, two Judges appointed for
that purpose by said meeting,
(4) That it appears by the dup
licate certificate of the said J. F.
Fawcett and H. P. Hanna. the said
Judge who were duly appointed by
the meeting of the stockholders of
the said company, duly called and
held on the fifteenth day of Au
gust, 1916, at 11 o'clock In the
forenoon, to decide upon the quail
flcatlons and to conduct the vote
of the stockholders of the said
company for and against the proposed amendment to the certificate
of Incorporation of said corporation; that - the persons or bodies
corporate holding a majority of the
stock of said crnpan. have voted
In favor of said amendment.
(5) That attached hereto and
marked "Exhibit A" Is a true copy
of said amendment to the certifi
cate of Incorporation of said company, as the same was adopted at
afore
the stockholders'
meeting
said.
(6) That also attached hereto
and marked "Exhibit B" Is one of
the duplicate certificates made by
the said Judges of the stockholders'
vote at said stockholders' meeting
for and against said amendment.
(7) That the persons or bodies
corporate holding more than a majority of stock of said corporation,
to wit: Nineteen hundred ninety.
two (1992) shares out of a total of
two thousand (2000) shares of
stock of said company then out- by-la-

standing, voted at said stockholders' meeting in favor of the said
amendment.
In Witness Whereof, the said
The National Cattle . Loan Company, has made under its corporate
seal and the hand of Wirt Wright,
Its president, and tho hand of
Owen J. Sullivan, its secretary, the
foregoing certificate, and the said
president and tho said secretary
have herunto sev ally set their
hands and caused the corporate
seal of the company to be hereunto
affixed this fifteenth day of August. A. D. 1916.
THE NATIONAL CATTLE
LOAN

COMPANY,

'

WIRT WRIGHT;
President.
O. J. SULLIVAN,
Secretary.
(Tho National Cattle Loan
Company Corporate Seal.
1909.
Delaware.)
EXHIBIT "A."
The amendment to the certificate
of incorporation of The National
Cattle Loan Company, a corpora
tion organized and existing under
the laws of the state of Delaware,
by virtue of certificate of lncorpo-- ,
ration and certificate of amendment, In conformity with the provisions of an act of the general assembly of the state of Delaware,
entitled: "An Act Providing a General Corporation Law,'' approved
March 10th, 1899, and the acts
amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto. Said certificate ol
incorporation was filed in the office of the secretary of state of
Delaware on the sixth day of May.
A. D. 1909, at 9"o'clock a. m., and
recorded In the office of the recorder of the county of New Castle
at Wilmington, in Certificate of
Incorporation Record D. Vol. 3,
Page 429, etc., on the sixth day of
May, A. D.T909, and said amended
certificate of incorporation
in the office of the secretary
of state of Delaware on the twenty- seventh day of June, A. D. 1913, at
1 o clock p. m., and recorded in the
office of the recorder of the county of New Castle at Wilmington,
of Incorporation
in Certificate
Record C, Vol. 6, Page 62, etc., on
the twenty-eight- h
day of June, A.
was-file-

D. 1913.

That the certificate of Incorporation of The National Cattle
Loan Company be amended by in
creasing Its authorized
capital
stock to Three Hundred Thousand
Dollars
($300,000) divided into
three thousand (3000) shares of
the par value of One Hundred Dol
lars (S100) each, by striking out
all ot tho first paragraph of that
section of the certificate of Incordesignated "Fourth" as
poration
amended
and inserting in lieu
thereof the following:
' Fourth.
The total authorized
capital stock of this corporation is
dollars
three hundred thousand
three
($300,000). divided into
thousand (3,000) shares of the par
value of one hundred dollars (3100)
each."
EXHIBIT "B."
THE NATIONAL CATTLE LOAN
COMPANY.

JUDGES' CERTIFICATE.
Owen J. Sullivan, Secretary, The
National Cattle Loan Company.
We. the undersigned, do hereby
certify that at the meeting of the
stockholders of said The National
Cattle Loan Company, held on the
fifteenth day of August, 1916, at
11 o'clock in the forenoon, called
to consider the resolution of the
board of directors of said company,
which was adopted on the thirteenth day of July, 1916, at a meeting held at 12 o'clock M., of that
day, and declared the advisability
of a proposed amendment to the
certificate of incorporation of said
company,, a true copy of which
amendment In hereto attached and
marked "Exhibit "A." we were appointed by said stockholders' meet
ing Judges for the purpose of con
ducting, counting and ascertaining
the vote of the said stockholders of
said company for and against the
said proposed amenflment; that at
said stockholders' meeting a vote
of said stockholders by ballot in
person or by proxy was duly taken
for and against the said proposed
amendment, which said vote was
conducted by the subscribers, being the two judges appointed as
aforesaid, for that purpose by the
said stockholders' meeting; that in
our office as said Judges, we decided upon tho qualifications of
the stockholders
voting at said
meeting for or against the said
proposed amendment, and when
said vote was completed, we did
count and ascertain the number of
qualified shares voted respectively
for and against the said proposed
amendment, and declared that the
persons or bodies corporate holding
the majority of the capital stock of
said corporation had voted for said
proposed amendment; that out of
the total of two thousand (2000)
shares of the capital stock of said
issued and out
company, then
standing, the number of shares
were
voted for said amendment
ninety-tw- o
hundred
nineteen
no
and
shares
that
shares,
(1992)
of the stock of said corporation
were voted against said amendment.
In Witness Whereof, we have
made out the foregoing certificate
accordingly In duplicate, and subscribed our names thereto and delivered the same to the secretary
of Said company.
J. F. FAWCETT,
II, P. HANNA.
Judges.
State of Illinois, County of St.
Clair, ss.
Be it remembered, that on this
fifteenth day of August, A. D. 1916,
I, John Godlewskl, a notary public
In and for the county and state
aforesaid, do hereby certify that
Wirt Wright, president of The National Cattle Loan Company, personally known to me to be such,
duly executed the foregoing certificate with "Exhibit "A" and "Exhibit "B" thereto attached before
me, and that the said Wirt Wright,
president as aforesaid, duly acbefore me that the
knowledged
signatures of the president and the
said secretary of said company, to
said certificate appended, are In
tho handwriting of the president
and the secretary of The National
Cattle Loan Company, respectively,
and that the corporate seal to said
certificate affixed is the common
and corporate seal of said company; and that the same was duly
affixed by the authority of the
stockholders of said company.
In Witness Whereof, I have here
unto set my hand and tho seal of
office the day and year aforesaid.
, JOHN GODLEWSKL
'
Notary Public.
commission
My
expires November 4,' 1919.
(John Godlewskl, Notary
public, fit. Clair Co., III.)
STATE OF DELAWARE.
Office of Secretary of State.
I, A. R. Benson, Secretary ot
State of the State of Delaware, do
hereby certify that the above and
foregoing is a true and correct
copy of Certificate of Amendment
of The National Cattle Loan Company," as received and filed In this
office ' the eighteenth day of August, A. D. 1916, at 9 o'clock a. m.
In Testimony wnereot i nave
hereunto set my hand and official
seal, at Dover, this tenth day of
March in the year of our Lord one

April 25, 1922.

thousand nine hundred and

twenty-t-

wo.

A. R. BENSON,
Secretary of State.

(Seal)

corporation, a true copy of which
amendment Is hereto attached and
marked Exhibit "A," we were appointed by said stockholders' meeting Judges for the purpose of con
ducting, counting and ascertaining
the vote of the said stockholders of
said corporation for and against
the said proposed amendment;
that at said stockholders' meeting,
a vote of said stockholders bv bal
lot In person or by proxy was duly
taKen ior and against the said pro
posed amendment, which said vote
was conducted bv the subscribers,
being the two judges appointed, as
arorcsaid, ror that purpose by the
said stockholders' meeting; that in
our ornce as said Judges, we decid
ed upon the qualifications of the
stockholders voting at said meeting for or against the said proposed
amendment, and when said vote
was completed, we did count and
ascertain the number of qualified
shares voted respectively for und
against the said proposed amendment, and declared that the per
sons or bodies corporate holding
the majority of the capital stock of
said corporation had voted for said
proposed amendment; that out of
the total of Three Thousand
Shares of the capital stock ot
said corporation, then issued and
outstanding, the number of shares
voted for said amendment were

CERTIFICATE OF THE NATION.
AL CATTLE LOAN COMPANY
THE
OF THE
VOTE OF
SAID
STOCKHOLDERS
OF
UPON THE
. CORPORATION
AMENDMENT TO ITS CERTIFICATE OF ' INCORPORATION
MADE UNDER THE STATUTES
OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE ON THAT BEHALF.
The National Cattle Loan Company, a corporation organized and
existing under the laws of the state
of Delaware, hereby certifies as
:
follows:
(1) That the board of directors
of said corporation, at a special
meeting convened and held on the
third day of August, 1920, at 12
o'clock M., proposed an amendment
to its certificate of incorporation,
and at said meeting adopted a resolution setting forth the amendment proposed, declaring its advis
ability and calling a meeting ot the
stockholders of . aid corporation
for the consideration thereof.
(2) That thereafter on the
seventh day of September, 1920, at
the hour of 11 o clock a. m., pursuant to such call of the board of
directors, and upon due notice of
Sixty-thre- e
Hundred
meeting being mailed to all of the Twenty-seve- n
stockholders of the corporation, in
(2763) and that no shares of
accordance with th
of the stock of said corporation were
the corporation, a special meeting voted against said amendment.
of the stockholders was held and
In Witness Whereof, we have
there were present at such meeting made out the foregoing certificate
in person or by proxy, the holders accordingly in duplicate, and subof more than a majority of the scribed our names thereto and destock of said corporation.
livered the same to the secretary
(3) That at said meeting a vote of said corporation.
C. E. HALPIN,
of the stockholders by ballot in
person or by proxy was taken for
F, B. YOUNG,
and against the amendment to the
Judges.
certificate of Incorporation of said State of Illinois. County of St.
company, and said vote was conClair, ss.
ducted by C. E. Halpin'and F. B
Be it remembered that on this
Young, two judges appointed fot seventh day of September, A. D.
that purpose by said meeting.
1920, I, Ralph L. Carney, a notary
(4) That it appears by the dub public in and for the county and
llcate certificate of the said C, E. state aforesaid, do hereby certify
Halpin and F. B. Young, the said that Wirt Wright, president of The
Judges who were duly appointed by National Cattle Loan Company,
the meeting of the stockholders, ot personally known, to me to be such,
the said company, duly called and duly executed the foregoing certlfi-cat- o
held on the seventh day of Septemwith "Exhibit "A" and Exber, 1920, at 11 o'clock In the fore- hibit "B" thereto attached before
noon, to decide upon the qualifica- me, and that the said Wirt Wright,
tions and to conduct the vote of president as aforesaid, duly acthe stockholders of the said com- knowledged before me that the
pany for and against the proposed signatures of the said president and
amendment to the certificate of the said secretary of said company,
incorporation of. said corporation; to said certificate appended, are in
that the persons or bodies, corpo- the handwriting of the president
rate holding a majority of the stock and the secretary, of The National
have voted In Cattle Loan Company, respectiveof said company
favor of said amendment.
ly; and that the corporate seal to
attached
hereto and said certificate affixed is the com(5) That
marked "Exhibit A" is a true, copy mon and corporate seal of said
of said amendment to the certificompany; and that the same was
cate of Incorporation qf said com- duly affixed by the authority of the
at
same
was
as
the
stockholders of said company.
adopted
pany,
the stockholders' meeting aforeIn Witness Whereof, I have
said.
hereunto set my hand and the seal
(6) That also attached hereto of office the day and year aforeand marked "Exhibit B" is one of said.
the duplicate certificates made by
RALPH L. CARNEY,
the said judges of the stockholders'
Notary Public.
vote at said stockholders' meeting
My commission expires June 30,
amendment.
said
for and against
1924.
(7) That the persons or bodies (Ralph L. Carney, Notary
St. Louis,
corporate holding more than a maPublic, East
St. Clair County, Illinois.)
jority of stock of said corporation,
seven
nunarea
STATE OF DELAWARE.
Twenty
Office of Secretary of State.
(2763) shares out of a
total of three thousand (3000)
I, A. R. Benson,
Secretary of
shares of stock of said company State of the State of Delaware, do
said
at
voted
then outstanding,
hereby certify that the above and
stockholders' meeting In favor of foregoing Is a true and correct copy
'
the said amendment.
of Certificate
of Amendment of
In Witness Whereof, the said "The National Cattle Loan ComLoan
Cattle
National
The
Company pany," as received and filed In this
has made under Its corporate seal office the tenth day of September,
and the hand of Wirt Wright, its A. D. 1920, at 1 o'clock p. m.
In Testimony Whereof, I have
president, and the hand of H. W.
Kramer, Its secretary, the forego- hereunto set my hand and official
said
the
presiand
certificate,
ing
seal, at Dover, this tenth day of
dent and the said secretary have March in the year of our Lord one
hands
set
their
hereunto severally
thousand nino hundred and twenty-twand caused the corporate Beal of
A. R. BENSON,
the company to be hereunto af- (Seal)
fixed this seventh day of SeptemSecretary of State.
1920.ber A. D.
THE NATIONAL CATTLE
ENDORSED.
LOAN COMPANY.
Foreign. No. 11350. Cor. Rec'd.
WIRT WRIGHT.
Certified copy
Vol. 7, Page 135.
,
President.
of Articles of Incorporation of The
H. W. KRAMER.
Loan
National Cattle
Company
Secretary.
wtth certified
copies of amendFiled In office of
ments thereto.
(The National Cattle Loan
Seal.
Companyt Corporate
State Corporation Commission of
1909.
Delaware.)
New
Mexico, April 13. 1922. 11
EXHIBIT "A."
a. m.
certifiThe amendment to the
A, L. MORRISON.
(Seal)
Clerk.
cate of Incorporation of The National Cattle Loan Company, a
Compared: JJO to EMA.
and existing
INDEXED.
organized
under the laws of the state of Del- State of New Mexico, County of
nernallllo. PS.
aware, by virtue of certificate of
was filed for
and certificate of This instrument
incorporation
amendment, In conformity with the record on the seventeenth day of
.
1922. at 3:20 o'clock p. m.
provisions of an act of the general
assembly of the state or Delaware, recorded in Vol. "E." Misc. of
entiled: "An Act Providing a Gen Rocords of said county. Folio 234
eral Corporation' La.f," approved (Seal)
FRED CROLLOTT,
March 10th. 1899, and the acts
Clerk and Recorder.
and
supple ', Compared: SG to BN.
amendatorv thereof
ental thereto. Bald certificate of
Incorrjoratlon was filed In the of stntn nf New Mexico. State Cor
flee of the secretary of state of
nnrntlnn Commission of New
of Com
Delaware on the sixth day ol May,
Certificate
Mexico.
A. D. 1909, at 8 o'clock a, m., and
Darlson.
recorded in the office of the re United States of America. State of
corder of the county of New Castle
Vow 'Mexlcn-s- s.
at Wilmington. In Certificate ot in
It is Hereby Certified, that the
Vol.
8.
D.
Record
Page
annexed is a full, true and comcorporation
429, etc., on the sixth day or May, plete transcript of the Statement of
a. D. 1909. and sold amended cer- - THE NATIONAL CATTLE LOAN
was filed COMPANY, designating Character
tificate of Incorporation
In the office of the - secretary of of
Business,
Principal uince,
slate of Delaware on the twenty Agent, etc. (No. 11351), wU'
at
D.
A.
1913,
seventh day of Juno.
nfl(ir'Bmnnt thereon, as same ap
1 o'clock
p. m., and recorded in pears on' file and of record in the
of
the
recorder
of
the
office
the
office, ot the State Corporation
county ol Mew caBtie at wummg-ton- , Commission.
in Certificate of Incorporation
In Testimony Whereof, the State
Cbmmlssion of the
Record C, Vol. 6, page 62, etc.. on ftorooration
tho twentv-Alsht- h
day of June, A. Rtto of New Mexico has caused
D. 1913, and said amended certifi this certificate to be signed by its
cate of Incorporation was inea in Chairman and the seal' of said
the office of th,e secfetary Of state Commission, to be affixed at the
of Delaware on the eighteenth day City of Santa Fe on this 14th day
of August, A. D. 1916. at 9 o'clock of April, A. D. 1922.
a m., and recorded In the office
J. M. LUNA,
(Seal)
Chairman.
recorder of 'the county of Attest:
Acting
of theCastle
at Wilmington, in cerNew
,A. L. MORRISON. Clerk,
tificate of Incorporation Record F,
STATEMENT
Vol. 7, Pago 409. etc., on the eightof
eenth day of August, A. D. 116,
Thnt the certificate of Incorpo THE NATIONAL CATTLE LOAN
Loan
COMPANY.
ration of The National Cattle
Cnmnanv be amended by mcreas.
This corporation duly Incorpor
in its authorized capital stock to ated under the laws of the State
Dollars ot Delaware, and desiring to transFive Hundred Thousand
into five thou act business in the State of New
ftsnn.000). divided
' of
'
theJ Mexico, makes the following state
shares
sand
(5.000)
Dollars ment;
par value of One Hundred
e
1.
The name of the corporation
lliuu.w; cov.u, 3 " CATTLE
of the first paragrapn oi mat sec Is THE NATIONAL
of
tion of the certificate
incorpora LOAN COMPANY.
as
"Foui'th"
2.
tion
The location of its registered
designated
and
amended
inserting in lieu office In New Mexico is: Albuquer
thereof the following;
que, New Mexico,
B.
total authorised
The
The name of the agent tn
"Fourth.
is
stock
of
this
corporation
charge of such office upon whom
capital
Dollars process against the- corporation
Five, Hundred Thousand
(3500,000.00) divided Into Five may be served Is;. W. B. Webster,
of
the par a resident of the City of Albushares
Thousand (5,000)
Dollars querque. New Mexico, and whose
value of One Hundred
post office address is No. 600 West
(1100.00) each."
'
EXHIBIT "B."
Lead Avenue in said City,
' 4.
LOAN
CATTLE
NATIONAL
THE
The amount of the authoriCOMPANY.
zed capital stock is 3500,000.00.
JUDGES' CERTIFICATE.
6.
The amount of capital stock
H, W. Kramer, Secretary, ,Th actually Issued and outstanding Is
' S500,0QJ).00.
National Cattle Loan company.
6
The character of business to
We, the undersigned, do hereby
certify Jhat at the meeting of the be transacted in New Mexico is:
National
The
said
stockholders ot
The accumulation and loaning of
Cattle Loan Company, held on the money; and in the conducting of
third day of" August, 1920, at 11 such 'business, the taking of securo'clock in the forenoon, called t6 ity upon cattle and live stock,
consider the resolution ot the board ranches, real estate, and other
of directors of said corporation, property, and the acquiring, ownwhich was adopted oh the third ing, Holding and disposing of such
day ot August, 1920, at a meeting cattle and live stock, ranches, real
held at 12 o'clock m., or mat aay, estate and other property as may
and declared the advisability of a bo necessary in the transaction of
pmtip"ed amenfn1ent to the cer Its said business of loaning money.
in the event pf foreclosure of its
tificate of. Incorporation ot
(3,-00-

by-la-

sixty-t-

hree

o.

loans or otherwise; without, however, engaging in banking or discount privileges.
The corporation files herewith
certified copy of its Articles of In.
corporation, together with amend
ments thereto, authorizing it to do
business as a corporation in the
state of its organization.
In Witness Whereof, the said
The National Cattle Loan Company
has caused Its name to be hereunto subscribed, and its corporate
seal to be hereto affixed, and
these presents and this Statement
to be executed by its President and
Secretary, this tho 3rd day of
April, A. D. 1922.
THE NATIONAL CATTLE
LOAN COMPANY,
(Seal)
By Wirt Wright,
Its President
Attest:
H. W. Kramer. Its Secretary.
State of Illinois, County of St,
Clair ss.
On this - '.' day of April, A. D.
1922, before rte personally
appeared WIRT WRIGHT and H. W. '
KRAMER, to me personally known,
who, belhg by mo duly sworn did
say, the said Wirt Wright that he
Is the President,
and the said H.
W. Kramer that he is the SecreNational
of
The
Cattle Loan
tary
Company, and that the seal affixed
to the above Instrument and statement is the corporate seal of said
corporation, and that said instrument and statement was signed
and sealed in behalf of said corporation by authority of its Board
of Directors, and said Wirt Wright
and H. W. Kramer acknowledged
said Instrument to be the free act
and deed of said corporation.
In Witness Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed
my official seal the day and year
last above written.
P. F. MODROW,
(Seal)
(Notary Public in and for St.
Clair County, State of 111.)
My commission expires February
3-

ENDORSED.
No. 11351. Cor. Rec'd.

Foreign.

Vol.

Page

7,

135,

Statement ot

THE NATIONAL CATTLE LOAN
COMPANY, Designating Character
of Business,
Office,
Principal
Filed In Office of
Agent, etc.
State Corporation Commission ot
New Mexico,-Apr- il
13, 1922, 11
A. M.

A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Compared JJO to EMA.

INDEXED.
State ef New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo ss.
This instrument was filed for
record on the 17th day of April,
1922, at 3:20 o'clock P. M, Re
corded In Vol. "E" Misc. of Records
of said County, Folio
FRED CROLLOTT.
(Seal)
Clerk and Recorder.
Compared: B. N. to C. W.
NOTICE OF KXECLTORS;
In the matter of the Estate of
Jacob Korber, deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that Mrs.
J. Korber, A. P. Korber, Anna
Tessler, Executors of the Estate ot
Jacob Korber, deceased, have filed
in the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico, their final re
port as such executors, and th
Court has appointed Thursday, the
25th day of May. 1922, as the day
for hearing objections, if any there
be, to the approval of said final re
port and the discharge ot said Ex
ecutors.
Witness my hand and the seal off
said Probate Court this 21st day ot.
245-24- 6.

April, 1922.

FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court
SOTICE.
Last Will and Testament of Jasper
Franklin Brown, deceased.
To Martha M, Brown. 706 Title In
surance
Bldg., Los Angeles,
Calif., and all others whom it
concern:
may
You are hereby notified that the!
alleged Last Will and Testament ot
Jasper F. Brown, deceased, late of
tho County of Bernalillo and State
of New Mexico, was produced and
read in the Probate Court of the
County of Bernalillo, State of New
Mexico, on the 20th day or April,
1922, and the day of proving of
said alleged Last Will and Testament was thereupon fixed for
Thursday, the 25th day of May, A.
D. 1922. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
Seal of this Court this 21st day ot
April, A. D. 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
County Clerk.
.
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OFFICIALS

FOREST

DISCUSS DISTRICT
FINANCIAL
Finances

NEEDS

for the local district

of the forest service will be con-

sidered this week at the annual
allotment conference starting here
tomorrow.
The requirements for'
1923 will be carefully checked.
Local forest service officials will
be assisted in the work by Roy
Headly. assistant chief forester;
Major E. W. Kelly, in charge of
fire works and Improvements, and
G. E. Ratctiford, inspector of grazPaul O. Redlngton, former
ing.
local district forester, now district
forester in California, will also be
here and assist In the calculations.
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Get a $60 Torrington
Electric vacuum cleaner absolutely FREE.
Guessing contest. Get
details and' guessing
blank from Star Furniture Company. 113
W. Gold or call 409-for full information.
Your guess must be
at the Star Furniture
Company before 6 p.
W'

m. Saturday, April 29,

n

Continued from Lat Week.
Tbe younjc man explains, courteously,
that lie Is an assistant casting director.
The girl says that she
to he an
s.
actress. She passes orer one of the
The young man rattles oft a Hat
of questions and writes the answers on a
card. He records her age, weight, height,
color, wardrobe, type, experience and other
personal details. ' Accoi ug to the card,
which goes Into a filing cabinet, her
type
is "school girl," her experience "none" and
her wardrobe "modern," she having told
the man that she had brought from home
several frocks, Including an evening
gown.
"That's all,." the man says. "We have
your telephone number. If we need
you
we'll call yv. No use
banging around."
"And what am I to do when
calledr she
Bays. "Extra-m-ob
stuff," he answers.
Then, it being a slow day and
assistant
directors not always
as
curmudgeons
painted, he takes time to ask her If she
ha. alao registered at the Service Bureau.
She learns that this 1, an
employment
agency, operated by. the Motion
Picture
Producers' Association in Lo.
Angeles for
the purpose of effecting
economy
centralisation and also of weeding through
out superfluous and undesirable extras.
Later
she finds out more about the
army of
in whose ranks (if she Is so fortunate
s to be called) she must
grub toward
stardom.
"At first," a wise man of
Hollywood tells
her, "they were mostly hysterical kids
out
to
rushing
Hollywood to Jump In and
make a Wg splash. Now
they are
much shaken down to hard boiled pretty
persons
looking for work.
They used to flock
around the studios to loll, chew gum, read
the movie magazine and talk big.
cluttered the streets and didn't add They
to the reputation of the town in the
eyes of those who wish it well. Now
are aU card indexed and most of them they
at home beside the telephone, so as notstay
to
a call. That Is why you see so few
movie people outside the studios
during
the day. They are either on the lot,
out
on location or in their homes.
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Charles Ray's Home In Holly
wood.
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he said. "Personally I know of
f only one Instance. The morally irresponsi
ble director is a marked man. Also marked
fe the type of woman who is willing to
oblige a director In any way in order to
break into the movies. The producers are
more careful than they used to be in
keeping out directors and women of those
types. But you could render a service by
publishing this warning to mothers. This
city Is no place for a girl to come to without money or without relatives or friends
here any more than is New York."
Another expert view: "Don't forget that
the pictures have attracted here half baked
The
girls and boys from everywhere.
worst menace is not the director or the
girl or the camera roughneck or any of the
others you've heard about, but the aristocratic, ne'er do well gambling and mashing
sons of rich Eastern men, who have come
out here with the idea that this is the
devil's playground."
"What is your advice to girls?" I asked
Miss Hunter.
"Stay at home," she said. "If you have
come to Hollywood, go home unless It is
proved that you have unusual charm and
individuality and enough money to keep
you going for at least a year. As a matter
of fact, two years Is necessary for a fair
trial Remember that stars are not made
in a day or a month or two. Remember
that there is a great and tediously acquired
technique behind tbe motion pictures. Remember that there are success and happiness for few, failure and dismay for many,"

Girl Enamored of Star
Haunted Him to Death
This good counsel may discourage a few
of the butterflies who might otherwise Join
In the foolish chase around the pepper
trees of Hollywood. But until the movies
lose their glamour there will undoubtedly
continue to be girls like the one who recently ran away from home to be near the
studios. She had fallen in love with a lofty
hero of the screen whose specialty is rescuing forlorn maidens and carry
ing them off in a rakish roadster
over winding, perilous mountain
trails. Her ambition pointed not
toward art but toward the hero.
Barred from the studios, she
climbed ten foot fences to get
at him. Driving home at night,
he found her hiding In his car.
4 When he walked In his garden.
she materialized from vines and

Worked

With Card System

"You're registered as a school
girt typ
Well, if a director who Is shooting on the
lot wants twenty-flv- e
school girls to floss
up something he's doing he sends word to

the casting director; the casting director's
assistant grabs twenty-fiv- e
'school
cards from his card Index and works girl
the
phone until be gets the right number. Or
he phones the Service Bureau in Los Angeles: "Have

twenty-fiv-
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that the climate of California, though
Is not nutritious.
She Is innntrlf.
" t
"
.
seances sne hears of Quick success In
the midst of failure or plodding. A
friend at the Studio Club tells her of
Zasu Pitts. Mrs. Pitts brought her
daughter to the Studio Club from
Santa Cruz. She was a timid country,
small town girl, without training or
obvious ability. She registered as an
extra. Very soon fortune placed her in
Mary Plckford's company, filming "The
Poor Little Rich Girl."
She developed
Directors gave her small
personality.,
parts and she acquitted herself well, never
ceasing meanwhile to study the difficult
In less than three years she
technique.
was a star. That was a very rapid ascent.
Then our small town girl hears the story
of Lois Lee, another graduate of the Studio
Club. A magazine beauty contest lifted her
from obscurity, but it happened that Lois
Lee, unlike' most of the prodigies thus discovered, had common sense as well as
beauty. As the prize winner she played
a "lead" without experience.
When the
picture was finished she astonished the
director by Insisting on tossing away whatever prestige this might have given her
and beginning at the bottom as an extra.
she had brains enough io see that she
didn't know anything about acting and
humility enough to be willing to do mob
scenes in order to learn. She worked up
through and is now playing leads again.

f

'
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She had learned that the open
much.
field for extras is not as open as it ap- iu UD, lu- -t VBBuUH u.rioia aio
in the habit of choosing again and again
persons whom they know and are used to;
that in most of the studios, as- Is entirely
natural, the relatives of employees have
the first call, provided they meet the requirements; that many studios have their
own small salaried "stock" actors, who
play most of the bits; that if an extra
woman has not a specially interesting personality she may go ten weeks without
earning a single dollar; that the chance of
any one in a mob scene catching the director's eye is slim; that the average picture
has only eight or ten acting parts at the
most and the average extra has no more
chance of ever getting a part in Hollywood
than he has of taking Caruso's place at
the Metropolitan.
And how fares amid this disillusionment
the day dreaming middle Western belle
who went to Hollywood to improve the
movies? I do not know. Hers Is merely
a typical case, set forth from what I
learned of many cases. The chances of
her name ever appearing in electrlo lights
are at least 99 to 1 against her. She may
keep on and settle down as an extra, aver
aging perhaps J25 a week. She may
swallow her pride and go home. She may
Join the Innumerable company of picture
failures with picture faces crowding one
another for Jobs in the stores and shops of
California.
Or she may disappear altogether from her accustomed walks. Some
of tbe girls "who look like Mary Flckford"
do that, too.
Left Desk for Screen,
"One of the most distressing facts," said
But Went Back Again Miss Hunter,
the finely poised director of
Another Studio Club girl quit a first class the Studio Club, "Is that so many of the
stenographic Job at 3S a week for the lure girls who come here have parents or
of the movies.
She was pretty, a good brothers and sisters to support They ex-dancer, "mad about acting," a girl from pect to earn large salaries quickly and
whom the uninitiated would expect rapid you can imagine the worry when they find
progress. She went to work as an extra that perhaps they can't earn anything at
and also did small bits. The very first all. If they fall it is sometimes because
week she was busy every day and made they want the home folks to think they
60. She chanced to be exactly the type bad made good here, sometimes because it
a director had been looking for for a cer- helps them to make good."
tain sequence of scenes. But her prosFound Less Viciousness
perity ended with the sequence.
Than in Other Places
During the next three weeks she earned
Having heard that a good many movie
nothing, She kept an exact account. In
three months she received $140. Tbat was girls had had experiences with evil direcJust what she had earned in one month as tors I asked Miss Hunter what conclusion
a stenographer.
She discovered that she she had come to on this point.
"Before I came to Hollywood," she said,
was not an actress and tbat the pictures
requiring a girl of her type were few and "I worked among girls in large cities. I
far between. She returned to her nothooks have found less viciousness here than elseand typewriter and lived happily ever after, where. Some of the men in the motion
Her brief experience bad taught her picture Industry do present a problem, but
-

Pon the baby doll phase is passing.
and mor and mor8 the screen ta demand"
lng real actors and actresses."
0ur small town belle has a sudden
thought as the wise man of Hollywood
ends his disquisition.
mU' 8h9 8ay8' Evened to Tra- VMta, Turb,na. the girl who won the prize
,n tna' beauty contest and got a starring
engagement for five weeks at 9600 a week?"
They paid her the money all right,"
the trlendly cynl makeB reply- - "A for
the rest' Bh had no more raIn than a
Snail. - Tnav mada n taw Inn annta nf bar
that place.
,
,
and then doubled her with a woman who
can, act They told Travesta she could
Fife of the Winner
Bround Rnd get R movle ducatioa u
In a Town Beaut -v Contest han WflTlfad
, a CI. AtA 9 - - , L 11 - Vn.
,h,
'
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Tee, it's a tough life, but doh't let melw
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tew
have
come
you.
up
discourage
girls
her
and
$3,000
gathered"
up
left
Hollywood
a
but
few.
remember, only
through It,
Once In a while I hear of one who la to worry along as best It could. It was
sensible enough to go back home and just an advertising stunt for tbe studio,
marry the proprietor of the Elite Garage, and the paper that ran the contest.. Few
but a great many of those who are crowded studios do it"
out are too proud to go, or havent money ' The small town belle is not discouraged
enough. Hence the lovely ladles you see
yet As the telephone never rings, she
gracing the cafeterias and department takes to making the rounds of the studios
stores of Los Angeles.
every day. She finds them cheerful enough.
v "A few girls with baby doll faces and She wonders sometimes if it wouldn't be
nothing else have been starred, but it you better for her if they were harsher.
loolc over the list seriously yon will find
"Can't use you Just now, but come again,"
that the majority possess not only that tbe assistant casting dtrecto; says. He
rarety, a complexion that photographs well, really means It after a fashion, for the
but a personality, an almost indefinable girl Is hot hopeless: she dresses well;
ability to register changing moods without her obdurate parents have relented to the
conscious effort to feel what they're play- - extent of sending her money, realising that
ing and make the spectator feel it In my it will take some time to effect a cure and
1T
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Le8Pec,a .
when thft enmnanv
on location. At such times the discipline
of the big studios is so strict that all the
extras have to sit In their rubberneck
wagons until called. They may sit there
all day in the cold and rain. There are
interminable, wearisome waits.
"And the worst of it for the screen
itruck youngsters is that they may never
catch even a glimpse, except at a distance.
of the worshiped stars. Often the stars
do not figure In the mob stuff at all; they
a
a
ejm V nsa- rv
a ab.b
weir evnlia
being shot And at the studios thYextra.
can't wander whither they list; they are
herded in one place, and no stars are in

j wife

X.

school girls, swell

dressers, here by 11 o'clock.' Some of the
studios work i(J one way, some the other.
"There are afeo half a dozen private 'exchanges' or employment bureaus for extras. Many girls on piece work In factories are on the extra list. When a lot of
people are wanted for some big spectacle
they get into the mobs and make their $5
or 17.80 a day. Ordinary mob stuff pays
IS. Then again mare 'atmosphere' may be
wanted. That may bring in a crowd without any experience or movie ambition at
aU a lot of farmers right off the
ranch,
for instance, to piece out a street scene in
rural drama, or a lynching scene, or may-b- e
a bunch of Chinese from Los Angeles to
wwell the mob in a Boxer rebellion. This
The farmers get a lot of
, pays t3 a day.
fun out of coming to the studios occasionally and pretending they're actors.
"The extrason the legitimate stage
they're called supers hare to be on the
lot by half past 8 In the morning the
same as the actors, for shooting starts at
f. If there's no rush to get the production done, they're through at 5 o'clock,
but if there's a rush, as there often is,
they may have to stick around late at
night, or even all night.
"It's hard work, and Irregular work,
as to money return, usually getting you nowhere except a certain standing as a dependable extra. I've seen many
a one start with a flourish in the mornln

and children and is a mild
and nrosalc citizen when not
8 skyhootlng
before the camera.
)
the attentions of tbe runaway
mM" gri from the East embarrassed
him not a little. He sent for
her parents and had her taken home, but
at last report she was planning another
sortie and the star was about to retreat
to Honolulu.
Rupert Hughes, who returned to Hollywood while I was there, says most of the
gossip about the movie people and their
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not more so than some of the men in
partment stores or factories. I know of
meu oer- - wao nave worsea inem-- iInto places of power in studios and who use,
that power to block the progress of girls
who are not complaisant.
I know of girls
who have revolted and have left Hollywood
for this reason. But these Instances are
exceptional.
"I could name many girls of my acquaintance who have reached the top without
ever having heard a disagreeable proposal.
It; ought to be noted that William Desmond
Taylor, the director who was murdered,
had a fine reputation among the girls. He
was quiet, courteous, patient He did not
fool tbe girls with careless flattery, as
seme directors do, but it a girl was able to
see him personally he gave sensible encouragement if he thought it deserved. I
have talked with many girls and never
beard one of them say a ' word against
him."
I put the same question to John H.
Pelletler, director of the Morals Efficiency
Association of Southern California, which
functions like the Committee of Fourteen
in New York in reporting vice.
"Only a small percentage of girls who go
to the studios meet objectionable treat- -

customs la poppycock.
"I've been on the lot two years," he assured' me, "and never have even seen a
woman kissed, except as called for by the
script I have never seen a drunken man,
have never seen any soliciting in the
streets. Hollywood is just as clean as any
theological seminary, and any other statement befouls the man who makes It I
have bad Jobs to offer, careers to make.
No woman has as much as hinted to me
that she was willing to grant favors to
get along. These matters aside, let the
public keep In mind the words of Ian
'Be pitiful, because everybody's
having a hard fight' "
To this may be added tbe observation
of one who has watched Hollywood from
its romper days and sees it now adolescent
but growing up:
"Bad has been mixed with the good here
and a man is a fool to deny it. But the big
question Is, Who is molding the movies,
the rotten producer, the rotten director, the
rotten actor? Or V It the decent people
with an adequate set of Ideals which they
don't bother to say much about? To me
it is tbe latter. To me the movies are not
the Arbuckles, but the Falrbankses. tbe
Mary Pickfords, the Bill Harts, the Charley
Rays, the Conrad Nagels, the Will Rogersea,
the Harold Lloyds scores of others, the
finest in the world, setting an example of
food acting and good citizenship."
To be Continued v '
Mao-Lare-

Bacon Prize for Newly Weds
the days of King John a young Eng
lish baronet went to the little town
of Dunmow in Essex, where, in dis
guise as a country bumpkin, he wooed and
won a peasant. For a year and a day
they lived a frugal, industrious life and
then, having proved her worthy, the young
husband declared his wealth and noble
birth. Leading his wife to the old priory,
Sir Robert Fitzwalter craved the abbot's
forgiveness for his ruse, and his blessing.
The abbot gladly bestowed his blessing
and gave Sir Robert a flitch of bacon.
Sir Robert was so delighted that in true
medieval style he exclaimed by his halldom
he would make it worth the abbot's while
to present flitches of bacon to every couple
who lived happily together for a year and
a day. Thereupon he endowed the abbey
With many acres of fair Essex land.
For several centuries the quaint flitch
of bacon trials thus traditionally eatab- llshed were occasionally observed. In the
middle of the last century a young writer
introduced tbe flitch trial Into a novel,

i
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aroused publlo interest, and succeeded

la

getting the trials reestablished.
England has supplemented its religious
holidays with several others that are
known as bank holidays. That which falls
In August la observed as Flitch Day In
uunmow, ana mere hundreds of visitors
repair to see the couples claim the nrlia
Six girls and six bachelors form the
Jury
Judge and DPstag counsel completing
After the humorous procedure, the couples are carried in chairs to the traditional
spot where Sir Robert and his comely
bride received their anniversary
There they renew 'their protestationsgift
of
mutual love and fidelity and receive the
ancient sentence:
Since to these conditions, without any
fear,
Of your own accord you do freely swear,
A whole gammon of bacon you do receive.
And bear it away with love and Kood lea. va
For this le the custom of Dunmow well
known,
Though the pleasure be ours, the bacon's
your own.
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A BAD SCARE.
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not be denied. There has been nothing connected
with them that any one could take offense at, so
for as our observation has extended. Fatty has
amused the children and chased the blues away
from the tired business man.
It is also true that a Jury of his peers has pronounced him innocent ot having been In any way
connected with the death of Miss Virginia Rappe,
and in the eyes of the law as well as those of the
publlo ho hns been absolved of all blame in this
sad case.
,
'
However, those who read the reports ot his
trials will remember that, according to the evidence
adduced, he gave a party at a San Francisco hotel
at which liquor flowed freely. Fatty himself ac
cording to the testimony, was attired In a suit of
pajamas and some of his guests wore even fewer
clothes and the Party seems to have developed into
a drunken carousal.
Arbuckle should not be condemned for Miss
Rppe's death. But we cannot imagine anyone
who enjoys clean, wholesome
movies, sitting
through seven reels of films showing him as the
star performer, and recalling the Incidents of that
party, which in themselves are nauseating enough
to turn the public against him. It is unbelievable
that nature could endow a human being with a
sufficient amount of gall to want to "come back"
after the unenviable notoriety he has. attained in
this case.
'Will Hays is to be commended for the stand he
has taken in barring Arbuckle's films, and if the
movie producers are wise they will tall in line and
abide by his decision without a word of protest.

The Gallup Herald last week said that the editor
of the Journal waited until he was "safely In his
den a hundred and seventy miles away, Just as a
coward would do," before saying that the sheriff
of McKlnley county was the only man he saw In
meet in the
Opportunity knocks but once, and that once not
Gallup whom he would be afraid to
on the poolroom door.
dark.
The Herald editor knew at that time that the
editor of this paper was advertised to speak In GalThe many persons who pray bnly as a last resort
came and
lup last Sunday night. We went and
have the audacity to expect results.
in
mean
"safely
nothing happened. What do you
his den a hundred and seventy miles away," anyCLEANUP TIME IS HERE.
how? Don't scare us that way again.
Springtime is the time of new things, when the
PERHAPS NOT.
old and decadent give way to nature's new birth
of foliage and plant life, and all the world puts on
Judge Reed Holloman tells us that he Intends a new raiment.
of
the
whatever
governor's
no
to express
opinion
season, when man's
Spring also is the clean-u- p
martial law order at Gallup. Why not? The gov- habitation
should be made to harmonize with
Is
his
It
judgment
ernor is hie personal friend. If
nature.
,
of the law and the facts that the governor Is right,
Where there is filth there is nearly always disfriend.
a
treat
to
no
so?
way
That's
not
say
why
ease. Disorder is accompanied by waste, danger
We entertain the fear that the Judge maintains and
decay. Dirt and disorder are the greatest enethe
with
he
disagrees
a, discreet silence because
to public decency, health and safety.
mies
governor. Perhaps not.
A few clean and orderly homes in a select resi,
dence district can never safeguard the entire comCRCELTY.
munity. A single filthy home, dirty backyard, or
a stagnant pool may easily become the source of
Gallup look perfectly normal except for bevies 'an epidemic of fatal diseases that will sweep n
of national guardsmen doing duty ae military pocity. A trash pile may start a general conflagralice. An onlooker asked if they traveled in groups tion.
for
guns
protection.
wore
those ugly looking
and
Every thrift housewife knows the need and the
We told him that the guns were novel ornaments
of household cleanliness.
She has a general
joy
from
and that the boyi traveled In groups to keep
housecleanlng twice a year, when she changes her
hardthe
think
We
governor
lonesome.
getting
furnishings, but she keeps her home Immaculate
hearted. It has been more than two weeks since all the time. No
nor "annual bath"
unthe
best
seen
their
girls. Why
the boys have
for her home.
necessary cruelty?
Every individual should be as proud of his city
and Ills habitation and its environments as the most
BUDGET.
COMMERCE
THE CHAMBER OP
lmmaculato( housekeeper is proud of her home.
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Rooms

Three-rooFOR HESI
apartment, Full ltL'.NT Fuiuislitd rooms. .0 Suutu
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR RENT Two room
and sleeping FOU RENT Front bed room, mudern.
til. went jvinrquette.
porcn, modem. Phone S12S-tiouta
ATTRACTIVE new fourruora furnished FtTTl ItKNT Furnished room.
Seventh,
phone 7a-610
vacant
South
apartment;
Alar I,
FOR ItF.NT
Furnished rooms.
:il
FOR RENT Tiro rurutniea rooms, lor
ngni nouseaeeping; adulta; no ucit. FUtlMMHlO modern rooms; ao aick: ao
11
routn tfecona.
children
West Sliver.
FOR RENT Modern furnished apart
FUR KENT Light housekeeping room,
menu, steam heat. Averlll apartments.
reasonable. 6yti East Central.
econa.
FOR RUNT
Three furnished housekeep-ln- g
fOK HUNT Two and three-roorooms,
gig Nortlr Fourth.
Al FOR ItKNT
housekeeping apartmenta.
Attractively furnished room
North Second.
buquerque Hotel, 216
for eentleman. Phone 1890-.'OR RENT steam heated apartment, FOR BUNT Two rooms for
g.
light
In Park View court. 903 East Silver.
423 West Iron; no sick.
Call .T. A. Hammond, phone lr.2?-KENT
rooms
FOR
Furnished
for
light
FUR liKNT Ona furnished and olie un
housekeeping, 6o South Second.
furnished apartment, hot water. 1JI&
West Roma. Apply apartment 1. or call FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
room, close In. 31T Booth Third. FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping FOR RENT Furnisned front room, prt.
or
vtt'e entrance. Ait poutrr waiter
three rooms; furnished for
porch,
611 FOR RENT
Furnished room, adjoining
housekeeping; garage ic desired.
South A mo.
unm.
i.ni'j, tvj mono rlfth.
FOR RENT
furnished
InMooni
apart FOR BENT two furmsuea rooms fo
ment; not ana com water, nguta ana
ukmc n'.osPKeeping.
itn west ;en t ra ,
rent
421
reasonable.
phone paid;
FOR RUNT Two larga frunt rooms, uni
Souih Broadway.
new.
U't Bouth Edith,
furnished; like
FOR HUNT Oiio large and una small ROOM
porch, adjoining
amljaleepinfc
completely Mr
apartment, furnished
801 South Edith, nliona 33O..T.
bath.
housekeeping. Crana Apartments, ti5
FOR RENT Very desirable front roomi
North Seventh,, phone 814.
" y' 011 " esc "oa'. pnone 3102-.- !,
Three-roomodern fur
RENT
toll
nished apartment; prhat. path, glassed FOR KENT Two rooms and sleeping
ate.
porch, furnished or unfurnished,
sleeping porch, hard wood315-.- floors,
lot
I.
1133 west Central, pnona
FOR RENT- -- Threa modern furnished
FOEt RENT Two larga rooms and pan
rooms fur housekeeping. 423 West
try, nicely furnished for housekeeping;
neat and clean; niodern conveniences; Santa F.
Coal.
SI6 Yejt
desirable location.
FOR REN T- - -- 31314
South First, two
roi-mfor housekeeping, suitable for
One housekeeping apartFOR. KENT
ment of three rooms and bath, com- couple.
pletely furnished; also furnished suite of FOR ItliNT-on- a irst-class
furnished room,
two rooms and bath. Apply SUS South
block from new hotel, is, so 8
Fourth.
North Sixth.
FOR RENT
Furnished apartmenta, con- bOU RENT Nice large south front room,
venient to aanatorlums; 'four rooms.
furnished, steam heat, bath and phone.
glassed-l- n
sleeping porches, gaa; on East Call 23GK-Central car Una. t all 1321 East central, FOR lilo.NT Bed
rooms, neatly furnishor sea McMllllon A Wood, phone 34 8.
ed; geutlemeu employed only. 806 West
The Coal avenue.
WASHINGTON
APARTMENTS,
located
finest
and
largest
FOR
KENT meant heated
In the stale, at 1002 West Central. Small
alceplns
rooms.
Albuquerque HoieL
furnisned apartment now vacant; run in- North
Second.
formation at apartment' No. 2. J. D.
FOR REM Two or three furnished
Kak- irooma for light housekeeping; no alck.

:u,nonn

ei

,11

Oliver

FOR RENT Furnished front apartment, toil RENT Two furnished rooma and
two rooms and kitchenette, bath ad- aleeplng porch for twoi no children, ?i
Joining; large front porch; thoroughly 111! U.,k ICnlt.,..
clean; close In; no tick or children. 121 FOTt RENT Furnlahed, light houaekeep-ln- g
South Arno.
room, for ladles only; (10 month.
405 South Edjth,
FOR RENT Nlca room, cloi. in, fo
gentleman employed; no sick need apTYPEWRITERS
ply, 819 North Fifth.
TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled FOR RENT Room with screened porcfi
and repaired. Ribbons for every mafor housekeeping; 111 a month.
S01
chine.
AlbuquerqueTypewriter
uast L,ewis, near shops.
12? Rnuth Fourth
ph.,ne 90-- j.
FOR KENT Beautifully furnlahed rooni
In modern home.
Apply Mrs. Fred
& Room namm.
2s nortn second.
VVANTE-J- l
ra a o iSf IMPERIAL ROOMS ''Ice. clean rooms;
porch; describt fully; state price. Ad
rate, by day or week. Over Pastime
flredfl "Lady," care Journal.
west tjentrai.
mgmer,
FOR RENT South sleeping porch with,
WANTED Houses
dressing room; also front bedroom,
WANTED
Five rooma
and aleeplng bath, nhtine. 414 XOmmt tlnlA
porch, furnished, close In, reaaonable. FCR KENT Rooms, furnished for light
Address box 450, car Journal.
housekeeping; no alck or children, (01
North Fourth, Phone J239-day bills on banks. $4.40. France
FOR RENT Nicely furnished large room
demand, .3d; cables, t.3D. Italy
In modern . borne, oloao In; employed
lambs. $14.00; shorn yeardemand, 6.46; cables, 6.46. Bel- shorn and
people preferred. Phone 1816-wooled
few
twos,
$12.25;
lings
gium demand.
cables, 8.61. ewes, $9.00 down; shorn, $8.75 FOR RENT Well furnished room, ad.
Germany demand,
cables, down; few native spring lambs to Joining17H1--bath; for gentleman employed.
:a South Third.
Phona
caHolland demand,-37.96- ;
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping
rooma and
bles, C7.98. Norway demand, 18.-S- 5. city butchers, $17.00.'
nuuaekeepins
by tbe oav.
Denapartmenta,
Sweden demand. 26.03.
waeic or month, ooz
west Central,
Kansas City Livestock.
mark demand. 21.26. Switzerland
Kansas City, April 24. (U. S. FUR RENT Sunny, large, well ventllaK
demand. 19.47.
Spain demand,
ed sleeping rooma close In: also una
15.65.
Greece demand. 4.52. Po- Bureau of Markets): Cattle
15.000; beef steerssteady light housekeeping room. Phone l2-J- .
land demand, .02'. Czecho-Slo-vakFOR
RENT Two housekeeping rooms,
demand, 1.97. Argentine de- to 15c lower. Top, $8.35; yearlings
with glassed aleeplng porch, gaa, bath;
mand, 36.00. Brazil demand, 13.-8- 0. weak to 25c lower; top yearling no children;
reasonable. 710 South Arno.
she
stock
heifers, $8.10; fat
steady
Montreal,
KENT Furnished
housekeeping
to weak; most cows, $5.255.76; FOR
rnnma
Ann tl.nmv
an, .
.a
few lots, $6.00(f 6.25; medium to porch; reasonable; close Id. !0 7 North,
Nev? York Money.
'
New York, April 24. Call mon- good heifers, $6.007.25; calves- j'irin.
to 25c higher; choice veal- FOR RENT Furnished rooma tor light
ey firmer. High, 4 per cent; low. steady
housekeeping; extra bed room, garage,
lots, $8.50.
3
per erg. $8.0015)8.25; off13,000.
per cent; ruling rate, 3
Market lights, water and ph. ne furnished, 710
Hogs Receipts
cent; closing bid. 3
per cent; of- opened
5 to 10c lower; bulk later West Lead
fered at 4 per cent; last loan, 4
itEMl-T- wo
urnUh.3
nicely1
10 to 15c lower; closing strong at FOR
per cent.
rooms, for couple: aaa ranra and
Call loans against acceptance, 3 decline, Rulk 125 to 220 pounders, running water, cloaa in on ground floor.
$10.00010.10; top. $10.16; 225 to
west i.eaa.
per cent.
Time loans steady. Sixty days, 300 pounders, $9.8510.00; bulk FOR RENT Two-roofurnished fur
sows,
$8.50
$9.6510.10;
4
ligh' housekeeping: use of bath and
per cent; ninety days, 4 per sales.
P one.
20
North Edith; phone im-M- .
cent; six months,
per 8.75; pigs steady. $I0.O010.2B.
Market ais garage.
Sheep Receipts 8,000,
cent.
room with
strong to 25e higher. Shorn Texas FOR RENT Well furnished
Prime mercantile paper, 4
private entrance; aaa. front, garage,
25 to
lambs
wethers, $8.50(38.75;
4
near boarding house. Phono 749-- J.
per cent.
Ill
60e higher; prime wooled Colo- - South
Walter.
rados to shippers, $15.85; 96 pound FOR RENT
One larga wall furnished
Liberty Bonds.
housekeeping room, heat, light, and
New York, April 24.
Liberty shorn, $13.25.
hot bath; nice for couple working;
no
bonds closed:
$99.38; first 4s,
cioae in. soe west iron.
$99.66 bid; second 4s, $99.46; first
FOR
RENT
wall
furnished
Exclusive,
4 Vi. $99.74; second
$99.52;
room, with large aleeplng porch, hot
.....
,I
third 4 Vis, $99.78; fourth
Bta, b.q, mA
XeW
VicMetals.
York
$100.06;
$99.82; Victory
621
gang,. It dealred. Phona 1744-New York. April 24.
Copper
$100.70.
tory
firm.
Klectrolytlo spot and fu PLEASANT home for healthaeekera, near
Sierra Mad re foothills. Horn cooking,
tures, 12T413c.
Tin easy. Spot and nearby, $31.-1- 2: tray service. Pamphlet upon requeat.
W. A. Clements.
Mra
431 West Palm
futures, $31.25.
avenue, Monrovia. Calif.
Iron steady.
No. 1 'Northern,
Cliloago Board of Trade.
No. 2 Northern,
Chicago, April 24, Wheat un- $23.00025.00;
FOR SALE Houses
No. 2 Southern,
derwent an all around setback in $22.00(3 24.00;
FOR SALE Two
chicken
portable
price today,, owing largely to evi- $16.50(917.00.
nouses, axis, cheap.
419 Weat Granite.
dence that wheat imports from .Lead Bteady.
Spot, $5.10 6.45.
FOR
three-rooSALE
deNew
Zinc
Louis
St.
house:
East
quiet.
Canada, duty paid, had begun. The
owner lravlng city, 114 North High.
market here closed unsettled
livery spot, $3.00 5.10.
Phone US8-.T- .
to 2o net lower, with May $1.45
Antimony, spot, $5.12.
FOR SALE Four-roohouse and
to
to $1.45
and July $1.28
Foreign bar silver, 68 o.
screened porch, large lot
72S East Hi
Mexican dollars.
to
finished
Oats
Iron; bargain. CaU 1968-.- I.
$1.28:
to
c down; corn off
c,
FOR SALE By owuer, five-roomod- - k
and provisions varying from 10c
arn frame house, hriir
an
New York Cotton.
decline to 7c advance;
" New York, April 24. Cotton fu S ith Walter, phone 17ia.w.
was
led
HI.AL ESTATE DEALERS pleas.
by tures cloeed Bteady.
Selling or wheat here
$17.99; ALL
take
731 Soulh Edith la oft the
houses with eastern connections July, $17.6o; October. May
$17.66; De- market. notice:
Mra, qui. Johnson.
and was apparently due somewhat cember,
$17.65; January, $17.61.
SALE
eOll
Tbree fine noinea, Eaat Cento absence of export demand.
Spot steady. Middling, $18.15.
tral
East Sliver and University
Further selling was undoubtedly
Heights. J. A. Hammond. 924 East fillver.
Induced, however, by a statement
FOR SALE Five-rooChicago Produce.
briclc
from the president of a big grain
house, modern, hardwomi pressed
ei,,nra
Chicago. April 24. Butter un
company here Intimating that the changed.
38c;
extras,
Creamery
dellveer
to
was
company
prepared
34
37 'Ac; sneends, 32
wheat on outstanding contracts in- firsts,
iOR SALE House, five rooms and bath,
standards, 37Hc.
The
Bood location, priced to
stead of settling; otherwise.
.ell; owner'
41,611
Eggs
receipts
higher;
leaving city. Phona 1932-401 West'.
company was prepared to deliver pases. Firsts,
Lead.
ordinary
24(iJ24ic;
the
leading firsts,
ed of being perhaps
2222'4c; miscellaneous. FOI.1 SALE Four dandy.now houses, fur- short interest in the May delivery.
storage packed extras,
Corn and oats weakened with
,i,iv, oacn; cash only; no
demand for corn at Z7c; storage packed firsts, 26c.

WANTEDfeoard

semi-annu-

When memberships were reduced from thirty
Tumulty now regrets that he got his book out
dollars to twelve dollars and the Chamber of com- first instead of waiting, like Lansing.
Informed
was
the
was
demoralized,
merce
publlo
that membership revenues would be wholly Inadequate for carrying forward the program of the orA budget was to be made, carefully
ganization.
estimating and allocating the required money.
PIRATES.
This has been done and the needs are to be
made known .soon. A campaign to procure the
'Tis claimed the Jolly Roger flies
On seas where tides of commerce flow;
money will follow.
This brings to us a pleased surprises
The Chamber of Commerce Is already doing a
Who deemed the times as deadly slow.
great piece of work. Us plans for the year are Events bwIiir in full circled track,
and
needs
not
the
So como the pirates surging back.
beyond
rather ambitious but
ability of the city. Everything is going well and We
sighed we had not lived amid
can be made to go better with the hearty
The buccaneers of drifted days;
of the people.
One was a very clever Kidd,
With charming also taking ways.
To recognize an Individual responsibility Is the
On politics he seemed a crank.
to
this
no
one
contribute
great necessity. There is
He dwelt so strongly on the plank.
money but you. Get ready to do your share. This
investment of the
will be the' best dividend-payin- g
We would acclaim the rakish craft,
To swinsr across the menaced sea.
year.
With polished cannon well abaft
(Sea phrases trip quite readily),
BUMMER.
Of treasure loss we'd have no fears,
Long has been the profiteers'.
It ;s all so sudden. We mean the turn in the
New Tork Herald.
weather. Summer is here at a bound. We hope it
will stay long enough for this statement to be
,
printed. We suspect it will.
With the spring winds about over New Mexico
I.1TTLE DETAIL HE OVERLOOKED.
will settle down to many months of the best
In New York a vigorous reformer proposes stopweather to be found in the world. .
ping
by flogging the robbers. Of course
Do we appreciate the wonders of the New Mex- there robbery
is that little difficulty of first catching the
ico climate, or do we simply take It for granted! robbers. Chicago News.
Not only comfort, but healing and health, are its
CAN BEAT MONKEY AT THAT.
gift to mankind.
Mr. Bryan had no need to be descended from a
New Mexico is the world's greatest sanitarium. monkey.
His political experiences
taught him
With a little encouragement it will become the more about climbing a tree than can be got by
If those two things heredity. Washington Post.
world's greatest playground.
do not constitute an unqualified asset, where can we
CIRCUMSTANCES ALTER CASES.
A familiar American type is the fellow who
look for help?
That New Mexico has not now a million inhabi- brags about his fast driving till he kills a pedesand then swears he was driving not more
tants is the fault of her own People. If she does trian
than eight miles an hour. Louisville Courier- not acquire that population in ten years it is your journai.
fault and yours and yours.
ALICE DOESN'T WEEP SO MUCH.
We were pointing our finger at you when we
The Lady From Oklahoma is conceded to be as
said that last "yours."
great a success in congress as the Lady From
Montana was a taiiure. .Birmingham
MAD AND GLAD.
FINE WAY TO LOSE THEIR BALANCE.
heiresses addicted to the chaslne nf
the American
A prominent citizen ot Gallup Introduced
ioreign uues seem to nave more bank balance than
editor of this paper to our audience there Sunday mental balance. Nashville Tennessean.
night. He said that sometimes we made him mad
YOU SAY IT, BO.
and sometimes we made him glad.
There has been a killing in a
in
What really concerns us is whether when we Greenwich Village. Isn't
it a blessing that those
made him mad or glad, ws also made him think. dreadful saloons have been abolished! Buffalo
That is our mission in life as we see it. We much express.
prefer to make our readers glad, but if we must
make them mad in order to make them think, we
are prepared to do that. Perhaps you had suspected that already.
MONEY IN AMPLE SUPPLY.
If people will think think seriously and sin
cerely on public questions, the decision reached
(From Dally Financial America.)
will be right. We believe in the people when they
Those who talk of business revival causing scarget into action. They probably will not do what we city of money and more bond issues at high interwant them to do but that is because we are wrong. est, give little thought to the elasticity of our banking and currency system.
The people, aroused, are right.
reserve bank act it would be quite
Under
But a people which is dormant, inactive, indif- possible ifthe
any real need rose, for the 9,800 memferent, is a people drifting. When we drift, we go ber banks to create again the billions in credit they
have - cancelled.
In the last year this contraction
on the rocks. Let's row and use the rudder.
the calling in, of almost a billion in federal
New Mexico Is waking up on public matters and caused
reserve bank notes, which wore destroyed.
The
pedal privilege is to get something where the check currency based on credit taken out of circu
lation was much greater. National banks alone de
chicken got the axe.
creased deposits, founded on credit, -- .2 billions in
twelve months ended September o, last. Their loans
SCHENCK IS SURPKISED.
to customers and borrowing from tho federal reserve banks had been reduced mora than two bil
Joseph M. Schenck, producer of motion pictures lions to less than eleven billions. Siato banks up
to
June had reduced their loans half a billion
starring "Fatty" Arbuckle, in a statement given out andlast
widespread liquidation has since proceeded, as
at Los Angeles the other night, said he was "some- all reports
show.
what surprised" to learn of the action of Will II.
Present abundance of funds is seen in the suc
cess
of
the
assotreasury in Its call for 400 millions In
Motion
of
head
the
Producers'
Flcture
Hays,
4
notes. Three
per cent three-yea- r
ciation la cancelling all contracts for the showing exchange foramount
was orrerea. in addition victimes mat
of Arbuckle filmsi The statement read in part:
turned .in 200 millions of their
tory
"I will state frankly that I was somewhat
holdings In advance of maturity in exchange for
notes. Evidently they feared that by waiting until
surprised to learn in view of Arbuckle's acnext year they would not receive an offer as good.
quittal and vindication that any opposition
This Is most, encouraging to the government's big
should be raised against exhibition of his picrefunding operation now fairly begun.
'ine reserve system is better prepared than ever
tures, particularly because the American public
to meet legitimate demands for credit. Its
before
knows that Arbuckle's pictures have always
oserves, nearly all cold,, exceed three billions.
been- clean, wholesome and above criticism."
That is about 750 millions more than a year ago.
It is true that in the past that Arbuckle, by his They are far in excess of any normal need It.
ot liabilities, compared with a legal mini-muantics on the screen, has amused thousands ot per cent
of 40 per cent and about 48 per cent that was
movie fans. That his pictures have been 'clean can- - in their vaults
in
of last year,

CLASSHH

Bedtime Storied
For Little Ones
By Howard

B. Gurls

Copyright. 1921, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGIIA'S

LETTUCE.

'Well, they're all ready to put
out," called Nurse Jano Fuzzy
Wuzzy to Uncle Wiggily m tho hollow stump bungalow one morning.
'What's that?" cried the bunny
gentleman. "Who is ready to be put
out? Don't tell me the FuKzy Fox
or the Woozie Wolf aru i.i lieru, und
that I must put them cut!''
Oh. nomine like that;" laugnea
Nurse Jane as she tied a now pink
bow of ribbon on her tail, tor ehe
had finished washing tho cliahus,
and was going to sit down and
mend the holes in the bunny gentleman's socks. "I rtij.in tho let
tuce plants urs itiuly to put on:.
'Oh. thats different,"
spoke
Uncle Wlgg.ly. "Well, if It is a
I put
if
fine, warm sunny day and
my lettuce plants out now we suau
soon have big heads uf lottuco in
our garden."
"We may if a frost doesn't come,'
agreed Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy. "Summer isn't here yet, though the days
are warm."
"Oh, I'm sure Jack Frost would
not be so unkind as to fieoi) the
little lettuce plants after I set them
out," remarked the bunny uncle.'
"He might not do it on purpose,
said the muskrat lady housekeeper.
"But Jack Frost must go whever
the Ice King sends him. And until
Queen Summer comes to stay there
is always a chance of a visit from
Jack Frost.
However, it ,s time
to set out the lettuce plants.''
"And I hope they won't freeze,"
exclaimed Uncle Wiggily.
Some time before this Nurse Jane
had planted in a box of brown
earth in the warm kitchen some lettuce seeds. The seeds swelled,
burst open under ground and up
came some tiny green leaves. Soon
there were more leaves until the
lettuce plants were getting too large
for the small box. men tne music-ra- t
lady told Uncle Wiggily to
into the
transplant, or change them
big bed in the garden out of doors.
"I love to make garden!" said
Uncle Wiggily to himself, as he
spaded up the earth and made little holes into which he put the roots
of the lettuce plants. "And soon
I will have many things growing."
"Ouch! Look out what you're
doing!" cried a little voice, as the
bunny gentleman punched another
hole for a lettuce plant.
"Eh? What's that? Who are
you?" asked the bunny, quickly
putting on his glasses over his pink
nose.
"I'm an" angle worm, if you
please," was the answer in a tiny
little voice. "I thought you might
try to tie me up in a knot, or something like that."
"Oh, I'll be careful," promised
Undo Wiggily with a laugh as he
saw the cute little red worm. "I
won t hurt you, and please don t
you bite my lettuce plants."
"I never do such a thing!" exclaimed the angle worm. "I keep
the ground soft and moist so the
plants will grow better."
"Than you," epoko the rabbit
Then he went on set- gentleman.
ting out his lettuce plants until he
had many rows of them in his gar
den. Soft and green they were.
"Oh, but they are hanging tneir
Nurse Jano.
heads!" exclaimed
"They are all wilted!"
freshen
will
up In the
"They
morning,"' said Uncle Wiggily, who
was quite proud
ef his lettuce
plants.
That evening, just as Ungle Wig
gily and Nurse Jane were getting
readv to go to tne moving pictures,
the muskrat lady looked from the
window of the bungalow Into the
garden and cried out:
Bee wno's
"Oh. uncle wiggiiyi
there!"
out
and his
The bunny glanced
pink, nose began to twinkle. For
he 'saw shadowy figures moving
about In the part of the garden
where, that day, he had set out his
lettuce plants.
"It's the Woozie Wolf!" whisper
ed Nurse Jane.
"And the- Fuzzy Fox!" added
Uncle Wiggily. "I must telephone

.

--

for the police, and also ring my
tinklo clock!"
lie was just gclng to do this when
he and Kurte Jane heard some jolly
laughter in tho garden and a voice
said:
"There! Now Uncle Wlggily'a
lettuce plants won't freeze!"
"Did you hear that?" whlpercd
the muskrat lady.
"I did," answered
the bunny.
"Who are you and what are you
in
my garden?" he suddenly
doing
asked, as he opened the window.
"We are Jackie and Peetia Bow
Wow, 'the puppy dogs," was the answer, as the cute little chaps came
in the bungalow
"We saw you
settlnsr out your lettuce today. Uncle Wlcgily. And a little while ao
I heard my father say Jack Frost
was coming. So Peetie and 1 took a
lot of old newspapers and put them
over your newly set out plants. The
papers will keep away Jack Frost."
"Oh, thank
you!" said Uncle
Wieldly. "That's very kind!"
"And I'm so glad you aren't the
Fox or Wolf," added Nurse Jane.
"Now Jackie and Peetie, for saving
the lettuce we'll take you to the
movies."
And as the frost didn't hurt the
plants the lettuce soon grew Into
large heads for the bunny to cat.
And If pussy cat doesn't go and
live In the dog house, so the postman thinks she's proing to turn Into
a butterfly, T'H tell you next about
Uncle Wiggily and his carrots.

8.60;

.42;

.42.

98.

44

8s,

(By Tbe Associated Press.)

FINANCIAL
'Wall Street.
New York. April 24. Various
issues of a miscellaneous character
were included among the new high
records made in the stock market
today, although the session's operations were characterized by much
irregularity, due largely to professional pressure.
For the first time in a week the
money- - market deviated from its
easy tone. Call loans held at 8H
per cent until the final hour when
a 4 per cent rate was posted. Time
money rates were unchanged, but
supplies for the longer dates were
Allied bills were
less plentiful.
firm and the German mark rose to
.043, against the recent low of
.034.
Closing prices:
41 U
American Beet Sugar
48 Mi
American Can .
American Smelting ft Ret'g.. B7
35
American Sumatra Tobacco..
128 M.
American T. & T
19
American ZIno .
63
Anaconda Copper
.
.
Atchison
..101H
48 H
Baltimore ft Ohio
78
Bethlehem Steel "B"
30
Butte and Superior
65
California Petroleum .
Canadian Paclflo
1434
38
Central Leather
65
Chesapeake & Ohio
St.
Mil.
and
Paul... 28
Chicago.
28
Chlno Copper . . .'.
31
Colorado Fuel & Iron
64
Crucible Steel
16
Cuba Cane Sugar

.......
...........

18T4

76

Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Paclflo
Montana Power
New Tork Central
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania . . ... .i
Ray Consolidated Copper
Reading"
Rep. Iron & Steel.
Sinclair Oil
Refining
Southern Pacific .
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation ,
Texas Co
Tobacco Products .
Union paclflo .
Unlled States Steel
Utah Copper .

41
84

...

.........

82
120
182
29
24
71
91
77
41
16
77
68
32
91

26

...122
. . 46
69
138

............

4s,

8s,

8

66

6te.

833c;

2323e;

wheat despite
the seaboard

alive, unchanged. Fowls,
and large export 26c;Poultry,
broilers, 60(3)60c; roosters, 17c.
sales of oats.
Potatoes
slightly stronger; re'
Provisions averaged lower with
eeipts 65 cars; total U. S. shiphogs and grain.
ments 839. Wisconsin sacked round
Closing prices:
$1.451.65 cwt.; ditto bulk.
Wheat
May, $1.45; July, whites.
sacked
Jl.o6fffil.65:
Michigan
$1.28.
whites, $ 1.60 1.65 cwt.;
Corn May,
July, 65 e. round
Minnesota sacked round whites,
Oats May, 87Tc; July, 40 c.
I1.40A1.R0 cwt.; Idaho sacked Ru- Pork May, $21.26.
$1.70 cwt.; New tockstpady;
rals,
Lard May, $10.92; July, $11.15.
d
barrels of
Ribs May, $11.70; July, $10.90. Florida
Spauldlng Rose No. 1, $2.00 2.25.
Kansas City Cash Grain.
Kansas City Produce.
Cash.
KnnnnH Cltv. Aorll 24.
Kansas City, April 24. Eggs un
wheat No. 2 hard, $1.851.64; No.
changed. Firsts, 22c.
2 Red. $1.3901.41.
Butter unchanged.
Creamery,
Corn No. 8, White, 5c; No. 5
41c: packing, 17c.
Yellow, 67 c.
zzci
Hens,
unchanged.
Poultry
Hay unchanged.
broilers, 80c; roosters, 14c,

BALE

tfO,1

By owner,

ir

watVi.

lc;

doublo-neade-

LIVESTOCK

Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, April 24. (U. B. Bureau of Markets) : Cattle Receipts 24,000; beef steers opening
15 to 25o lower. Top early. $8.90;
"bulk and quality to sell at $7.35
8.86; she stock weak to 15o lower;
bulls steady to weak; calvesv stock-er- s
and feeders steady; veal calves
to packers mostly around $7.00;
best to packers, $7.50; lighter
shippers
paid $8.60
weights, $6.50;
'
"

09.00.

"

'

Maiket
Hogs Receipts 45,000.
active, lights mostly lOe lower;
others 10 to 20o lower than Saturday's average. Top. $10.65; bulk,
$9.90010.60; packing sows weak
to 15o lower) pigs steady, $9,260
10.00.

Get a $60 Torrington
Electric vacuum clean-e- i
absolutely FREE.

Guessing contest Get
details and guessing

"i"1 UOWfTand
nn

suburban home.
porcn, CHJ

ieewHl

i

.

t

Sheep Receipts 17,000.', Killing
classes 25c higher; spots up more.
Foreign Exchange.
'.New York, April 24. Foreign Medium - to good strong weight
exchange firm. Great Britain de- wooled Iambs, $15.50; best not
cables. 84.43; 60. sold; (good to , choice
mand,

fM2;

l.k.

GRAIN

THE MARKETS

.-

PRODUCE

4s.

4s,

Erie
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper ..
Ink Mcr. Marine pfd

...

1.1)

hrnj

SALE
Three
F'1.
ana
in n

Post- -

month

room

ar.
.

tb

new house

. i

NnCMone,"r,:"ro" 7, First
"uiiuioir.
FOR SALE By owner, modern
house, front and back
porch, cellar
.

.?,"r'

on.

X?"

Zlg"T-r,Jll-

;'"""JW para.
By owner, 711 Wast Col",
iniiim,
-rooms ana oatn, .a

FOR SALE

...

tarae nnri.ha n.i- .
'f deelred. jMiono U03-13,050 buys brand new modern homei
hn'."! ',rnllu"V"nmedlat. possessions
featurcsf Just completed. I.ln- irsi nanonai uanK omg.
FOR SALE New Homes
py owner; mm
"
"est uoio . ont.
110 North
..a
Norn, Maple; terms, Call 121 'Wast 81- 1.

punne

COM

a

1IH9-M- .'

FT cottage,
1,

rOuma

new
....

hi,

and neat, an four
the kids. Put, the

"lb''S

Hil,

North With.
FOH

Phone

SALB-- ur

finore.

1543--

room'

u'"-- "
'
glassed-l- n

brio house.
reaturoe. hardwood
sleeping porch, two
arage, larga lot,

blank from Star Fur- screen porches,
...
fn
,.'...
niture Company, 113 Ml Houth Blghth. "
tVR RENT OfTir Ufuni
W. Gold or call 409-FOR RENT Suit,
JroomV"" Over
Htore.
for full information. ro"'"'"iREN "me
T Of f leo rooms.
lliii "mi
won n
Your guess must be rH ".
rooma Luna Strlckaf
at the Star Furniture
WANTED-Ro- om.
Company before 6 p. 0" with
or rooas
horn, privilege
m. Saturday, April 29. with
kitchenette!
loa
la.
lowlands,
Pottotflc. box lit, city.
'
seventy-on-

ti

o

--

W

of'f'l'ca

"

I

ten t rm--

I

.

war

TTmn

.

"BNT-Of- flo.

VoLNuw'TH'i'i'nt.lT,T-l.',,l'ir..'J."-!.-

"".l."A"il!f

i

i
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

KOLUMN

KINGSBURY'S

LOOK, a dandy.
Located close to good school,
on paved street, one acte of
four-rooadobe
fine soil,
house, screened front and back
adobe
shadi,
good
porch,
house ,adobe barn,
chicken
barn,
chicken house, adope
for quick pale, with
$3,000
extra good terms; $1150.00 rash
balance
will
easy
handle,
monthly payments. If Interestus
call
real
ed in a
good buy
at once.
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Vv'e buy, sell, exchange,
lease,
rent real estate, large or small.
Residence or business property,
anywhere In or around Albuquerque. "Service" is our motto and we mean It. We want
to serve all and especially the
newcomer to our city. Como in
let's serve you today.

NOW.'.

I

Forni'ii WARD.
Fine location, four rooms, modern, walks, shade, lawn and
a dandy for only $2,C50 cash.
LINCOLN ADDITION.
Located on N. Fourth St., Ideal
location, large lots, fine soil,
ditch water, wonderful view,
shade, fruit trees and a good
place to forget the landlord
dnys. SOLD ON GOOD
TERMS $20.00 cash balance
$10.00 per month. Call us for

rent

an appointment and got your
pick of these choice lot at
once.
D. T, KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real E3tate, Loans and
Insurance.
Phone OOLW.
210 W. Gold.

A' Real

Realtors.
Phono
Fourth.

120 S.

414.

Flelicher

$3,(100

RmI Eatnte
Change
dwelling, modern, lot
close In, Highland;
brick,

modern, mita- -

rs, shade and fruit trees; easy termn.
i.
whlta stucco bunna-lownew, oalc floors, basement, furnace, lawn, sidewalks, garage. Luna
Boulevard district.

5.R0

A. FLEISCHER,

Hbr

Accident, Autnmnhlle insurance.
Surety Bui Is, Loan,.
No. Ill S. Fourth St,
telephone (7.
Fire,

HIGHLAND

J611--

"
Plrotie 12-- j.
FOR RENT
House, an ulna,; furnished
Wood.
and unfurnished. McMllllon
Realtors, 20 Welt Gold.
house, tour
FOK RENT Unfurnished
rooms, two large porches, modern, close
In.
Inquire 825 South First.
modern bungaFOR RENT Five-roolow, furnished; highlands, close to car
line
Apply "l Kost Central.
modern house,
lOR HUNT Four-ruufront and back porch, fully furnished,
close In.
Apply 600 East Coal.
L1KT your vacant houses with the City
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
service, 207 West Gold, phone 687.
FOR RENT A modern furnished cottage.
two rooms and glassed sleeping porch,
Boutli Edith,
on car line. Apply
i'OR RENT New, attractively furnished ;
four-roowith
sleeping porch
house,
210 North Maple, phone
no children.
.

1730-J-

furnished bungalow,
glassed-lsleeping porch; gas, hot
water, electric, will rent reasonable. 801
South Edith
on UniverFull RENT Furnished house
sleeping
sity Heights; four rooms,
and
garage.
Inquire 224
porch, bath,
South Edith.
May 1st, modern three
FOR KENT
two glassed-i- n
rooms
sleeping porch608 East Pacific,
Inquire at 009
es.
Couth Walter.
house, large
FOR RENT Three-roowater paid; IIS a
rooms; In town; 1300
North Seoond.
month.
Inquire
Phone si)s-- J
Furnished huuse, four rooms
FOR RENT
,
and sleeping uorcu, m
South High-- phone
Hi si. Call at 701
6
m.
1201-p.
after
iriMi hun- t- Attractive new modern
,i
mwm.,
ruwi
bungalow, uniurnisneu,
Harvard and Bllver. Inquire 600 Bouth
High, phone sui-small
war RHNT May 1, or sooner,oonven
bungalow, with all If modern reason.
wanted;
lences; will give lease
able rent, Phone ltim-- j.
RENT

FOR

Nicely

n

vr,u rkv'i'
...,frni.hu,l

five-roohouse.
Modern
located at 21S West Rnma,

Hent reasonable. Inquire at 817 West
lloma, or 610 North Third.
17'nV runt Modern
bungalow, four
elassed sleeping porch,
la... rooms,furnished:
nmnietel
paved atreet,
Fourth ward, phone 1647-Three-roozZrw iiir.NT
furnished cot...tage, bath and sleeping porch. Phone
?,7

n

irt.

n, lr,'A

Kttut Cen

tral, between nine and twelve
.t ijtrNT On leae o' six months, a
four-roomodern bungalow, located In
jo per uuom,. 7.
the Third warn,
Realty Co.. 207 West Gold, ptnme
rooms and sleeping
FOR RENT fv
porch, 706 South High, I JO; modern
West
four rooms, gaa and coal range, 418
Granite. $36. J, A, Hammond, 824 Bast
S Iver.
STTd

house at 41
went Flvn-rooand
West Atlantic; large airy rooma emrailroad
for
location
Ideal
big yard;
ployes; rent J31.80. City Realty Co., 0
West Gold, phone 667
TENTS FOR RENT
W'B WILL furnish the lot and two 12x14
tents at 5 a month; will rent one tent,
Real
.,i,h,.,it lot for 12.60 a month.
Estate Exchange. 409 West Coppers
three
new
RENT--Tw- o
houses,
'FOR
.w
rooms, dbiii, luietj wnfoc.
porch: will furnieii
.....n,i front
desired. Good location on South Walter,
innulre 1200 South Edith, of phone
807--

brick
FOR RENT Attractive four-roo- n
sleepbungalow, furnished, glassed-lscreened
two
porchea, full
ing porch and
basement, furnace heat, stationary wash
one
cold
highlands,
water;
tubs, hot and
block from car uue, v nui.u
owner next ooor,
FOR RENT In Santa Fe, from middle
of June to middle of September, commodern, nine-roopletely furnlehed,
house, five bed rooms, beautiful grounde,
flowers and fruit trees; one and one-ha- lf
block from piasa, oest location in uilj.
Address Box 64, Santa Fe, New Mexico,
FOR RENT One of most mooern homes

d;ww

In Cliy.

i.iifnllv

Gloss in,

eu

guuu

wuHOHHi

furnished, hot water heal.
porch; lovely
garage, six rooms, sleeping
.nnreh. Dlano and Edison Included
New bungalow, located on
In furniture.
East Central; owner going east, will lease
Apply Hi Kasl
parties.
to desirable,
Central.

;,,

"AUCTION SALE
whan xou need an auctioneer, call
unit, Williams, residence plione 1693-- J
merchandlen furniture.
j sell livestock,
,ir anvthlng to be aold at auction. Noth
or
small to give. my per.
ing toe large
suiial altcntion; sausiaction guaraniecu,

Realtors.

218

45D--

W.

Gold.

HEIGHTS.
irNVERSIT
White stucco home Just completed, attractive design, convenient
arrangement, accessible car line,
Living-dinin- g
school and store.
g
room, bedroom,
kitchen with breakfast table nook, two closets, bath,
front
and rear
sleeping,
Oak floors (not veporches.
neer), electric fixtures and convenient outlets; other features.
labor-savin-

BARGAIN EXTRAORDINARY
A six room homo with garage on a corner lot, 100x142,
all fenced; chicken yard, fruit
trees and room for another
house.
This house Is easily convertible
Into a double house and is
well located in the Highlands.
Price only $2,600.
Money to Loan.

FOR RENT
Hit) West Central Ave.,
807 North Second Street.
Those houses are furnished.
Could give lease.

Franklin & Co,

10U"

A. L. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Real' Estate, Fire and Auto
Insiirnnco, Loans.
... Plione 150.
223 W. Gold.

TWO nOCSES AND SIX LOTS
IV FOL'RTn WARD, $4,500.
One
adobe stucco
house, one four-roohouse,
houses comparatively new, lot
150x142, fruit trees, good well
and pump houe, $1,000 will
hnndle this. See us without
.delay, this Is a bargain.
DIECKMANJf REALTY CO.

J, D, Keleher,

Realtors.

Phone

221 West Gold.

S7.

Phono 410.

Realtor.

211

Cold.

V.

five-roo-

m

'

A

MORE OPPORTUNITIES

Home on Luna Blvd.

brick, furnace, fireplace,
hardwood floors, built-ifeatures,
garage on a lot worth $1,500;
nice lawn, all for $0,700, part
terms.
R. McCLfGIIAN, REALTOR.
l'liono 442-204 V. Gold.
n

Realtors.

$10.00 Per Load

finance you a little home on'
these lots. It will be cheaper
than your present rent and you
will soon own your own home.
Sold fourteen lots last week,
get your locations now.

Wm. J, Leverett,

Grade

McMillion

$15.00.

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

CITY AND' RANCH
Property for Bale. See us for

&

Unfurnished

Nice brick residence, garage,
Just top of the hill, No. 1402
East Silver avenue. Reasonable
for lease of one or two years.
3. ZAPF & CO.
C1IAS.
Phtinc G10.

SOME TREES

APPLE. PEACH. CHERRY,
TEAR. PLUM. RHUBARB.
ETC.

Free Delivery.
ALBUQUERQUE NURSERIES

New Mexico.

FOR SALE Singer sewing machine.
West Lead.

Clean three - room furnished
cement block bungalow, with
n
all modern conveniences.
sleeping porch. Newly
decorates.
610 EAST SILVER
Crlass-ed-l-

For

$3,850.

Rcnt-Room- a

with Board

TRY UODDY'jS MILK;

Phono

318

DEST I.N TOWN.

S4IS-R-

.

KALE High oven gas range. 613
North Becond.
FOR BALE Oouhli set work harness.

FOR

217

FOR

North Third.

KALE

ill

canaries.

Holier

Walter, phone

lUdT--

South

KALE New electric washing machine. Mrs. Johnson, 42t l.una
FOR KALE Shasta daisies and other

Full
STATB

HOTEL,

fop

Central.

CHANCES
sale.

131

West

perennial
FOR

HALE

mattresses.

FOR

plants.

Phone

VJ14-.-

and
Forrester, call morn

Two full beds. Borings
91 S

..us

I

HOME AND INCOME'
Two story brick rooming house
near business section. Lot room
enoush to build business house.
d
cash and balance like
rent.
One-thir-

J. A. HAMMOND,
S24 E. Silver.
Phone

1522-R-

.

Main Offlccf
Second and Gold.

FIVE ROOM BRICK
ALMOST NEW
Living room, dlnlns room
with French doors, lurse kitch-

Realtors Insurance.

SKK

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

.

"A SPECIALTY"

Jas, M, Johnson
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
115 8. Second. Phone 10.

niKSE

NOW.

Five rooms, bath and Klassed-Iporch. Spare room, large lot,
half block to pavinir, Luna
boulevard
section. Must be
seen to be appreciated. Price
$3,300,
$00rt
terms;
only
down, balance $25 per month.
Beautiful stucco bungalow home.
Large living and dining room,
built-i- n
features, fire place.
Condition of new. Partly furnished. Garage, nice neighborhood. Price cut to $3,600,
on good terms.
Brick hungalow, basement, furnace heat, bath and glassed- in porch. Also front and rear
porches. Oarage. Lot 50x142.
Lawn and shade trees, near
Kast Central avenue and
street. Price $4,200
High
terms.
JOSEPH COIXIFK.
207 W. Gold.
Phone 741.
n

Fire Insurance,

the real estate
In entering
buslnens for myself I expect
to devote my entire time and
attention to it and make it a
"Specialty." thereby giving both
the buyer and seller my best
efforts. If you want to ouy real
estate see me. If you want to
sell your real estate, list it
with me.

80s

CHAS, G, ZAPF & CO,

WM, J, LEVERETT,
Phone 110.

610

Phones

en, two bed rooma, bath, maple
floors throughout, lots ot closets,
front and back porches, garage,
outbuilding, cement walks, lawn.
Located close in Third ward,
i riced to ell.

Miscellaneous

SALE

FOR

BUSINESS

2416-R-

hat sains.
L. PHILMI'S, Itoiil Eatc.
110 !S. Third St.
or 2406-J-Phone 354--

J.

FOR RENT

For Rent,

Insurance

4

Albuquerque,

Realtor.

--

Wood

200 W. Gold.

Lonua.

Phone 110. Or f Ice: Third & Gold
Salesman on Grounds.
L. C. IIATTON. Phone 2416-J3- .

University Heights Realty
Company,
I'lioncs 803-Corner Yale
063 J
and Central

(St

Realtors.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

$5.00 per month. We will help

HEADQUARTERS FOR LOT3
Now is the time to buy lots In
the University Heights addition
$10.00
down
and $10 a
month will secure tor you ono
of the teir remaining choice
lots that are left.

Better

A

CANNON ADDITION
Just across Barelag Bridge, lots
$100 and up, $10 down and

University Heights Realty
Company,

LTJxACS.

Long As It Lasts

A3

J.

Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
809 IV. Gold.
Phono 70.

PLANT

Ten lots on North Fourth street
pavement. Just above Mountain
road. Eight lots faring Fifth
ine land,
street, same block.
Both ditch and city water, can
connect with sewrr. Also ten lots,
choice location in Fourth ward.
None of these have been on market and will sell quickly, so get
yours NOW. Ten per cent down,
easy payments on balance.

Blx-roo-

BARGAINS

Six room modern frame, corner
FOR RENT Dwelling
lot, large garage, cheap at $2,900;
Jok KKN'iw'ivB-roufurnished auun. $500 cash, balance like rent.
814 West Marquette.
Brick- store, corner lot, best site
TOR KENT Stucco house, fuur room! In Highlands. $3,000; $1,000 cash,
anil bath; good repair. Phone 1803-balance 8 per cent.
iOR RENT One three-rooto Loan on, Business
cottage and $10,000
i!078-some
Phone
furniture.
porch",
property.
s
FOR KENT Furnished
A. O. STARES
with sleeping porch. Phone 2185-217 Soulll Arno.
Phone 188.
FOR RENT -- One
house, large
806 Soulll
yard with Iruit trees,
.
Fourth.
FOR KENT
house, furnished
208 HARVARD,
(or housekeeping, 111 a month. Phone
modern house
FOR tENT Five-roowith sleeping porch; no children. 416
South High.
modem cottage,
FOR KENT Four-roofurnished; adults; large yard, garage.
Phone 1089-furnlnta-e- d
FOR RENT May 15, four-roobungalow, bath, porch, (arage. 1123
North Seventh.
FOR RENT Furnished house, two rooms
and sleeping porch; gas. 818 South
Walter, phone 1451-a
mi
brick with
FORRENT One "four-rootwo screen porches; house newly

HAVE YOlTIl CAKE
AND EAT IT, TOO.
Stop paying rent and buy this
home where
little suburban
you can raise chickens, alfalfa,
can make
You
fruit, vegetables.
your entire living and beat the
landlord out of bis rent. Place
cottage, good
has good
and everything
outbuildings
convenient. Let us show It to
VOTJ CAN

.

-

Mo fur two families; Highland!, close
In.
acr of land, Juct
$8,000 ThTe-fourt- h
outald city llmtta, near Fourth street
house, outbuild-I- n
road; Rood four-roo-

ROOMS

Spacious and well lighted. Heat
hot and cold water, and Janitor
service Included.
J. KORBER & CO.
Auto Department.

Five-roo-

BUYS

Two rooms, twoo sleeping porches,
bath, well furnished, on a dandy
lot in the Fourth ward. $2,100.
Four-roobrick, glassed porch,
bath, shade, close in, $3,600.
We have some homes worth the
money.
SHELLEY REALTX CO.
Phono

'. FOK SALE
fine location.

-2

OFFICE

GOOD

five-roo-

15.600 Seven-roo100x143, corner,

Oestreich, Realtor,
West Gold Avenue,
216
Phone 999,
1-

Home Furnished

new
pressed brick
house, bath. Bleeping porch, service porch, sun porch, .basement,
features
harwood floors, built-i- n
in kitchen, buffet and bookcases.
New furniture ttisoughout. Parties
must sell. See
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
A

W

INC
Vt INT'L FEATURf SMVtCf.

1922

A.

MONEY TO LOAN

Is

In

d,

on

RENT.

true today as It has been
the past, that Investors In
lots are
Heights
University
selling lots purchased less than
a year ago at a nice margin.
If you have to go out a bit
to secure a lot do not fear of
being lonesome. You'll soon be
surrounded
by other homes.
Others bought out by themselves a year or two ago but
today they are close In.
Resales of University Heights
lots Is our Vest advertisement,
It's most gratifying to note the
sale of these lots.
The easy payment plan of
10 down and $10 per month
makes- It a NICE SAVIXO ACCOUNT as well as A SPLENDID INVESTMENT.
Secure one or more today from
ANY REALTOR.
It

CORNER LOT
Two houses, completely
walks, shade and a
Only $3,000
good location.
cash.
GOOD

ON

FOR

HOUSES

Two $2,800 good
WANTED
first mortgage loans 8 per
cent.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
4ITOIIM.I.

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
FOR SALE- lord Sedae, lust Ilka new. Rooms 11, IT and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone 1153-J- .
i&iio.
Phone 450.
PHYSICIANS
AND BtJRGKONS,
FOR SALE
Dodge truck (Graham); or
trade for furniture. 400 care Journal. UK. 8. I-- BURTON,
5
FOR SALE
Bulck touring car;
Diseases of tan Stamsrh.
Ilrst-cas- s
Suite. I. Bsrnett Building.
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
city
DR. 8. G. CLARKE,
FOR SAL1
Some extra good used cars;
Eye, Knr, Nose and Threat.
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., 311
Barnett Building.
Phone 181.
Went Copper.
Office Hours
f to 19 a. m., and 3 to B p. m.
FOR SALE Ford touring cur, a bargain;
owner leaving city. 114 North High, UK. S1AKGARKT
AHTWRIOMT,
phone 19N8-Residence 1121 East Central. Phone 171.
Phone 571.
FOR SALE
Ford touring car; good
running order; first 1100 takes It.
Phone 2407-RW. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
EXPERT radiator repairing, new aud
Mm I ted to
second-hand
rord honeycomb radiators GFNITOPractice
- CRINAItY DISEASES
for snle.
O, K. Sheet Metal Works.
lluli-model AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
FOR SALE
Wnssermnn
Laboratory In t'unneetlon.
good condltlonTwlre wheels, good
Phono HUB.
708
West Citizens Bank Blnc
tires. Price 1375. Inquire
I'entral.
CHIROPRACTORS
5
FOR SALE
Light Bulck, 8000;
five passenger, 8250; Ford irXtAltMEN?
Htlidebaker,
I
f
ChlroDravtiir
touring tir, 8200; Ford Roadster, $190,
IB an! 20 ArmU
IH West (lold.
Bullrilnf.
TWO CARS Ford and Orant good conWAIN I LD
Mi&cellaneous
dition; full equipment; great bargains.
Se- - these; must sell.
1224 North BecA N'J'KU
Furulturt
Any
(jUHiiUty,
1 727-ond,

AUTOMOBILES.

SALE
Bellevue Hotel, pool room ings.
enil cold drink stand. 8111 Bouth first. FOR HALE Howard piano; also good
R. II. KIRK, Owner,
Two-stor- y
orTck Funding"
b'Olt
collection of coins. tVrlto Pcie uullioii,
SALE
ROOM AND BOAItD
Clnao to tiwp.
Or aik any Realtor.
216 Bouth First; location good for any Bernalillo, N. M.
702 RMjth Third.
$40 n month
kind of business.
n
Mule.
Kliasta daisy
KALE
FOR
CANVAS ileeping porch,
with board.
3u8
and violet plants, tlnhlla bulbs.
FOK BALE tieuerai merchandise store;
1C07 K:it Central,
WANT 10 u Two men with ears,
$10 per wepk,
4S2-North
Twelfth,
phone
small settlement; good location; good
SALE
Poultry-Egg- s
ger Hewing Mnrhlne Company.
KOOMcJ
men preferred.
AND iiOiMtD,
1S and up
care
C
Address
Journeal.
P.,
business.'
all
makes,
TYPEWRITERS,
Klrst-clas.- 8
1027 Forrpitfr.
$40 flri up; no nick.
tiaiutM',
FOU BALE lironze
steady
III per month. Albuquerque Typewriter
turkey eugs, for WANTED
BALE New
grocery
position, (25 guaranteed, ' Elks shop, EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATION tu tak FOU
natcntng. Fhone Z41fl-Jsfore; good location;
a good Exchange, 12! South Fourth
New Mexico.
Osillup.
the
home:
euro;
highlands. business. For particular doing
private
VOlt SAL'S It. I. nee eKgs, for hatch
Y. FOR BALE
and
X.
address
tracto ,
Used
1422-WAN TED Spanish young men to reprePhnne
Phone I.ISC-W- .
'... care Journal,
ing. $1 per setting.
Hardware
w.lh gang plows.
sent Insuracnce company; splendid op- 1'VK HEN
rurmaned ronmi with lie YOU GET my
A Co
FOK BALE Black Minorca OCRS, 75c per
Korber
J.
'Nicely
will
Department.
money
your
prices
Colomlo
portunity for "right party.
flrit'ClsHB tnble board. 110 South Arno.
setting. n3 South nret, phone 1747-vstay in Albuquerque. W. C. Thalton. FOR BALE Kight-foo- t
glassed floor case
hotel, room 31.
phnna 1.17-counter.
lu. A
S. C. Rhode Is
Plumbing Fixtures and Supplies, 1111
FOR SALE Hure-bre- d
and fourteen-foo- t
UNION
CJ.AKA
TWISS hus sleeping porches Cor North Fourth.
& Son. 215 North Fourth.
land Jled hatching eggs. Pho:ie 1703-Schick
WANTED at Fort Bayard, N. M. tine
re nr. with excellent board and nurses FO't KALE Dry
establishment.
SALE Everbearing
FOR
cleaning
strawberry FOR phono
FOR SALE Black Minorca ernts, H.!8 a
climate, four weeks' work, scale 110 cure, at 620 Bouth High.
KALE Dodge
Brothers touring, GK'P your
latest equipment. Including Ford de
100.
Fred Lakes, phone per day; free bunkhouse; good meals FOR
plants, $1 per hundred. J. M. Easier,
windowi, paint and paper
setting; IS
ana
Ford light truck and touring, light
Room
RENT
Address
I409-.l- l.
Have
(750.
porch,
cash.
Old
truck,
livery
s.'...jing
lloulevard road,
Albuquerque.
cleaned, by the on day man. Ask for
forty cents each; bring bedding. Call or
and touring. Bert,
nulck "6," Maxwell trm-with board :or gentlemen convales
care
Journal.
697-Cleaners,"
"Dry
c
of
ll.
Paso
E.
El
McKee.
Office
and
telegraph
buttermilk
C.
ALE
8.
Kolt SALE Fresh
FOll 8
Hhode Island Ited
Co., Aulo Dept., Dodge Bros.
J. Korber
cents. Phone 11179 W.
FOR
SALE Billiard hall, leased for
Seconff-nantwo-wa- y
d
WANTED
fore
hatching eggs, from choice pen. Phone Contractor.
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon Dealers.
twelve months. ir,0 rter month rlrnr f,, lots.
WANTED Man and wife to work on WILL share with lady large
Dairy, phone mib-Swaynes
pump. Phona 2409-Rcon
1921 Ford Sedan: A- -l
BUY.
home
tradU
car
Uuol)
It,
sleeping porch;
privileges owner; will take good
con
ranch; man to do general ranch work; and board.
In
tent
10x18
FOK SAI.B White Wyandotte hatching
room
FOR
foot
WANTED
SALE
good
On
to
and
board
party
609 East Bell.
N. Riley. Helen. New Mexico.
dlllon; also 1020 Ford touring, self
be good milker; wife to help with
In private home; closa In; no lick. 32-dition and over thtousHnd feet or mm starter, etc.; trade the old car In; terms
eggs, fertility guaranteed. JOo each. must
.
housework.
fur- FOR RENT Board and room In highFOR SALE Restaurant, opioslte Santa her, cheap. Call 110H North Eleventh,
Reasonable
wages,
W. A. Massey, 1222 South Broadway.
can be arranged, Mcintosh Auto Co., 811 Smith Fifth-or
con
for
nished
a permawill
or
milk
house,
lands,
and
rent
employed,
sell
fixtures
and
wood,
gentleman
depot,
KALE Pianos and Dlaver pianos
West Copper.
WANTED
FOR S..LK rt. C. Rhode Island Keds nent
Your cait-of- f
furniture vt alt
for right party. State valescent. 815 Houth Hyeamore.
storeroom for other business purposes. Foil
pre-wand Black Ml. orca hatching eggs, 11 wages position
values. Phone 109. Geo. P. SPECIAL BAllOAIN
Bulck 0. mechanl-culldeicrlpMoni; pay all It la worth. Call
wanted In first letter. Beth K. FOR RENT First-clasoda fountain, Lenrnsrd Piano
Willi Fixtures include swell
214 South Walter.
loom,
Co.,
127.
Atwell,
per setting. 709 North Second, phone Simmons, Valley Ranch, N. M.
new
and
phone
top,
battery, paint
right,
board, In private home, for one or which can he I'ougnt generate.
im-n- .
a,
and all band Instruments
"E PAY higheit prlcea for rifle.
priced for quirk sale, $400; may con
two parties, 145 for ono or 140 each for FOR SALE Boarding house ot ten SAXOPHONES
Femitte.
new or used.
Private or close lntruc sider a good Ford In trade. Inquire for
FOU BALE Eleven months old pullets,
120 North Mulberry.
two.
pistol. Wrlght'i Trading Poat.
best
well
and
rooms;
furnished,
filled;
J02-WANTED
Jameson's
K. Ellis, Ph.
Chambermaid.
Mr. Turner, ouen Bulck Co., corner Fourth and GoM.
Fred
above.
s. c. White Leghorns, si each. Ely s
tlons
i.n
on
East side; Income $000 month
ROOM AND HOARD, suitable for one or location
Hunch, phone 2:'38-Fifth and Gold.
v e HAVE) several
e
Poultry Yards, .623 Bouth Eighth, phone
first morttwo persons, $50; excellent place to ly; price 17,500; 3, tOO cash, balance 875 FOR SALE Bath tubs, lavatories, sinks,
1168.
WANTED Experienced girl fur general
Who wanta them? Mcrange boilers, pumps, pipe and well SAVE 50 to 75 per cent on used parts,
gage loans.
take the cure; sleeping room and chas- monthly, including Interest, Address W.
,
423
Luna.
bearln-shousework.
1111
North
C.
W.
..heels
tires
Mllllon A Wood.
Apply mornings,
FOR SALE Hatching eggs, Shepherd
Thaxton,
msgnitos,
polnls.
117 N,, care Journal.
chairs outside. Phone 1523-ing
Fourth.
etrain Anconas. heavy layers. 15 eggs WANTED
Girl for dining loom work In South (llrard. University Heights.
springs, etc. Our stock grows larger SUITS CLEANED and pressed, $1; suits
FOR SALE OR TRADE One first-clas- s
$1. 50.
Phone 1213, or apply 1313 South
small sanatorium.
Write M M.. care JAMESON'S RANCH
dally Parts In sloe' for Overlands, 90,
Duka
curry the weight of your 80:
steam
pressed, 60c; no gasoline odor.
cheap for cash. MAXOT1RE3
Jdeal summer
Chalmers. Maxwell truck ar pleasure City
Journal.
High.
ge.
will
sold
miles
and
double
air
d
your
Cleaners, phone HQ.
made the fiesta
cool and This
location
for
convalescents1,
SS4 jcai... Chevrolet. 430, Paige 4, Reo 4. Stude- FOR BALE Eggs for hatching; B. C. WANTED Young Spanish girl for light
at
a
Works,
Broadway
Vulcanizing
for
two
around
at
from
years
free
Albuquerque
two
miles
from
kalsomine
and
paper, waxtown;
shady;
eno o. jdciiuusb euiu vu CLEANING,
oaiter
R. I. Reds, c. P. Hay strain, a. C. W.
housework, half
days. 215 Souta two; garage If desired. 120 North Mu- big profit. Tor Information call on or North Broadway.
ing and oiling floors; work guarmteed.
311 West Coppeiv
M. 25 REFRIGERATORS
N.
W.
some
J.
write
134-Leghorns, Mrs. Gentry strain, tl per set- - Ninth.
for
Harbold,
Mountalnalr,
Sanatorium.
sale;
Goodson.
John
lberry,
opposite Presbyterian
phone
ting. 1122 Bouth Eroadwny.
W'ANTED
slightly used; at wholesale prices: hurry
MIRAMONTES-ON-THE-MESFOR 8AL!3 Indian trading atrre and
Competent cook, also a secWANTED
To buy saddle pony; stata
DRIVERLCSS ORD CO.
Ameriyou want to save some money.
FOR BALE
ond maid. Apply 1015 West Central, A SANATORIUM-HOTEBlxly
ranch, ten acres under cultivation; If
to Ben Jones.
for tubercular
and
particulars,
15o
RENT
FORDS
FOR
price
mile,
Rttes
per
223
Second.
South
can
Furniture Co.,
Barron strain Leghorn hens; Hogan- phone 766.
eonvaiescents; graduate nurse In at- fenced; one section land leased; stone
$1
hour minimum. 8pecial ratea postofflce box 9l, Albuquerque, N. M.
and proven; very reasonable. W. WANTED
lr:.j
Girl for chambermaid work. tendance; rates by the week or montd. building, 60x20 feet; three living rooma SOFT SPO'13 Heel end arcn cushions work per
121 North wTxfTf E 1J T h ree
Ask
them.
davs.
havo
for
Iteakhseekers
D. Campbell, postofflce box 2u6, Beien,
storehouse, corralls; fine well of water;
Grand Central Hotel, corner Second Call S40P-Jprerent fallen Insteps; curea all foot
a good proposition for you; arrange for
HO.
N. M.
engltie; three heavy horses, har-ne- troubles. $1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus. Third, phone
and Central.
O. F., care
an
W.
Address
RESERVATIONS may now be nad it St. gasoline
Interview,
and wagon; twenty turkeys, thirty P. Keleher f.eslher Co., 40$ West rentml.
FOR 8..LE Pur ored 8.
While Leg WANT2D Young women for general
John's eanatorlura (Kpiscopal) i rates,
Journal.
FOR KALE l'JH Dodge touring,
one fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e
horn hatching eggs, 11 per setting; S8
AS11EST08
HOOF PAINT
housework; good pay; pleasant work. 117. to to $26 per week; Includes private chlckene,
W ANT ED To buy your Bryan Harvest r
ten
equipped with an
$1 per (alper hundred; far.cy table eggs at market Call 2400-Jroofs.
GOOD
kinds
all
of
room with sleeping purch, connected to milesmiles from Gallup,a New Mexico;
i
for
stock. Wire J, W. Jones.
top; makes a fine winter car,
Company
from railroad;
bargain, dissolvSouth around
price. V. 8. Wiley, box 135. city, phone EMPLOYMENT
ien. Tha Mantano Co., 110
In
car
the
nice
room 427, New fiouthern
a
closed
and
open
bos
OFFICE Woman cook. bath and toilet; medical care, medicines, ing partnership.
Hotel, San
up,
2411-RAddress
postofflce
Walnut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up summer; rnlnt and tires almost new; Diego. Calif.
room girls. general nursing; excellent meals, tray 373. AibTaueroue. New Mex'co.
ale
good
dining
salary;
erf
as
C.
the
will
last
Black Minorca, 8. C 110 South Third, phone 3S.-building.
FOR SALE 8.
roof,
long
In excellent condition and Can't MAX
service; no extras. All rooms have steam
engine
BARGAIN
STOKE., at $16 South
Blue Andaluslan hatching eggs, 11 per
heat hot and cold running water. 3ev.
at a snap; price
Twenty-fiv- e
FOK BALE
fuit rubber be heat; owner must sell
Solicitors, ladles, pay every W. U. Slegler, Superintendent.
First, will pay tha highest prlcaa for
Phone
setting of thirteen. . : arcel post pre WANTED
$fi4.r, nt the Jamison Ranch.
second-hanhose
lawn
$1;
nine
and
and
mower,
$5;
noczle,
between
your
Annly
411.
olothlng, ghnea and
paid; 15 eggs 31.25. 225 North Fourtu, tenevening.
WANTED Washlnjr and ironlnir, by the refrigerator, 50 pound, $6; bod stead,
and four aud ' six, at 333 North NOTICB
furniture. Phone $68.
WHEN IN NEED OF
A
phi.ne f00.
TO
HEALTH SEEKERS
and TIRES, rims, carburetors,
or rough dry. Call 1708-J- .
dozen
tabta
mattress,
and
dining
msg-netoFifth.
springs
apringa,
RUG CLEANERS
number of our guests who have re WANTED
FOR SALE BUFF ORP1NOTON
eggs
loon
By competent woman, work chairs, high grade; base burner,
Young American woman to
generators, wheels, gearst axles, WIS VACUUM. AND
WASH RUGS
for hatching, 32 and 33 per 16; from WANTED
their health, are going home; we by the day;
Phone Forrester.
go home nights.
asstst with housework; good home to gained
bearings, horns, accessories.
Navalo rugs
a specialty. Phona
now Is your
blue ribbon winners: special on best
will
have
few
a
vacancies;
2133-or
102
COMB
TO
PARTS
call
18H3-s
HEADQUARTERS.
seat
Phone
G.
AUTO
TOP
B.
USE
KFFECTO
and
1472-right
Cleaners.
aceommoaa-tlonparty.
613
buff pullet In class. Phone
chance to secure modern
We have salvaged to data tra followColumbia.
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-ps- r.
Went Fruit.
and the right kind ot food with HIGH-CLAS- S
Laundry work, bilks and
BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME
cars: B Ick, Maxwell,
Chandler,
linens a apeelalty. Write or call 500
82.50 PER DAY paid one ludy In each goo . care and solentiflo guidance; we
Valspar Enamel on automobiles. ing
flower beds, shrubs,
FOR SALE 8, C. Whit Leghorn hatch
Mitchell.
Chevrolet 4!0 and V. B. ; Over- HAVE your lawns,
Homestead
Paint.
North
for
what
not
free
circulars
you
town
Plymouth
distribute
Cottage
to
to
well:
Broadway
you
It's
get
help
etc.,
planted or cared for by experi
Elkand
per
ing eggs
baby chicks, i:q
nt- - land, every model; Hup, Olds. Crow.
enced gardner. 1018 South Walter.
Flavoring. Per pay but what yoa. receive that counts. WANTED Work by youn man In city Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement.
100; also few cocks and cockerels. Qen- - Economy
o
both
Saxon.
T.eatn-CDort,
hart.
Reo,
Btudebaker,
F.
Keleher
assured, Thos,
g
or on farm; can drive and repair Ford. Isfactlon
tr Poultry Ranch, postofflce box 31!. manent position. F. E. Harr Co.. Chicago. t:asa de ora.
FOUr: YEARS In
4 and
the city, cleaning
.
408 West Central. Phone 10ST-B. F. G.. care Journal.
Mole and I ctniile
VIADUCT (1ARAOK,
phone 17S8-paper and painted walls; twenty years
as
as
a
WANTED
A
BOUTH
SECOND,
BALE Hatching
cleaner; ninety per cent of the pao-p- le
FOR
60
position by young lady
eggs, fertility WANTED Position ouen for man an
will say Bert Asi; Be". 97-s
housekeeper for widower or bachelor.
Largest parts bouse in the state.
guaranteed: White Orpingtons, Single
wife on ranch at Ban Ysldro, N. M. ; FOR KALE A small ranch,
whole
FREPH
butter,
buttermilk,
country
car
Address
f2&,
Journal.
A.
Write for woman to cook, man to farm. Writ J.
Comb Rhode Island Reds.
RUG CLEANER'S
mile west of bridge) modern house.
SAVK upward of 01) per cent on tested
milk, cottage cheese, cream cheese,
11x13
OFFICES CLEANED DAJLY Janitor
prices. Zlmmer Ranch Company, Ban W. Mlllef. San Ysldro, N. M.
J. James.
Dodge, Oldsmoblle, MATTRESSES Rugs Cleaned. $1.!6.
Studebaki",
cream
delivered
parla
dally.
cheese;
M.
N.
renovated. $3.60 and up:
Acacia,
services, house cleaning (with vacuum), Vivian's
STENOGRAPHERS
positions $2.50 ACRE UP. Chama valley dairying
Overland, Chevrolet,
Maxwell, (Irani,
desiring
Dairy, phone 2404-J813-furniture repaired and packed. Ervin
TWENTY-NIN- E
Chalmare asked to register with employment
years on the same old
E. M. I'.. Interstate,
stock and farm lands. K. A. Heron. floors polished; references. Phone
8. C. White Leghorn chicks.
Bedding Company, phona 813-ranch
BOY wants work; can help In garae;
of Underwood Typewriter Chama, New Mexico.
ers, 1'alge. Bulck, Dort, Stoddard-Dayto- n
department
320 nor hundred. Twenty-fiv- e
years' ex company, 120 South Fourth; no charge Is FOR SALE Small ranch, fine soil for
have had quite a bit of experience; will
and others. Engines for stationary, truck RAZOR BLADES Have your dull safety
You Poultry mane for securing positions
razor blades resharpened; single edge.
small wages to start on. Phone FOR SALE Corn planter, nay rake, trac- and tractor use.
perience with incubators.
grapes and fruit, under ditch; terms,ol take
bottom
threa
1H93-tractor
tor,
Have
plow,
2&c; double edge, 86o per dozen.
Anv part or accessary for any auto.
Ranch, Postofflce box 107. phone 17B0-- J
Call at nations Store, west
2;,i).
dlso
harr ws, AMIL'QUR'.tQUE
and
plows.
AU1 O WRECKING CO. your straight razor honed and set by
FOR SALE
Barelas bridge.
YOCNQ MAN desires auy kind ot work; three three
Hatching egxs; four popular
cows;
three
434.
5 West
SI
horses,
All
Phona
Knbza
Jersey
ranteed.
work
Central.
expert.
R.
I.
8.
C
Reds, Mayhood PETTI FORD THE ODD JOB MAN. FOR SALE Four acres, two miles from
jv
varieties!
would consider Job at country trading harness;
New Mexico's oldest wrecking house. Ilros.. at Ituppe's Pro
Store.
platform scales, coun
strain, 15, 31.60; Famous silver cam-pinespeaks some Span lilt. Address "H,," tcr scales portable
All kinde of work. Phone 1S78-and two wagons, one alfalfa Used cars bought sold and exchanged.postofflce, on main ditch, double houBe, post;
carw .lournnl.
15, 3:1.00; 8. C. Light Drown Leghouses.
milk
chicken
buildhouse,
good
gnrage.
cart,
house
renovator,
buckboord,
carpenters,
horns, 15. 31.60: 8. C. Dark Brown Leg- CONTRACTORS,
and
MAN
furniture
of
work
at
chickens
and
desires
any double and slugls harness. Apply
turkeys, also
MONEY
ing and repair work, at lowest prices.
horns IS. 32.00, Robinson, Old Town,
In
office work; Mann'a Garden.
tools; terms. Phone 2418-Ji- ,.
kind; experienced
DETECTIVE At, JNCY. Phone 03!-Walraven ft Hall.
Phone 187S-phone 13R8.
Address
in speaka English and Spanish.
To LOAN on waicflea, dia- LADIES shampoos. 5a and 85c, at their
acres
wj.Nfc.V
FOR
OR
Five
TRADE
SALE
cui.om-InlnHiJ
ribbon
YARDS
PAINTlNt., paper banging
Blue
L. B. O., care Journal.
RED POULTRY
valuable
fine
and
near
monds,
grape
guns
everything
W
road;
homes.
L.
Frultvsle,
paved
Phone 20F8-all wo'k quaranieed.
winners: 8. C. R. I. Rede, Barred
Mr. B. Marcus, 21$ Sooth First.
or chlckeii ranch; easy termu to right WANTED
Young man, A-- l bookkeeper FOR
U guuth Edith, phone 1844-MEN'S HMRCUT, too: children, 360, at
SALE Jersey cow. Phone 241
Rocks, eggs for hatching, breeding pens Owens.
conroom 15, First
live
or
clerk
wants
with
Phone
and
093,
party.
apply
position
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
their home. Phone S05S-and cockerels: best winter layers; fertility LET US furnish an estimate on building National Bank, or nuu soutn waiter,
cern, retail or wholesale; A- -l references. FOR SALE Milking cons, giving milk.
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, conwest At
that home, sleeping porch, garage, or F K SALE Twenty-two-aor- e
guaranteed. Wm.1483--nieta, 4is-4- .'
Phone Z409-Tgive mother's care to a few chilranch, part Address J. H E.. rare Journal.
fidential, llottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st. WILL
809 West
lantlc, phone
remodeling or cement
In my own home.
doing your repair,
dren
or all of same; on Old Town oouievaru, WANTED Are you In search of a com FOR SALE Four young pigs, sit weeks MONEY TO LOAN From $1,000 up; can
Phone 1497-eggs, work.
CHICKS
and hatching
BABY
s
220
old.
man.or
Bell.
If
office
and
house'
outDuiinings
But
petent
busigood
bookkeeper?
loan on cloae-lized
make
good
and
ODD
DO
R.
JOB
C.
WE
I.
S.
View
carpentering
Reds; prise
Mountain
ma an Interview before employing FOR SALE A- -l Jersey, $76 for quick ness property. McMllllon & Wood, 20$ DR. GRATOPP, Vltapathio Physician-nerv- ous
alfalfa: all kinds of fruit and berries
house building, reasonab.e: Investigate owner ioavlng, account of health. Phone give
and chronic ailments a specialwinners at El Paso, Albuquerque and
others. Address p. A. X.. care journal.
717 South Arno.
sale.
West Hold.
Real ore.
o
free,
low
phone
In
estimates
best
color,
the
type
2417-11for
bred
prices;
Denver;
or 4S.
owner,
ty; examination free, 821H West Central.
g
Middle-ageWANTED
F(5Tf"SALK
J. V. Kluken, 111 Yale street.
Bucks
and
does; a!sifry": CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dia
and egg production. Order chlx In ad- 8398-M- .
500
acres,
a
SALE
in
FOR
Amerlcan woman, like position
Ranch ot nearly
lng rabbits. 710 West Lead.
vance. C. P. Hay, 230 North High.
monds, watches. Liberty bonds, pianos,
1 WANT you to Investigate my low prices
nart heavllv wooded. nerDetual springs, bakery or collecting: consider anythlns; FOH
on any kind of a building proposition
SALE Large team of mares, five automobiles; lowest rates.to Rothman'a,
HATCHERY.
P. O. Box
Ideal cattle
Inside national willing to learn. Address Box 18, care
COLtlMUIA
range.
117 South First.
the state.
Bonded
K.
A.
view.
in
Phone
have
broko.
Bunga
you
well
Palmer,
and
six
old,
yaara
We can supply
Colo.
herd of registered Journal.
forest boundary;
1102, Denver,
2402-Jlow Bushier, box 41, city. Phone 1768-Hereford horees. chickens: farm impie W'B 11AYH an exuerlenuetf lioukkeauor
you with any quantity of baby chicks.
e
A-varie- BUll.UI.NU.
FOR SALE Three l milk cows, five,
alterations, repairing, large ments;
currall, several
louse,
Capacity 10,000 weekly. Seventeen Parrel
who will take several small sets
r
small
six and seven gallon cows when fresh;
ties.
orchard, illness in books
Live delivery guaranteed.
x
jooa or smaii; worn oy ooounci gusr
tu
at a reasonable fee.
now mllklnir from three to six gallons.
makes It necessary to sell. Pries pert Bervlr--keep Bureau,
family
post prepaid. Write for prices and full the day; reasonable prices; work
221
Gold,
West
1600 Bouth Elm.
Address L. E.'
anteed; estimates frai. Call E. E. John and terms reasonable.
PRE-WA- R
particulars.
720-PRICED BUNGALOWS
1
son. 17SH-John.
Bowman, care postofflce box ill, Albu- phone
HORSES AND
MULES
for sale; will
WANTED
Bookkeeper and general ofquerqut. N. K.
at
and
mules
of
have
horses
carload
SACE
fice man would like to connect with 310 North
Now
Broadway, Albuquerque, April
Am reliable, steady
LOST l'ocketbook, In
First National
good llva oonoern.
bcoii
soiu.
and FURN1TUHF REPAIRING and upholster.
and not afraid of work; unmarried. Would 20. and thereafter nB8-- until
bark, containing sum of money 1111
Workiiiiutsliip ami Material the Host.
Rldenour.
19-phone
Co,
to
Hrvlwlll
return
consider
In
Pl.one
to
but
Bedding
name.
M.
Ing.
stay
owner's
Evans;
prefer
city,
Brick houses Living, room, dining room, 'ballroom kitchen,
Address
North Second; reward.
good proposition out of town.
FOR SALE Havlland
china, piano,
bath and
room, hot water
fc.ntate
H. A. X.. care Journal.
glassed Bleeping pjt-oh20 Norfh Twelfth.
household good.
LOST In the vicinity of Madrid, or Los
WANTED Sewing to do at home; work
Your .ho'.iNs. The beat invpstn'ent ' locuand furnace hea:
ONLY four lots left of thirty-tw- o
llatej
Cerrllloa, ' one black leather traveling FOR SALE New range.
bed,
212 South Hlsh
chairs,
Guaranteed.
on the
to
turn
AH
In
pre
tion
ready
near Highland Park, $600 to $660; easy
Albuquerque.
bag, with dirty
laundry and papere;
work table; sanitary couch, fruit Jars: IKEMSTITCHINO.
Don't fail to see these houses this week. 1'rlccd fight. If you
terms. J. A. Hammond. 824 East Sliver.
plentrng. Williams' Mil- WILL TRADE by 1018 WIllyS-Knlgh- t.
finder notify Albuquerque Foundry and 004' North Thirteenth.
,
n
mi.
first-clasnnui
pu.
unrry,
s
Machine Works; reward.
want a
house. Keasonable terms if desired. .
prtmiwy.
for city lots state lo- HEY! Some dandy lots on Sixth street,
good
FURNITURE REPAIRING . in all Its PLEATINO.
and Lhx. cation. condition,
t!oriiun. eld
at a price that's hard to beat. See
Address Box 142. Albuquerque,
phases; office furniture a specialty,
North
21S
mall ordera. N, Crane.
C. M, .BARBER
N. M.
Oonce, !41li North Sixth, phone 15H2-Cell Atwell, phone 127.
14.
Seventh Crone Apsrtmenta.
FOR SALE Three mules, wagon and FOR 'SALE Choice lot, 60x142. nine hunHA I TRESS IfllNOVATlNIl,
3.M and Up. FOR SALE
Ivory dressers, desks and
See Mo On the Job.
Or
$760,
modal
lata
West
Sliver,
for
dred
trade
would
furadjqlalng
harness;
block,
chairs, mahogany and maple dressing
Itug cleaning, furniture rpar1ng.
Phono 711
.1400 KiiHt Central.
Ford runabout, W. J. Saunders, I'sia-rito- , corner sola for $90. Apply $20 West SilXrvln tables, large assortment of used furniture,
niture packing. Pbone tll-'
N.
ver.
M.
First.
our
South
825
dot
Bedding Company.
prices.
tKJOM AND UOAKD.

BU South Broad- -

HELP WANTED

FOR

'

In

f

a

WANTED

FOR SALE

Position

Ranches

CARPENTERING

TO LOAN

ERSONAL

.i

LOST AND FOUND

FOR

Furniture

Four

DRESSMAKING

FOR SALE

FOR SALE OR TRADE

MATTRESS RENOVATING

FOR RENT

ihna
Miscellaneous

I

Real

Ready, Beautifully Finished,

breakat

light.

Our price from now on will not be over 10c a lb.
Tomorrow will be fresh Tomato day. Large
shipment will be due. Our price always the lowest,
pound 15c.
Native Asparagus, 3 large bunches, 25c.
Now is the time to buy Canned Apples, the
gallon size for 70c.
Delaware Punch, a concentrated grape syrup
for making punch. Add water only. Excellent for
gelatine, ices, sherbet, puddings, etc. Bottle 50c.

CASH

WARD'S

-

ii

pflSTtiWE "Si"

SrsGQ

of New Mexico are
The' nurses
In COn
....n i' ,1n.r entainn
y
planning a
nection with the meeting of the
state health officers' theassociation
first day
here on April 27. On
the New Mexico Public Health
Nurses' association will meet wiln
and on
the state health officers the
New
the following day, withassucm,.
Mexico State Nurses'
Several social gatherings will beheld in connection wltn the meetThe program for the second an?
public
nual meeting of the state follows.
health nurses' association
pub-li- e
2:00 p. m. Round Table for
health nurses.
to 2:20 Child health conferences of 1921. Review pfof points
ways
to avoid and suggestions
to improve 1022 conferences. Special discussion by Misses Duggan.
Wills.
Harris, Rees and discussion.
2:20 General
of clinics,
30
Development
corrective, Miss Wills; traveling
dental, Miss Mctzgar.
General discussion.
2:45
2:55 Health play, Miss Rees.,
Discussion.
3:00
3:10 Health pageant, Miss Wise.
8:15 Discussion.
Recess of ten minutes. 25
Business meeting of puD'
association.
nurses'
health
lio
to state
Relation of association members.
nurses' association. New
Kcolde'a-tioHonorary members.
ot
of annual dues. Election
otiim!lsnecial round table for
public health nurses.of monthly reDiscussion
4:00
port forms.
Points of technique.
4:20
reProgram for nurses
cruiting talks to high schools.
4:45
Adjournment.
of
Miss Bartlett. superintendent has
tho Presbyterian sanatorium,
nurses to
invited all public health insti
tu Ion
reception given at that
at
for the state nurses' association
All
Albuqucroue
p. m. April 27.
nurses are invited to attend.
.
Second Day.
The New Mexico 1State Nubm1,
.Healt
association, with the ublic
Nurses' association will meet Apn.
sanatorium.
I8 9 at00 a.St.m.Joseph's
Meeting of the board
0SnvocatIon-Fat- her
J. W. Doyle,
St. Joseph's sanatorium.
Miss Berwelcome
Address of
M.
tha Rowe. Albuquerque, N. ."-Mi- ss
01
Response to auuress school
nurse,
Bertie A. Rees,
Tucumcarl N. M.
,.Tll.
Address Dy ur. u. o.
and the Nurse, bt.
Joseph's sanatorium.
Reading ot tne
of Schools or
"Standardization
N.
Nursing" Miss Moore, Clovis,
M.
..
. ...
"legislation ana me muuuoju
Nurse" Miss Mctzger, Santa l'e,

LEWIS 3. SELZNICK PRESENTS

"A Man's Home"

i.wu-u,-

2-

A Ralph Inrc Production. Featuring
HARRY T. MOKEY, KATHLYN WILLIAMS. FAIRE
MATT JIOOHE,' CiRACE VALENTINE, ROLAND
and other Film Mars.

BIN-KEY

'THUNDERCLAP9

TOMORROW

Frank A. Yanderlip.
Frank A. Vanderllp, New York
financier, has interested European NEW K. OF
P. LODGE
statesmen at the Genoa confer
ence with his proposal to create
BY LOCAL
INSTITUTED
a gold reserve bank for Europe.
IN
KNIGHTS
ESTANCIA
chancellor of
sirllooert Home,
,
the exchequer of Great Britain,
has praised the plan. Vanderllp's
Members of the local Knights of
plan is based on what would be Pythias lodge returned from
practically a federal reserve bank
where they Instituted a
for the continent.

DRIVERLESS FORD
MIXED UP WITH

n

LOCAL ITEMS

INDIAN

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 5.

Tho League of Women Voters
will meet at 8 o'clock tonight at
'the chamber of commerce. Those
in charge extend an invitation to
all women who are interested In
voting and good citizenship to

BEADED BAGS
MOCCASINS, CURIOS
PILLOW TOPS

d.

The public speaking class will
hold its final meeting at the Y. M.
tonight at 7:15.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Phone HI.
There will be a rehearsal of the
DeMolay officers tonight in the
Tempje at 7:30 o'clock.
A Bpecial meeting of the cltl
commission will be held this after-r.oo- n
lu the city manager's office at
2 o'clock.
Louis Wilton, boys work secretary of the Y. M. C. A., announced
hold a
yesterday that the Y would 13
and
scoutcrait contest Way 12,
14, in which all Albuquerque Boy
Scouts would be Invited to participate. The boys will be invited to
exhibit model cabins, tents, lean-toknots, bridges, etc. Prizes will bo
awarded.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician, N. T. Armijo building. Phono

BASKETS

O. A.

NAVAJO

211

East Central, riione

797--

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
The Superior Building company
the new brick California type
bungalow they have Just completd
on the corner of, Stanford and Silver avenue to Mrs. Marion of
New York, for a permanent
home.
The University Heights Realty
company has Just sold the California typo bungalow recently built by
on Harvard
Howard
to Mr. C. A. Lincoln, a newcomer from Iowa.
The Heights housewives are all
and
busy planting flower gardens from
at the same time benefiting
fresh
and
the delightful sunshine
air that goes with outside work.
.

sold

Tin-fiel- d,

PRICES

ROTHMAN'S
Music

and Jewelry Store

117 South

First St. Phone

01

7-

TOOTHACHE IS
LUXURY, SAYS
DR. H. R. RAPER

s,

Albuquerque council 641, Knights
of Columbus, will hold their regular meeting tonight at 8 o'clock In
St. Mary's hall.
who was
Mrs. Ida Everhart,
operated on for appendicitis on
to
her home
April 7, was removed
yesterday.
Col. John Borradaile. of Sierra
Madre, Calif., is visiting with Gov.
Stover, 906 West Central avenue,
and will renmin several weks on
business.
Dr. John Rogers
Haynes, of
Haynes, N. M., is here viRiting Mrs.
729
South
llroadway.
Haynes,
Tho GHdersIeeve Electric Co.,

JEWELRY

AT REDUCED

lo

741.

RUGS

"Toothache is a luxury." according to Dr. Howard R. Raper, local
denial diagnostician and radiodont-ls- t,
who made the remark in a
lecture he delivered before the trl- stato dental convention which met
in Kansas City recently. The Kansas City Times pruned extracts
from his lecture, parts of which

folkw:

"Toothache is a luxury only the
rich can afford," said Dr. Howard
R. Raper, widely
known dental
diagnostician who Is attending the
dental convention here this
week.
"Only the weauny can afford to
disregard the first warning twinge
of a rampagous molar," he said.
"Toothache is nature's alarm. It
can not be cheaply cured but decay
can. My ndvice is have the small
cavities filled
Immediately and
there will be no further trouble.
"There has recently been a craz8
for extratiou. It was offered as a
cure for all Ills. Misguided dentists
have literally torn tons of Jaw
bone from the face of the American public.
Naturally there has
been a reaction from that. The
public shies at extraction and
many dentists face the problem
of
returning to previous
methods of treatment. This Is the
crisis of tho profession.
Dentlsta
must combat the mania of fear as
they should have the one of extraction.
Judgment and commo.-sense must hold the helm to right
conditions."
Dr. Raper, who Is making a lecture of several eastern cities, further Btated that "for humanitarian
reasons I favor
the fixing of
standard and fairly liberal fees for
dental service."
.

A

TELEPHONE POLE
Fifty dollar fines were lrandsd
to John Morne nnrt Frank Mera,
who ended their Driverless Ford
ride Sunday night with their car
draped around a telegraph pole.
Evidence offered in Justice Manuel Apodaca's court at San Jose,
indicated that the men wero in
toxicated. Before striking the telephone pole, the car ran over n
boy on a bicycle, breaking the bi
cycle but not injuring the boy.
In Its contact with the telephone
pole, the Ford is said to have come
off a poor second and was damaged o tho extent of about $50,
according to J. E. Cox, of tho Driverless Ford company.
WEEK
CITY CLEAN-U- P
WILL START MONDAY

Due to the desire to give Albu- querqueans ample time in which to
prepare to take advantage of the
week, the city
"city clean-up- "
manager decided yesterday to postActive clean-u- p
pone tho work.
operations will probably be started
next week.
With the city districted, a defi
nite program and route will be
made for the city trucks which will
gather all rubbish which Is placed
at tho curbs.
All ot the cltv trucks will be used
In the operation and a number of
N
.......... i
.
fntr.
private trucks companies will prob- o
PriViitn ilntv nursin- g- ably assist
m
Tho dnys when the
Miss Gavin, St. Joseph's sanatorium. trucks will be available to each diswill be announced soon by the
New business.
trict
MIso
city manager.
Army school of nursing
Silver City.
Krancis Robertson,
nnri rilSCUSSiOn OI
,tu Hanfn
MY SHELLED HN'OX NUTS
the proposed bill for "The Licensed will he delivered from the Fred
2urse.
News Stuwl. Albuquerque,
Public health work Miss Wills. Harvey
ru- N. M.. I. Nil L
East Las Vegas. N. M.
I
S. Spit., 32S North
TICE.
amilt;
Miss
Margaret Tenth.
work
ifo.i Pm
Tupper, Santa Ye, N. M.
St. Joseph's sisters win
Silk resists weather conditions
the
..A.niin tn thn nurses after ses
better than linen.
adjournment of the afternoon
sion.
1
NOTICE TO PROPERTY
THIRTY-FIV- E
RECEIVED
OWNERS.
Interest on paving certificates
INTO SHRINE TEMPLE
will bo duo and payable May
YESTERDAY AFTERNOON
1st., at tho city treasurer's office. Please remit promptly and
inavoid paying penalty.
candidates were
Thirty-fiv- e
T. W. TELFER,
itiated into the Ballut Abyad temafterMasonic
the
at
yesterday
ple
City Treasurer.
noon. Th ceremonies were supervised by C. M. Barber, illustrious
potentate.
Included In tho day's program
was a luncheon at the Alvarado
for the Shrincrs and novices. After
the luncheon a short business session was held at the temple, followed by the Initiation rites. A
Opposite Postofflce
dance at the Masonic temple In
118 South Fourth.
events
of
the
closed
the evening
the day. which was as usual, with
the exception of the morning parade.
The following candidates were
Initiated: F. J. Agee, M. M. Craig.
We pay good prices for fire
F. H. Neher, O. C. Appling, N. R.
arms such as Rifles, Shot
Barnctt, J. B. Coats, George Brlm-blMust
be in
Guns, Pistols.
C. U Conway, G. W. Davtes,
Acondition.
C. J. Davis J. A. Doverspike, M.
213 South Ilrst Street
M. Ellison, D. W. Eubank, C. E.
Hilgartner. M. E. Jones. W. J.
Joyce. F. W. Lee, C. F. Luthy, G. O.
McKlssick, E. C. Matthews, E. H.
Mentel, John Milne, N. Mumey, B.
O. Myra, G. T. Pilart, R. J.
C. D. Scott, F. C. Scott,
DYERS AND HATTERS
Michael Wasserman, and R. V.
IIVO CLEANING
Wlckens.
Phone 453. Cor. (Itb and Gold
CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to thank our many
friends for their kindness and
beautiful floral offerings during
the Illness and death of our beloved daughter and sister.
371
H. F. BRUEGGEMANN
S24 South Second.
AND FAMILY.
Sunday Picnics a Specialty

lodge of the order. Louis Galles,
deputy grand chancellor, was In
charge of the ceremonies.
Members of the Knights of Pythias from several other towns also
were on hand for the ceremony.
The Estancla lodge began with a
membership of 40.
elected
The officers
follow:
A. B.
Chancellor
Commander
Weaver; vice chancellor, Raymond
Curry; prelate, C. M. Mllbourn;
master of works, James A. Hall;
keeper of records and seal, D. C.
Howell; master of exchequer, W.'
C. Hairston; master of finance, Ira
Allman; master of arms, William
E. Timmons; inner guard, William
A. Thomas; outer guard, Carl B.
Custer; trustees, II. C. Williams,
Frank Lewis, John Block; past
chancellor, H. C. Williams; W. C.
Hairston, A. B. Hale, R. E.

Gallup Lump Coal

Three Days Starting Today
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

APARTMENT
Two front rooms and kitchen
ette, bath, large front porcn.
Thoroughly clean and sanitary.
Close in. No sick or children.
124 South Arno..

FAMOUS
EffBr
for Preserving
We have the eggs that are not

fertile.

at

Any numrjer

Pounds. $1100
Weights Guaranteed
Is Why Wo Lead, Others Follow

Johnson Coal Co.
900 N. First

Phone

388--

FOR SALE
AT PRIVATE

SALE

One onk dining room suite consisting of table, six chaira,
leather seats, buffet; one 9x12
Axmlnster rug; one set tapes-

try chairs for living room; one
dark oak library table; one
fireless cooker; one
gas plate.
819

Call

North Fourth St.
J
for Appointment

2124--

hkiiimi

FOGG, The Jeweler
$1.00 SALE si.00

Elv'

523 South

Poultry Yards
Eighth. Phono

Albuquerque

WITH

1168.

LIONEL BARRYMORE

Gun Club

Wishes to lease until October
16th grazing privilege on 120
acres of land, including large
lake.
PHONE 402.

FOUND
to

A
get youi
real place
clothes cleaned and pressed.
Give us a trial.
BILL'S SDOP.
Phono 480.
215 8. Second.
Prompt Service.

ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

BURTON HOLMES' TRAVELOGUE
CURRENT EVENTS

Buy Your Groceries

REGULAR PRICES.

AT

RONEY'S
PHONE C63.

Eighth and Mountain Road.
We give S & h ureen Stamps.
Free Delivery to all Parts ol

LYRIC THEATER

the City.

(CONTINTJO.CS

ELMS HOTEL

11 1

and Half Pound Tins.

pound tin
Half pound tin
OnS

30c
17c

We Deliver Orders Over $5.00 Free
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c

Let Us Send a Man

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Pbonc 421. 423 North First,

Two

Apartments

For Rent Attractively furnished at attractive prices.

1023

West Central.)

SKINNER'S

"THE LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"

WILLY-NILL- Y
PHONE
We
SfU

CO.

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.

205 South First St.
The Highest Crade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

A.

Dyclnn, flats
Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned and Blocked, Rum
latest
process.
cleaned
by

Phones

148

and

449.

Standard Furniture Co.

Meadows & Martinez,
I'ndcrtnliers and Funeral

Directors.
Prlvato Motor Ambulance.
118 West Silver Avenue.
Phones 35.1, Day or Mglit

P. M.)

A midnight visit to the office of her father's enemy.
Her mission? To "get" him as he had cornered her'

Get a $60 Torrington
Electric vacuum cleaner absolutely FREE.
Guessing contest. Get
details and guessing
blank from Star Furniture Company, 113
W. Gold or call 409-for full information.
Your guess must be
at the Star Furniture
Company before 6 p.
m. Saturday, April 29.

father.
Beneath her wrap a revolver.
In her heart despair yet a resolution to combat
scandal with scandal. The only way.

And then

DRAMA, PURE, SHEER DRAMA, TO MAKE
YOUR HEARTSTRINGS SING.
B. P. SCHULBERG

W

Presents

Catherine McDonald
at her loveliest in

"The Woman's Side"
ADDED ATTRACTION

Tuesday, April. 25th, at 820 N. Twelfth
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.

"SELF-DEFENS-

St.

i

E"

A Goldwyn Graphic
REGULAR PRICES.

Five rooms of Afurniture to go to the highest bidder for
cash. Note the following articles to be sold: $500 piano, red
oak
dresser and chiffonier. $125 phonograph,
gum dresser,
beautiful dining room suite with leather upholstered chairs,
rockers, small rugs. bed. springs and mattresses, Morris chair,
kitchen range, ldlchen cabinet, big lot of other articles not
mentioned on account of space.
Now If you want house furnishings, don't miss this sale as
these goods are all Aand have never been used by sick.
Take sawmill car and you can get off car at the place. Don't
miss this opportunity, be on hand promptly and bring your
friends.
-l

lor

OFFICE

SPACE

FOR RENT

Kent In Our Offlt-With
Window.
Or WUI Kent Single Desk
Space.
G. ZAVP & CO.
CIIAS.
Phono Old.

-l

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

Rear end of Central Avenue
store room; suitable lor sample
room, etc.
Phono

AliBCQtJERQUE-FSTANCI-

605--

Well Country Camp

E

For Convalescent Tubcrculars
In the mountains. Rntes $13.80
per week. For reservations

A

WILLARD.
Dally Kccpt Sunday.
Phono 600.

Phone

TONIGHT

ALL

490-- J

THIS

WEEK;

Seven Plays

a Week;

CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE
TAYLOR STOCK COMPANY;
ROAD SHOW OF TWELVE

Attractive to Every Member of the Family, is the Refrigerator, During the
Hot Summer Months.
If you haven't a good refrigerator, do away with the old
one and btTy one that will last you many
years proving Its
economy every season. And don't wait until summer's Intense
Is
heat
actually here before you doclde to make this purchase.

PEOPLE.

'

With TOBY and Their Famous Quartette
PLAYS. TO BE PRESENTED THIS WEEK:
(Note We Will Chango Every Night.)
Tuesday: "The Mountain Girl."
Wednesday: "The Girl Ho Couldn't Buy."
Thursday: "'Way Down East."
.

'

.

Friday: "Sputter."
Saturday: "Tempest and Sunshine."

Sunday: Will Announce Later.
(NO RESERVED SEATS)
Admission: Adults, 65c; Children, 25c; Includes Tui.
Doors Open 7:30; Curtain, 8:30.

i

Whether It be the smallest type for the kitchenette apartment,
or the more pretentious model for the large home, Bere
to be found the correct
refrigerator, at the usual low prices

t

lLAUGH AT TOBY

for which LIVINGSTON sells. .

ORDER YOUR
'

401 South First St. I'lione 619
We buy.
sell and exchange

new and used furniture. Handle
complete Una kitchen utensils,
etc.
t

TO 11

1

WHAT?

Auction Sale

Is

If You Cannot Come to the Store Phone Your Orders

FROM

BEHIND THAT DOOR

GUY'S TRANSFER
Phone

General Engineering
Work,
Municipal
Irrigation.
Survey of all kinds, Mapping.
120 S. Fourth
Phono 411.

PERFORMANCE

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

Finest rooms In the state
steam heat, hot and cola
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate 11. SO single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.60 single anu
double ii.UO.

-l

B. H. CALKINS,

M

LIVINGSTON & CO.

OME FURNISHERS
21215

West Gold Ave.

j

soul-stirri-

e,

J.

f

He had won his name in a hundred fights, because
he always came back for more!
But there came a day when he quit dead cold and
that was the biggest, bravest fight of his life!
A
story of thrills and a "bad man's'
love that was finer than any king s.

Rose-murg- y,

w

t

CORP. PRESENTS

Y

"BOOMERANG BILL"

aenvereu

WANTED

NOTICE.
There will be a special meeting
of Albuquerque Contractors' association Tuesday evening at 7:30.
Chamber of Commerce.
FUNERALS
The Building Trades Council will DEATHS AND
he present for further discussion of
the
with
fiAPHTA
Tho fnnpml nt Trlnl- 'conditions and agreement
is jdnd Garcia, who died Sunday night
Your presence
association.
at her residence 1717 West Central
urgently requested.
JOHN E. COULODON,
avenue, will be held this morning
Secretary.
at 9 o'clock from the residence to
the San Felipe de Neri church
A NEW REAL ESTATE OFFICE where services will be held. Burial will be In Santa Barbara cemeAT US SOUTH SECOND.
formerly tery. Crollott is in charge.
Jamea, M. Johnson,
4
a
with Franklin & Co., has opened
MARTIN Funeral services for
general real estate and insurance Mrs.
J. C. Martin were held at
office at 115 South Second street,
where he will be glad to meet all of Strong Brothers' chapel yesterday
afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock. Rev.
his old friends and any new ones.
offiIf you want to buy, sell or trade Root of the Episcopal church Fair-vieInterment was in
real estate consider Mr. Johnson at ciating.
cemetery.
your service.
BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
c. H. CONNKH, M. Ii. o. o.
Phone 221-S19!4 Soutb First.
We deliver any size any
Osteopathic Specialist.
701-325-Stem
Tel.
llldtr.
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
1'INE SHOE REPAIRING
75c
Half Soles
Phone 939.
Journal Wit Ads Bring Results. Ladles'
Rubber Heels, Goodyear . . . .40e
BOe
Soles
Men's Half
Rubber Heels, Goodyear. .. .40c
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP.
GUITTARD'S GROUND CHOCOLATE
213 S. Second St. Phone 587-Free Call and Delivery.
Pure Ground Chocolate Rich in Butter Fat in One
Work Done While Toil Wait.

PLAYERS-LASK-

30c per dozen.

2.000

..

Kini

720--

la

3-

Featuring May Carr

TAX LEVY

A check for $2,685 was received
yesterday by County Treasurer Ed
Swope from the Santa Fe Railway company covering Its special
two mill county tax levy for the
federal aid road fund. The company refused to make payment of
this particular part of its county
taxes when it became due, but a
recent decision of the state supreme court upholding the constitutionality of the levy caused tho.
company to make the payment
yesterday. The company includes
$190 penalty for failure to make
payment when due.
When the company refused to
include the fedoral road fund assessment In its county taxes last
winter, Treasurer Ed Swope refused to accept any of the taxes
from the company. This decision
was later reversed as the county
was embarrassed for funds and the
treasurer accepted a check for
$44,351, which was the amount assessed against the company minus
the road fund levy.

ciation at Time of Health
Officers Meeting.

,

I

For Sale or To Rent.
221 W. Gold Ave. Phono

V

EATRE

Typewriter

Lato Model No. 5

ROAD

7

nmnrmiirwuniffit

UNDERWOOD

TO

ILL

27

Sessions of Health Nurses
and State Nurses Asso-

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

I

HERE

IP!

Phone 28

STORE,

MET

TO

w

PROPOSES GOLD
RESERVE BANK TO SANTA FE
AID EUROPEANS

STATE NURSES

Rhubarb Has Taken a Drop

'

April 25, 1922.
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Albuquerque, N. M.

MILK, BUTTER, BUTTER MILK
and ICE CREAM, from
y
ALBUQUERQUE

CO-OPERATI-

VE

DAIRY ASSOCIATION

317-32- 1

'
Thank
North Second St.

f

You.
.

,

PHONE 351

g

t

I

'",

j

